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A B S T R A C T
OBSERVATIONS OF COSM IC G AM M A-R AY SOURCES A N D  
TH EIR  C O N T R IB U T IO N  TO THE D IFFU SE G AM M A-RAY  
BA C K G R O U N D
by
D ebadarshi B hattacharya  
University of New H am pshire, May, 1990
The objective of th is project is to  study  soft 7 -ray emission in  th e  (0.1-10) MeV energy 
band for selected AGN and explore how much they  contribute to  the  to ta l diffuse 7 -ray 
background. For th is purpose, a series of imaging observations of ex tragalactic objects in 
the  low-energy 7 -ray region were carried out by the  U niversity of New H am pshire’s Coded 
A pertu re  D irectional G am m a-Ray Telescope (D G T ). The D G T was successfully flown at 
stratospheric balloon altitudes on 1988, M ay 11 when observations were m ade of the  Crab, 
NGC 1275, MKN 421, and NGC 4151. The m easured Crab spectrum  is consistent with 
a  featureless power-law of the form; d N (E )/d E  =  5.93E-2 ‘07±:« 7 ’s cm -2  s -1  keV -1 , in 
agreem ent with the  previous observations of th is source. Significant emission was detected 
up to  500 keV from the  Seyfert galaxy, NGC 4151.
To increase the to ta l sky exposure we have analyzed the  extragalactic  field images, 
including the 3C 273 region, obtained by the D G T during its previous flight in 1984. We 
have specifically searched for point source signatures in  the  MeV energy range in 1.5 sr of 
the D G T image fields. No positive em ission was detected  above th e  flux value of 3.2 x lO -12 
ergs cm -2  s -1 keV -1 a t 1 MeV from  any of the  four active galaxies. No serendipitous
source during a to ta l observation period of 40 hours in  the energy range (1-8) MeV was 
observed. Based on th e  log N  — log S  m ethod and  the  constrain t imposed by the  CGB 
flux, we calculate th a t  if  the  origin of th e  cosmic 7 -ray  background is a ttr ib u ted  solely to 
an active galaxy com ponent, then  the  ratio  of active galaxy 7 -ray lum inosity a t 1 MeV to  
X-ray lum inosity a t 2 keV, Z7/ £ x , should be < 4.5 x lO -2 . Using th is ra tio  we also predict 
the to ta l num ber of sources detectab le  w ith the  D G T in the  energy range (1 -2 ) MeV to 
be ~  2 for the entire sky; the null result obtained by the  DGT is not in contradiction with 
this prediction. We also calculate the  num ber of 7 -ray sources expected to  be detected  by 
the fu tu re  7 -ray experim ents w ith b e tte r  detection sensitivity.
C H A P T E R  X
S c ien tif ic  B a ck g ro u n d  
1.1 In tr o d u c t io n
D uring the  1960’s and 70’1* a  diffuse X -ray and 7 -ray background spectrum , from a ten th  
of a keV up to  a  few hundred  MeV, was discovered. T he m easurem ents of th is background 
flux were carried out using detectors on board rockets, spacecrafts and balloon gondolas. 
By background flux we m ean the m easured residual cosmic flux which is obtained by 
sub trac ting  the  flux of bright objects on the foreground and correcting for the internal 
noise flux generated by th e  detectors or the detector housing m aterials. The 7 -ray flux 
was found to  be isotropic on a coarse scale. This flux is considered ex tragalactic  in origin 
due to  its isotropic na tu re .
T he cosmic 7 -ray  background (CG B ) exhibits s tru c tu re  in its spectrum . The CGB 
spectrum  seems to  be an extension of the  diffuse X -ray flux, albeit w ith a different spectral 
shape. M any physical m odels have been suggested and developed to  account for the CGB 
emission, b u t a single m odel could no t explain the p roduction  of the CGB flux over the 
entire 7 -ray spectrum . T he models are divided in to  tw o catagories, diffuse and discrete 
models. Diffuse m odels include the  processes which involve high energy interactions in 
in terste llar and in tergalactic  space. D iscrete models describe the cum ulative effect of emis­
sion processes, existing in discrete sources like active galaxies, to  the  CG B. The purpose 
of th is thesis is to  investigate  the 7 -ray  emission from the  discrete sources in the (0.1- 10) 
MeV range and their contribu tion  to  th e  CGB.
1.1.1 G am m a-rays as an In vestiga tin g  T ool
The science of experim ental cosmic 7 -rays covers an energy range extending over 10 orders 
of m agnitude, from 10-1 to  109 MeV, or a lternately  IO20 to  IO30 Hz in frequency space. If 
the  m ean particle density  of the universe is 10“5 particles cm -3 , then th e  m ean free path
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of a 10 MeV 7 -ray is of the order of the  radius of the  visible universe (~  IO30 cm) (Chupp 
1976). This penetrating  n a tu re  of 7 -rays m akes them  an excellent probe for observing 
the universe a t  great distances, and as a consequence, physical phenom ena in the  past. 
Observations and theoretical studies of 7 -rays undertaken  during the last 25 years have 
greatly enhanced our understanding  of m any astrophysical objects and processes. Yet, 
compared to  th e  extensive X -ray observations m ade by a  num ber of satellites, low energy
7 -ray m easurem ents (0.1 to  10 M eV) are few. T his is a ttr ib u tab le  to  the low signal to  
noise ratio existing in this energy range coupled w ith the  relatively steep source spectra. 
Such experim ental drawbacks im pede the proper exploitation of 7 -rays as an astrophysical 
investigating tool. In this chap te r we shall cover some features of the theoretical and 
observational aspects of 7 -ray astronom y, especially the  isotropic CGB.
Below we describe a few aspects of 7 -ray astronom y which are instrum ental in ascer­
taining the n a tu re  of a num ber of astrophysical processes.
1. The in terac tion  of cosmic rays w ith the am bient in terste llar and intergalactic m a tte r  
(ISM and  IG M , respectively) can produce 7 -ray photons th rough  electrom agnetic 
processes such as brem sstrah lung  and inverse Com pton interactions. M easurem ents 
of these 7 -rays provides inform ation on th e  cosmic ray d istribution and the  to ta l 
am ount o f ISM /IG M  in a  particu la r region. A lthough these calculations are model 
dependent, m easurem ents of the  intensity  of 7 -rays in the  (30-300) MeV range by 
the COS-B and SAS-2 satellites have provided m uch needed constrain ts on the  dis­
tribu tion  of galactic cosmic rays and the density  of the ISM (Bloemen 1987).
2. G am m a-ray line astronom y has profound astrophysical im plications, since observa­
tions of th e  lines em itted  by radioactive isotopes help in the determ ination of the 
elem ental composition of in terste llar m a tte r  as well as the  local cosmic ray  energy 
density. T he detection of nuclear 7 -ray lines from  th e  recent supernova SN 1987A 
(Matz et al., 1988, Cook et al., 1988) a t 847 and  1238 keV through the  process 66Ni 
—* 56Co —♦ S6Fe have provided direct evidence for the  theory o f nucleosynthesis in a 
supernova. Reports of 0.511 MeV diffuse galactic line emission (Share et al. 1987) 
may ind icate  annihilation of positrons which are probably products of f3+ decay 
of 56Co and  44Ti produced in  T ype 1 supernovae (R am aty  and  Lingenfelter 1979). 
Similarly observations of 1.809 MeV line emission (M ahoney et al. 1982, Share ef
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al. 1985) from nucleosynthetic 26Al m ay signify the  presence of unresolved nova or 
W olf-Rayet stars (C layton 1984; P ran tzos et al. 1985) in the direction of the galactic 
center. The im plications of 7 -ray lines observations (C hupp  et al. 1973, Hudson et 
al. 1980, Chupp et al. 1981, Prince et al. 1982) from solar flares comprise particle 
acceleration at the Sun. These lines include 0.511 MeV from positron annihilation, 
2.223 MeV from N eutron capture on 1H, 4.438 and 6.129 MeV nuclear deexcitation 
lines from  12C and 160 ,  etc.
3. High energy processes near black holes and  neutron sta rs  generate energetic photons. 
The observation of 7 -rays from these ob jects and active galactic nuclei (AGN) allow 
us to  look as far as the  event horizon of compact ob jects and m ake a quan tita tive  
assessment of the accretion disk or m agnetosphere o f the  system . On the o ther 
hand, the  observations of 7 -ray bursts w ith periodic struc tu res (Desai 1981) have 
allowed investigators to  m odel the classical neutron s ta r  scenario with more stringent 
param eters.
4. The presence of an apparen tly  isotropic com ponent of 7 -ray emission places 7 -ray 
astronom y in an im p o rtan t position w ith regard to  cosmological studies. If the diffuse 
emission is due partially  or solely to  discrete sources, such as active galaxies, then  an 
extensive study of these galaxies a t 7 -ray wavelengths will help in understanding  th e  
lum inosity and density evolution of active galaxies. The existence of CGB emission 
may also be due to  diffuse processes (e.g., electron brem sstrahlung, m a tte r-an tim a tte r  
annihilation etc.). Both diffuse and discrete processes have profound im plications for 
current theoretical studies on the evolution of the universe. For exam ple, a  definite 
observation of enhanced 7  radiation on th e  borders o f superclusters would signify 
the presence of an ti-m a tte r  and can th u s  alter the big bang m odel of the  universe 
substantially.
1.1 .2  D iffuse 7-ray E m ission
In  the low and  medium energy 7 -rays continuum  emission has been detected from  few 
know n galactic and ex tragalactic  sources. G alactic  sources include com pact sources like 
th e  Crab, Cygnus X -l and the  G alactic center, whereas the  active galaxies NGC 4151, M CG
8-11-11 and CEN -A  comprise th e  extragalactic sources. 7 -ray  emission above 35 MeV has
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been detected from m ore than  20 unknown galactic locations and one ex tragalactic  source, 
the  quasar 3C 273. In addition to  discrete sources 7 -rays have been observed as diffuse 
emission from the galactic plane. There also exists an ex tragalactic  diffuse background 
rad iation  (we have term ed it the  CG B) which appears to  be isotropic on a  coarse scale (~  
10°) .
G a la c t ic  D iffu se  E m iss io n : The galactic plane is a m ajor source of 7 -rad iation . The 
m easurem ents of the  OSO-3 (K raushaar et al. 1972), SAS-2 (Fichtel et al. 1975), and 
COS-B (M ayer-Hasselwander et al. 1982) satellites showed an enhanced 7 -ray in tensity  
band lying w ithin ±  15° of the G alactic equator. A m arked increase in in tensity  is observed 
w ithin ±  30° of G alactic longitude signifying increased m a tte r  and cosmic ray density 
tow ards the Galactic center. The SAS-2 and COS-B satellites have also detected  a num ber 
of localized excesses along the galactic ridge which coincide w ith the m olecular cloud 
d istribu tion  or the  tangen tia l direction of a spiral arm .
Possible m echanism s of continuum  diffuse 7 -ray  emission include brem sstrah lung  of cos­
mic ray  electrons w ith  ISM (H utchinson 1952), C om pton scattering  of s ta r  light (Feenberg 
and Prim akoff 1948) and 2.8° K microwave rad ia tion  by cosmic ray  electrons, synchrotron 
emission by electrons in  a  m agnetic field (G inzburg and Syrovatskii 1965), and decay of 7r° 
mesons produced in the  in teraction of cosmic ray  nucleons w ith  ISM. In addition  Higdon 
and Lingenfelter (1976) have suggested th a t undiscovered young pulsars (<  104 yrs) could 
con tribu te  alm ost 50% of the observed galactic emission.
In Figure 1.1 we show the galactic diffuse emission m easured by different experim ents 
in  the  energy range (0.1-100) MeV from the d irection of the  galactic center. In the MeV 
energy range the spectrum  obtained by the SMM experim ent is well fit by a power law 
index of 1.49±0.12 (H arris et al. 1989). In th is energy range, the  isotropic extragalactic  
background emission (or the CG B), remains on average a t least one power steeper th an  
the  galactic spectrum .
E x t r a g a la c t ic  D iffu se  E m iss io n : During th e  early  years of X -ray and 7 -ray  astronom y, 
a  diffuse cosmic com ponent was discovered in  th e  energy range (0.1-2) MeV by the de­
tectors on board the  lunar probes Rangers 3 and  5 (Arnold et al. 1962, M etzger et al. 
1964). Subsequent experim ents (C lark, G arm ire, and K raushaar 1968, Trom bka et al. 
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Figure 1 .1: Broad band  m easurem ents in 7 -rays of th e  Galactic center region (H arris et 
al., 1989). Along with th e  power law continuum , th e  a n n ih ila tio n  line a t 0.511 M eV and 
the 26Al line a t 1.809 MeV are visible. T he solid line is th e  recently published resu lt of the 
SMM observation.
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spectrum  to 150 MeV w ith a gap from about 10 M eV to  30 MeV, in which no observations 
were carried out.
Representative m easurem ents of the  cosmic diffuse X- and 7 -ray emission are shown in 
F igure 1.2. The results up to  50 keV, for the ex tragalactic  X-ray background flux m easured 
by the HEAO-1 experim ent (M arshall et al. 1980), can be fit by a therm al spectrum  (k T  
~  40 keV). This therm al spectrum  vanishes a t photon  energies of a  few hundred  keV 
giving way to  a power law spectrum . Between 100 and 500 keV the  spectrum  follows a 
pow er law exponent of ~  2.5. Above 500 keV an excess flux was m easured over w hat was 
predicted  by a simple extrapolation  of the power law valid in the  X -ray energies in to  7 -ray 
energies. Initially this excess flux was a ttr ib u ted  to  incorrect ex traction  of the  cosmic 
flux from  the to ta l flux m easurem ent. The experim ents on board  several Apollo missions 
(T rom bka et al. 1973, 1977) detected th is excess flux or ‘bum p’ in the  MeV spectrum . The 
detectors on board Apollo 15, 16 and 17 missions were enclosed in  therm al shields and 
m ounted on a boom which could be extended from one side of the  Service M odule by an 
as tro n au t. Trombka et al. (1977) have presented refined analysis of the  CGB energy-loss 
spectrum  taking in to  account the spallation com ponent and spacecraft continuum . T heir 
spectrum  to this day rem ains the m ost representative of the  low energy CGB emission. 
The m easurem ents of Schoenfelder et al. (1977, 1980) verified the  existence of the  excess 
flux or ‘bum p’ in the  energy spectrum  at MeV energies. Above 5 MeV the spectrum  is 
very steep following a power law index of ~  3 which is in good agreem ent w ith SAS-2 
m easurem ents above 30 MeV (F ichtel, Simpson and Thom pson 1978).
As m entioned previously, the extragalactic  diffuse 7 -ray background can be accounted 
for by two classes of m odels, diffuse and discrete. The physical dimension of the em itting  
regions distinguishes one model from the other. In diffuse models the  in teractions take 
place in in terstellar and intergalactic  space, whereas in  discrete models the  in teractions are 
localized (e.g., in  the  accretion disks of the active galactic nuclei).
1.2 D iffu se M o d e ls  for C o sm ic  G a m m a -ra y  B a ck g r o u n d
We will rely on the  works of Stecker (1969, 1971) for the  description of th e  diffuse processes 
like the  Com pton in terac tion , brem sstrahlung and x° decay. The cosmological expressions 
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Figure 1.2: P ho ton  energy spectrum  of the cosmic diffuse x- and  7 -rad iation . T he four 
lines signify different types of experim ents at different energy bands. The ‘bum p’ between 
1 and 10 MeV is clearly seen.
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spectra  is given in Table (1.1).
1.2.1 Inverse C om p ton  M echanism
High energy cosmic-ray electrons leaking out of galaxies can in te rac t with 2.8°K microwave 
background rad iation  through the  inverse C om pton  m echanism  to  produce high energy 
recoil photons (Felten and M orrison 1966, B recher and M orrison 1967). If th e  initial 
electron energy spectrum  is given by the power law  d istribution with a spectra l index T 
then  th e  electron in tensity  I e{ E ) is
I e(E )  = K eE ~ r  ( l . i )
The resu ltan t differential 7 -ray in tensity  due to  C om pton scattering  can be approxim ated 
by th e  following expression given by Ginzburg an d  Syrovatskii (1964)
I c(E y ) =  f ( T ) ^ a T L e f fP r{mc2) ^ - r \ ~  < s > f - 3V 2K * E ^ T^ l 2 (1.2)
where <  e > is th e  average in itia l photon energy, Lef j  is th e  effective p a th  length for 
7 -ray  production, pT is the  radiation density, cry is the Thom pson cross section, m  is the 
electron mass and c is the  velocity of light. / ( T )  is a function of the electron spectral 
index T tabulated  in Ginzburg and Syrovatskii (1964) which is ~  1. It is seen from the 
above expression th a t  the  resu ltan t 7 -ray in tensity  is p roportional to  j?_(r+1)/2. The mean 
energy o f the produced 7 -rays are given by
< ^ > - ^ 7 2 < e >  (1-3)
where 7  =  E e/ m ec2, th e  Lorentz factor.
Stecker (1971) considered the  effects of cosmological expansion of the universe on the 
C om pton flux, I c( E ^ tZ), at a  d istance corresponding to  a redsh ift of The flux,
compared to  th e  flux for the  present epoch, l C}0, is enhanced according to the 
following relation
( i -4)
Here fi is a g rav itational deceleration param eter and is given by - ( 2 / H 2) ( R 0/ R )  where 
R (t)  is a  tim e dependent scale factor obtained by  solving cosmological field equations, and 
H 0 is the  H ubble’s constan t.
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However, Brecher and M orrison (1967) showed th a t  th e  Com pton energy losses dom ­
in a te  the high energy end of the  electron spectrum  and therefore over tim e the C om pton 
7 -ray  spectrum  will steepen considerably. If fcei? - 'r represents the original electron injec­
tio n  spectrum  a t  redshift z , th e  equilibrium  electron spectrum  m ay be obtained by solving 
th e  continuity  equation
dn(  7 ) +  d_
" ( 7 ) ^d t  #7
w here the right hand  term  signifies the source term  and n (7 ) is the electron num ber density. 
T he energy loss ra te  due to  Com pton in teractions is given by
dt  o Tn.c£
Since blackbody radiation density is p roprtional to (1 +  a )4 we can w rite
-7 2 (1.7)d-y _  ( l  +  z )A 2
d t To
w here t 0 =  3m ec2/4cPrcp0jT.. Under the  equilibrium  condition, d n / d t  = 0, the equlibrium  
electron energy spectrum  takes the  form
=  ke-y~r  (1.8)
d_
<£7
K  -v- r i  ^  +Jie 7  7
T0
E quating  the indices of the tw o sides we find Ti =  T + 1. Similarly equating  the coefficients 
yields K e =  fcer0/r ( l  + a )4. Hence the equilibrium  electron num ber density  is decreased by 
a  factor proportional to  (1 +  z )4 and its spectral index is also steepened by unity. Brecher 
and  M orrison conclude th a t  unless there  were more stronger sources of electrons in the 
p a s t no significant enhancem ent of C om pton 7 -rays should occur a t large redshifts. Hence 
th e  inverse C om pton m echanism  would be insufficient to  account for th e  CGB.
1 .2 .2  N on -T h erm al B rem sstrah lu n g
Cosm ic-ray electrons can undergo brem sstrahlung in presence of in tergalactic  m atte r (IG M ) 
and  produce low energy 7 -rays. The em ergent 7 -ray differential spectrum  is given by Fazio 
(1967)
h ( E y ) =  I . { E ) d E  (1.9)
■A. o  " * 7  J
w here m  is th e  m ass of the  ta rg e t nuclei, X 0 is the  rad ia tion  leng th  and N { L )  is the  
in teg rated  num ber of target nuclei in the  line of sight. If th e  electron in tensity  spectrum
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is given by E quation  (1.1) th en  the brem sstrahlung 7 -ray spectrum  will be proportional 
to  E ~ r . Since th e  Com pton 7 -ray  spectrum  is oc to  £ - (I'+ l ) /2) the  brem sstrahlung 7 -ray 
spectrum  is generally steeper th a n  the 7 -ray spectrum  due to  Com pton in teraction. Stecker 
(1971) gives an  expression for th e  cosmological brem sstrahlung production
O  _  (1 _1_ 9 }
Ib{ E ^ , z max) *  j  ( 1 . 10)
For an E instein-de Sitter Universe (f2 =  1), the  above expression reduces to
h ( E 7 )  2m a i )  ~  g ^ b ,o ( ^ T o ) [ ( l  +  ^ m a x )3 ^  _  l ]  ( 1 - H )
W e have already seen from th e  previous section th a t  the  Com pton in teractions w ith  the 
rad iation  field depletes the high energy electron num ber density. Hence E quation 1.11 is 
valid only for electrons which are  not energetic enough to  undergo drastic  Com pton losses. 
Hence electron b rem sstrah lung  process is inadequate  to explain the in term ediate and high 
energy CGB.
1 .2 .3  d ecay
Cosmic ray p ro to n s and nuclei m ay in teract w ith the  IGM  and ISM to  produce 7r° mesons. 
7r° decays in to  tw o  7  photons (decay tim e 0 .84x  10-16 s.) w ith rest energies equal to  | r n Tc2 
=  67.5 MeV. T h u s , the spectrum  peaks at 67.5 M eV /(l +  z) for injection a t redshift z. The 
‘b u m p ’ at MeV energies can be explained by th is model if continuous cosmic-ray injection 
occurs a t z ~  100 (Stecker 1969).
7T° mesons a re  also created  through p ro ton-an tip ro ton  annihilation. Several authors 
(S tecker, M organ, and B redekam p 1971, Stecker 1978) have a ttr ib u ted  the  CGB to  red- 
sh ifted  photons from  the decay o f neutral pions produced by m a tte r-an tim a tte r  annihilation 
a t  early  epochs o f the  universe. This theory m andates a baryon-sym m etric m odel where an 
equal am ount o f m a tte r  and an tim a tte r  were produced during the big bang. The spectrum  
of p  — p  in terac tion  at very h igh  energies is sim ilar to  p  — p  in teraction. In Figure 1.3 we 
show the calculation of Stecker (1969) for 7r° decay 7 -ray spectrum  for a E inste in -D eS itter 
universe.
1 .2 .4  Prim ord ial Black H oles
T h e  quantum  m echanical decay of small black holes, (Hawking 1974, Page and Hawking 
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Figure 1.3: M etagalactic  7 -ray sp ec tra  from cosmic ray  p -p  in terac tion . Cosmic ray  flux 
for the  p - p  in teraction  is produced by burst injection a t zmax (S tecker, 1969).
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states th a t  th e  strong g rav ita tional field near th e  horizon of a black hole creates particles 
and photons which may escape to  infinity through a  quantum  tunneling  effect. T he photons 
account for 9% of the creation products and peak a t 120 MeV (Page and Hawking 1976). 
A uniform  d istribu tion  of prim ordial black holes would generate a E ~3 spectrum  above 
120 MeV. Below 120 MeV the  slope follows a spectrum  ,E(1_Q)/2 where a  is given by the 
foDowing relation
n(m )  ~  (1-12)m a
where 7i is th e  present num ber density  of the PB H  w ithin the m ass range (m , m  +  dm )  and 
m a is the in itia l horizon mass. A suitable choice of a  may produce an excess 7 -ray flux, 
around 1 M eV, over a simple extrapolation  of th e  power law which is valid in the  X-ray 
energies.
O th e r  M o d e ls :  A few m odels have been proposed specifically to  explain th e  ‘bum p’ 
in the MeV energies These include the radioactive decay of nucleosynthesis p roducts of 
supernovae (C layton  1973), induced  positronium  annihilation (Heffernan and Liboff 1984), 
which at incident photon energy 2m ec2 gives rise to  the  excess emission above 1 MeV. Olive 
and Silk (1985) have proposed th a t  the decay of a  long lived super-sym m etric particle, 
gravitino, w ith  a  m ass falling w ith in  the range ~  1-10 GeV and decaying a t redshift z ~  
1000 would give rise to the observed photon flux a t around 1 MeV. Daly (1988) calculated 
th e  1-10 MeV CGB photon spectrum  produced by an unstable particle  in an early universe. 
In a m atte r  dom inated, E instein-de Sitter universe, D aly’s m odel predict th a t the  decay 
photon is produced  with an energy E y ~  2.5(1 +  z) MeV a t a redshift z  corresponding to  
an age r  of th e  universe, where r  is the lifetime of the  unstab le particle.
1.3 D is c r e te  M o d e ls  for C o sm ic  G a m m a -ra y  B a ck g ro u n d
Various au tho rs  have proposed th a t  the bulk of th e  diffuse X -ray background is synthesized 
by the superposition  of active galactic  nuclei sp ec tra  (Schwartz and  Gursky 1974). Simi­
larly unresolved contributions from  different classes of active galaxies have been considered 
as possible con tribu to rs to the  diffuse 7 -ray emission (Strong, W olfendale and W orrall 1976, 
Lichti, B ignam i and Paul 1978, Schonfelder 1978, Grindlay 1978). The few active galaxies 
detected above a  few MeV exh ib it the similar steepening in th e ir  spectra which charac­
terizes the  diffuse 7 -ray background spectrum . T he spectrum  of the  only quasar detected
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above 100 MeV, 3C 273, follows a power law slope of (2 .5±0.6) (Bignam i et al. 1979) th a t 
m atches considerably w ith the  CGB slope of (2.7±0.4) as m easured by  Fichtel, Simpson, 
and Thom pson (1978). If  the  emission of the few galaxies detected above 1 MeV repre­
sents the characteristic emission from th e  rest of the  population of active galaxies, then 
given our knowledge of A G N  density and  luminosity in X-ray energies, the active galaxy 
contribution to  the CGB could reach 100% in the MeV region of the spectrum . However, 
a t present our lim ited knowledge of the  luminosity d istribu tion , space density, spectra  and 
tim e evolution of ex tragalactic  sources in 7 -rays does n o t allow self consistent m odels of 
the  active galaxy con tribu tion  to  be constructed.
G am m a-ray Production in  Active Galaxies
Brecher (1976) defines a  system to  be active “if it gives rise to  non-therm al rad iative 
phenom ena an d /o r shows evidence of gravitational disequlibrium .” U rry  (1988) describes 
the  active galactic nucleus, or AGN, as “any extragalactic object with substan tia l emission 
in excess of normal stellar processes (starligh t, HII regions, supernovae, etc.), including 
low lum inosity LINERs (Low-Ionization Nuclear Em ission Regions), sta rbu rst system s, 
narrow -line (<  1000 k m /s)  and broad line (>  1000 k m /s )  Seyfert galaxies, narrow -line and 
broad-line radio galaxies, radio-loud and  radio-quiet quasars, optically violent variable 
(OVV) quasars, and BL Lacertae objects."
AGN exhibit large irregu lar variations on small tim e  scales. T h is suggests th a t  the 
source of prim ary rad ia tion  is a com pact luminous cen tral object, occupying a volume 
determ ined by E ddington lim ited accretion. The accretion disk around the  central object, 
form ed by in-falling m a tte r  and the angular m om entum  of the host galaxy, m ay have a 
radius of ~  1014- 1015 cm for a black hole mass of 10BM®. The in tense emission lines in 
the  optical and UV continuum  of AGN originate in tw o envelope regions term ed th e  Broad 
Line Region (BLR) and th e  Narrow Line Region (NLR). T he high density  (~  109 particles 
cm "3) BLR, located a t a  distance of ~  0.1 pc from th e  central source, gives rise to  the 
b road  emission lines w ith a  typical Full W id th  at Half M axim um  (FW H M ) of 104 km  s- 1 . 
T he narrow  lines are form ed by forbidden transitions in  the  low density  (~  104 particles 
cm "3) NLR region, which is considered to  be at a  d istance of ~  10 pc from the  central 
source and has a FW HM  of 103 km s- 1 . T he typical tem pera tu re  of b o th  envelope regions 
is 104° K. The high energy photons responsible for th e  ionization of the  B LR  and N LR are
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X -rays which presum ably originate in the  central source. Below we give a short description 
of x- and 7 -ray  observations of active galaxies.
I. Seyferts: M any type 1 Seyfert galaxies have been detected as X -ray em itters (Elvis et al. 
1978, Tananbaum  et al. 1978). The relative hardness of their X -ray spectra  makes them  
p o ten tia l candidates for 7 -ray emission. G am m a-ray emission has been m easured from two 
Seyfert galaxies, NGC 4151 (P ero tti et al. 1979, 1981b) and MCG-8-11-11 (P ero tti et al. 
1981a). E stim ates of the Seyfert contribution to  the  diffuse emission varies widely due to  
th e  use of different models and  d a ta  sets.
II. Quasars: T he  Einstein M edium  Sensitivity Survey found num erous quasars to  be active 
in th e  X-ray region (T ananbaum  et al. 1986). So far, only one quasar has been detected 
in 7 -rays, positive flux has been m easured from 3C 273 in the  30 - 200 MeV region (Swa- 
nenburg  et al. 1978, Bignami et al. 1981b). A lthough the quasar contribution to  the 
X -ray or 7 -ray background is fairly model dependent, it has been shown th a t as much as 
50% of the diffuse X-ray background can be accounted for by quasar contribution. In th e  
absence of low energy 7 -ray m easurem ents only speculative lim its can be placed on the  
quasar contribu tion  to the CGB.
III. B L  Lacertae objects: These highly variable objects, found in m ostly elliptical galaxies, 
do n o t possess detectable emission lines. A num ber of them  them  have been identified as X- 
ray  em itters (M ushotzky et al. 1978). b u t to  this day 7 -rays have not been detected. Since 
some BL L acertae objects exhibit hard X -ray continuum , they  are considered poten tia l 7 - 
ray  em itters. T hus BL Lac objects may also contribute to  the CGB.
IV. Radiogalaxies: The radiogalaxy CEN A has been detected in  low energy 7 -rays (Hall 
et al. 1976, B aity  et al. 1981, Gehrels et al. 1984, von Ballmoos et al. 1987).
T he hard  X -ray and soft 7 -ray spectral shape of AGN is an ind icator of the  processes 
occuring w ithin the  em itting region. The physical conditions present in AGN namely, high 
rad ia tion  densities coupled w ith  large fluxes of relativ istic  particles and strong m agnetic 
fields are the  prerequisites necessary for 7 -ray production. It has been suggested th a t  
there  should be a  correlation betw een the soft 7 -ray, hard  X-ray, radio and strong optical 
em ission spectra  from the nucleus of an active galaxy. Different high energy models have 
been developed to  explain the  X- and 7 -radiation of the  AGN.
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1 .3 .1  S y n ch ro tro n  an d  S y n ch ro tro n  S e lf-C o m p to n  M od els
T he origin of the  non-therm al continua of active galaxies is a ttr ib u ted  to  synchrotron 
rad ia tion  of relativ istic particles m oving in a m agnetic field. T he X- and 7 -ray spectrum  
can be modeled w ith optically th in  synchrotron emission of relativistic electrons. This 
spectrum  can also be explained th rough  low energy synchrotron photons boosted to  higher 
energies through Com pton scattering . This process is called Synchrotron Self-Compton 
(SSC) (Jones, O ’Dell and Stein 1974a, 1974b, G rindlay 1975, Gould 1979) and is generally 
favored for 7 -ray production due to  energy consideration.
Considering th e  spectrum  of th e  electrons to  be a power law with a spectral index T in 
energy E  given by Equation (1.1), the  in tensity  of synchrotron radiation as a  function of 
frequency, 1/, for a  uniform  and isotropic electron distribu tion  in  a  random  m agnetic field, 
H ,  is (G inzburg 1979)
erg cm -2 s -1 s r"1 H z-1 (1-13)
here a(T ) is a  coefficient tab u la ted  in  G inzburg (1979), e is the  electron charge and L  is the 
extension of the em itting  region. I t is seen from the  above expression th a t the  synchrotron 
spectrum  fofiows a  power law w ith a spectral index a  =  (F -  l ) /2 .  For a  typical m agnetic 
field H  of ~  10-4  G , the electrons m ust have an  energy ~  1015 eV, to  produce 1 MeV 
7 -ray  photons.
T he synchrotron photons are usually reabsorbed by the em itting  electrons, a  process 
called Synchrotron Self-Absorption (SSA). The SSA flux, F$a, is defined as the  flux a t a 
frequency vaa, w here the source becomes optically  th in . Above vta the spectrum  has a 
spectra l index 1/ - (r “ 1)/2 up to  a break  frequency i/f,. The energy losses of the  rad iating  
particles are proportional to  th e  square of the  partic le  energy, E ,  such th a t th e  high energy 
electrons are quickly depleted. To first order, these  energy losses affect the  spectrum  only 
above creating a  fairly sharp b reak  arid causing the spectrum  to  fall steeply after j/f,.
T he  C om pton scattering  of synchrotron pho tons produces a  Synchrotron Com pton 
Spectrum . If the  scattering  electrons are also producing th e  synchrotron photons, the 
process is called Synchrotron Self-Com pton (SSC). The predicted  SSC flux, Fgtc, for a
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given observed synchrotron self-absorption flux, Fsa, is (U rry 1984)
Fl'S°  = ( 37r2m 4c3 ^ ^ 2  )a ^ o i ao~2a- 2ln (vb/ v , a)
uta~3a~5 Faa2a+4B~4a~6i/~a (1.14)
where 6 is the  angular size of th e  em itting  region, and eao and iao are dimensionless indices 
given in U rry (1984). The SSC flux follows a  power law w ith a  spectral index a  =  (T - 1 )/2 , 
identical to  the  initial synchrotron spectral index.
Usually th e  calculated self-Com pton flux differs in orders of m agnitude from the ob­
served flux. T his discrepancy is a ttrib u ted  to  the  effect arising due to the bulk relativistic 
movement of th e  radiating p lasm a along the  line of sight. An observer s itua ted  within the 
cone projected  in  the direction of the  plasm a cloud m otion would see an increased lum inos­
ity. This phenom enon, relativ istic beaming, enhances the  observed flux density  compared 
to  the rest fram e flux density by a  factor of <53+“ (Urry 1984). £ is the kinem atic doppler 
factor defined by
6 =  (1 -  0 2? ! 2!{1-(3cos<j>) (1.15)
where j3 =  v /c ,  v  is the velocity of the  plasm a cloud and <f> is th e  angle to  the  line-of-sight.
The synchro tron  and the  SSC models explain photon generation in a  wide wavelength 
regime, from rad io  to 7 -ray energies. G am m a-ray  production by the synchrotron process 
necessitates e ith e r a  strong m agnetic  field or highly energetic electrons (E e ~  1015 eV). A t 
present the SSC process is the  m ost viable explanation of the  few m easured AGN spectra in 
the  7 -ray region (Strong and Bignam i 1983). Figure (1.4) shows a schem atic representation 
o f the synchro tron  and SSC processes.
1.3.2 Inverse  C om pton M odel
A nother m odel which has been used to  explain AGN emission is the inverse Com pton 
m echanism . T he  emission arises from  repeated  Com pton scattering  of low energy photons 
by a  hot electron  gas residing in an accretion disk surrounding the  central com pact object. 
I t  has been show n th a t (Pozdnyakov, Sobol, and Sunyaev 1976) a  non-power law relativistic 
or nonrelativistic electron d istribu tion  can give rise to  a  pow er law photon  distribution 
through m ultip le  Compton scattering . T hus th e  high energy power law continuum  of 
AGN may arise due to  the inverse Com pton scattering  off therm al electrons as opposed to  
scattering off non-therm al electrons, which is th e  m echanism  of the SSC m odel.
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T he in teraction  of soft photons with an optically thick scattering  source gives rise to  a 
spectrum  which depends effectively on the Com pton param eter, y, which is defined as
y  =  (average fractional energy per scattering) X (m ean num ber of scatterings).
T he param eter y, for relativ istic  and nonrelativistic processes, is given by and
r 2( - ^ f ) 2, respectively, where r  is the  optical dep th , Te is the tem p era tu re  of the  electron 
cloud and k  is the  Boltzm ann constan t, If the value o f y  > >  1 (unsa tu ra ted  Com ptoniza- 
tion) the  em ergent spectrum  follows a  power law (Rybicki and Lightm an 1979, Sunyaev 
and T ita rchuk  1980, Rees 1984) given by
3-f-m
i v ~i ,
I k )
where i/3 and I Vf are the  frequency and intensity  of the in itial soft photon  field. The 
param eter m , given by- the expression
+  l  ( 1 . 1 7 )
is derived from the  solution to  K om paneet’s equation which governs the  evolution of pho­
tons in phase space due to  repeated  inverse Com pton scattering.
T he power law spectral shape of the scattered photons gradually  gives way to  an ex­
ponential as the  value of y  decreases. After undergoing repeated  scatterings the  process 
sa tu ra tes (y  < <  1) and no fu rth e r energy exchange occurs w ith th e  electrons. In this case 
the spectrum  assum es a  W ien shape
I v oc i/3 e x p ( - - ^ - )  (1.18)
Hence the  photon spectrum  falls approxim ately as an  exponential for pho ton  energies m uch 
greater th an  the electron energies, analogous to  a therm al spectrum .
T he inverse C om pton m odel has been invoked to  explain th e  X -ray spectrum  of the 
black hole candidate  Cygnus X -l (Liang and Nolan 1984). E lectrons, w ith sufficiently 
high tem pera tu res capable of producing 7 -rays, are unlikely to  exist in the  accretion disk.
A nother criticism  o f th is model is its  use of therm al electrons to  explain the  apparen t non-
therm al 7 -ray spectra , which can be considered an extension of the  low energy non-therm al 
continua.
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Figure 1.4: A schem atic diagram  of th e  synchrotron, synchrotron self-Com pton (SSC) and 
inverse Com pton m odels (IC). The synchrotron and SSC spectral index is denoted by a  
=  ( r  -  l ) / 2 ,  where T is the  electron power law index, x  =  k v / k T ei and m  is a  param eter 
derived from  the solution of K om paneet’s equation describing pho ton  diffusion due to 
repeated  inverse C om pton scattering.
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1.3.3 P en rose C om pton  Scattering
An alternative model for 7 -ray  production is the  inverse Com pton scattering  of infalling 
photons near the  event horizon of a m assive black hole (M BH). It has been shown th a t  
photons approaching the even t horizon of a  K err MBH are  blue shifted 10 to  30 tim es the 
original energy (Leiter 1980) and can subsequently  sca tter off the electrons falling in from 
the  accretion disk. This process is called Penrose Com pton scattering (PC S).
The Com pton scattered photons can escape to  infinity w ith a an energy E  (0.3 < E  < 
3 MeV). This energy boost is acquired from  bo th  C om pton scattering and the ro ta tional 
energy of the  K err black hole (P iran  and Shaham  1977). T he scattering occurs only in a 
finite region, the  Penrose ta rg e t zone residing betw een the  ergosphere and the  event horizon, 
and therefore takes place only  when a  p lasm a cloud from  the  accretion disk crosses th is 
zone. Hence the  PCS 7 -ray  emissions are em itted  stochastically. We can derive a lower 
lim it to the  stochastic emission time by d iv id ing  the extension  of the ta rg e t zone by the  
speed of light. The lower lim it is given by (L e iter 1980)
A1 £ 2-2ion r . hrs w
where M  and are the M BH and solar m ass, respectively.
The PCS process can provide ample em ission in the M eV region (<  3 MeV) of AGN 
spectra. Its tran sien t character has been used to  construct a  model describing the apparen t 
MeV emission m easured from  the  active galaxy  NGC 4151 (Leiter 1980). A lthough the 
PC S process can be a viable m odel for AGN 7 -ray emission and the superposition of PCS 
transients has been proposed as an explanation of the ‘b u m p ’ in  the CGB spectrum  (Leiter 
and  Boldt 1982), its esoteric na tu re  still p reven ts  its w idespread use.
In Table 1.1 we show th e  predicted sp ec tra l slope for th e  processes th a t  we have de­
scribed. A broadened ir° line exhibits the fea tu re  of the ‘b u m p ’ in the CGB spectrum . The 
PC S process m ay  create a flux  enhancem ent in  the (0 .5-3) MeV region, albeit it cannot 
create the whole spectrum . T he same is tru e  fo r the PB H  evaporation m odel.
1.4  S c ie n tif ic  O b je c t iv e
T he cosmic diffuse 7 -ray spectrum  exhibits excess emission betw een 0.5 an d  10 MeV which 
has previously been referred to  as a ‘b u m p ’. We have discussed a num ber of processes
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Table 1.1:
Diffuse Process Spectral shape
Models Non-thermal electron
bremsstrahlung E ~ r
Proton bremsstrahlung E~(p+i)
Inverse Compton
with 2.8°K photons £ -(r +  i)/a
tt° decay Line
PBH E - ( a+i)/2 . E <  1 2 0  MeV 
E ~ 3\ E > 120 MeV
Discrete Synchrotron
Models SSC £ - (r - i ) /a
Inverse Compton £■3+171
PCS Flat spectrum
Spectral shape of different physical processes. The incident electron and proton spec­
tral indices are denoted by T and p, respectively, o is the PBH  mass spectrum index, 
and m is a parameter derived from the solution of Kompaneet’s equation describing 
photon diffusion due to  repeated inverse Compton scattering
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capable of explaining th is ‘bum p1. The discrete model suggests th a t emission from Seyfert 
like objects could con tribu te  substan tia lly  to  this CGB excess. This hypothesis is based on 
7 -ray flux m easurem ents from two Seyfert galaxies NGC 4151 and M CG 8-11-11 (P e ro tti et 
al. 1979, 1981b). These flux m easurem ents were higher than  those expected due to  a  simple 
ex trapolation  of the  power law valid in  the  keV energies to the MeV range. Irrespective 
of the  possibility of excess emission from  Seyfert like objects, active galaxies would still 
con tribu te  significantly to  the  CGB flux if the power law  extrapolation is valid, a lbeit the 
‘bum p’ in the  MeV region would rem ain unaccounted for. The origin of the CGB could 
be due to  a  com bination of discrete and diffuse processes and only by establishing a  firm 
lim it to  the discrete source contribution we can verify the  existence and nature of a  diffuse 
m echanism .
This work explores the  discrete m odel in order to  ascertain a lim it to  the active galaxy 
con tribu tion  to  the CGB. We hypothesize th a t the  ‘b um p’ in the diffuse spectrum  could 
arise due to  the following:
• The cum ulative emission of the Seyfert like ob jects contribute to  the ‘bum p’ in  the 
MeV energy range.
•  A different class of unknown and unresolved ob jects is responsible for this fea tu re .
We have used the University of New H am pshire’s D irectional G am m a-ray Telescope (D G T ) 
to  observe a num ber of known galactic and  extragalactic  objects. These observations were 
carried out with the in ten t of verifying the  above hypotheses. Specifically,
1. we observed active galaxies for evidence of excess emission, and
2. we searched for unknow n sources which may be active only in  th e  MeV region.
The observational results will subsequently be com pared with the  predictions based on 
the  models. Before e laborating  on these predictions we shall describe the D G T, and  its 
observations and results of cosmic 7 -ray objects.
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C H A PT E R  2
T h e  In s tr u m e n t  and  D a ta  A n a ly s is  P r o c e d u r e
The University of New H am pshire Directional G am m a-ray Telescope (DGT) has been used 
to  observe a  num ber of galactic and extragalactic sources in 1984 and 1988. T he telescope 
and the d a ta  analysis procedure have been described in detail by  McConnell (1987a). In 
th is chapter we shall present a  brief overview of the  telescope, its  1988 flight, a  few aspects 
of the  d a ta  analysis procedure and  recognition criteria  for a source signal in th e  analyzed 
image.
2.1  In s tr u m e n t a n d  O b serv a tio n s
T he DGT employs a  coded ap ertu re  technique to  image gam m a-ray  photons over a fully 
coded field-of-view (FOV) of 28° x 20° with an in trinsic angular resolution of ~  4° (Dunphy 
et al. 1989). A cross-sectional view of the in strum en t is shown in Figure 2.1. In  essence 
it  consists of a  suitably coded m ask located above, and parallel to , a position sensitive 
detection plane. The coded apertu re  mask is based on a  2 x 2 cyclic rep e titio n  of a 7 
X 5 uniformly redundant a rray  (Fenimore and  Cannon 1978). The detection p lane has 
a  geom etrical a rea  of 709.4 cm 2 and is com posed of an actively  shielded m a tr ix  of 35 
discrete b ism uth germ anate (B G O ) detectors arranged in a  7 X 5 array. T h e  forward 
apertu re  is fu rther collim ated by a graded-z side shield (P b ,S n ,C u) and an  in n er ‘egg- 
c ra te ’ collim ator (Cu,Sn,C u) in order to  reduce the  large a p e rtu re  flux which originates 
from  outside th e  fully-coded FO V . The effective collim ator apertu re  is 32° x  32° Full 
w idth a t Half M axim um  (FW H M ) for energies less than  ~  100 keV, increasing to  42° x 
42° FW HM  a t 200 keV. The instrum ent is designed to operate  over the energy range 90 
keV to 8 MeV and has a spectra l resolution of 19% FW HM  a t 662 keV. T able  2.1 lists 
the  main detection param eters of the telescope. A detailed description of the  telescope is 
given in A ppendix A.
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Table 2.1:
PA RA M ETER VALUE
Energy Range 90 keV - 8 MeV
Geometric D etection Area 709.4 cm2
Full Energy P eak  Efficiency 18% a t 2.6 MeV
Energy Resolution 11% FW HM  a t 2.6 MeV
Field of View 28° by 20°
Image Pixel Size 4°
Mask P a tte rn 2x2  cycle of a 7x5  URA
Line Sensitivity a t 1 MeV (2a) l x  10-3  7 -s cm ~2 s^1
Continuum  Sensitivity (2<r) (1 -2  MeV) 2x  10~6 7 -s cm -2  s-1  keV -1
T h e D G T  in stru m en t d etection  param eters
2.2  F lig h t H is to r y
The observations of cosmic 7 -ray sources by the  UNH D G T were carried out from the 
high a ltitu d e  balloons launched from the  N ational Scientific Balloon Facility (NSBF) in 
Palestine, TX. The first tw o flights of the  D G T  (Flight 1311-P and  134G-P), undertaken  in 
Septem ber of 1982 and 1983, respectively, were unsuccessful due to  catastroph ic  balloon 
failures. The first successful flight of the  in strum en t took place on O ctober 1, 1984 (F light 
1379-P). During this flight the  DGT observed several galactic sources including the C rab 
and th e  black hole cand idate  Cygnus X -l (M cConnell et al. 1987c, 1989). These sources 
were used to  dem onstrate and verify the  im aging characteristics of the  instrum ent.
T he D G T was reflown from Palestine, TX  on the  11th of May, 1988 (Flight 1462-P). 
The payload was launched a t 12:09 U T on 1988 May 11 , reaching a  m ean float a ltitude  
of 38600 m a t 15:43 UT. T he residual atm ospheric depth  a t th is a ltitude  was 3.3 g cm - 2 . 
The payload remained a t  float for ~  10 h a t a  m ean a ltitu d e  of 4 m bars. The flight was 
term ina ted  prem aturely due to  a failure of the NSBF consolidated in strum en t package. 
During th e  float portion o f the  flight, observations were carried out on the  C rab and three 
active galaxies; namely N G C 1275, NGC 4151 and MKN 421. Three observations of the  
sun were also performed for pointing verification.
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During th e  entire  flight th e  balloon floated steadily tow ards the sou th  and south w est­
erly  direction covering a d istance of ~  250 miles. T erm ination of the  flight occured after 
a  thundersto rm  w arning at 01:55 UT (M ay 12) at geographic la titude  29° and longitude 
95°.
F l ig h t  P e r fo r m a n c e
C o u n t  R a te :  T he count ra tes  of the 35 detectors rem ained stable to  1 % during the 
en tire  flight. T he overall counting ra te  through the flight is shown in F igure 2.2. The gain 
change in an individual de tec to r a t m axim um  was ~  3 %■ The calibration curve for PH A  
channel vs. energy was determ ined from the  pre-flight calibration and in-flight a t 0.511 
MeV annihilation line and 1.46 MeV radioactive decay line of K40 iso tope.
L iv e tim e : D uring the flight the livetime readings were low (~  50 %) (Figure 2.3). This 
phenom enon is a ttribu ted  to , i) higher shield rates th an  the  previous flights and ii) lower 
thresholds (~  90 keV) of the  m ain detection plane. T he shield thresholds were set a t 150 
keV resulting in  a  shield count rate  which is 4 times h igher than  the  1984 flight. Lower 
thresholds for th e  main detectors resulted in a  20% increase in the m ain  channel count 
ra te . The overall effect is a  40% decrease in livetime from  the  previous flight. 
B a c k g ro u n d  S p e c tr u m :  Due to  the modifications (A ppendix  D) carried out on the  in ­
strum en t for its  second flight th e  background was greatly  reduced. F igure  2.4 shows back­
ground spectra for both the  1984 and 1988 flights. The overall background is reduced by a 
fac to r of 2 during  the second flight. A detailed discussion o f background reduction is given 
in  Appendix D.
P o in t in g  C o r r e c t io n  D r iv e :  S tarting from  21:00 U T , th e  stable po in t of the correction 
drive was shifted by about 2°. This discrepancy was com pensated by po in ting  the telescope 
2° against the azim uthal d rift.
P r e s s u r e  L e a k : A slow leak in the com m andable pressure valve was developed from 16:30 
U T . The pressure curve gradually  reached equilibrium  a t ~  0.7 atm osphere. The pressure 
curve can be approxim ated by an exponential function.
F a i lu r e  o f  t h e  N S B F  C I P  P a c k a g e : T he NSBF C onsolidated Instrum en tal Package 
(C IP ) became nonfunctional a t 24:00 UT. Consequently no  operational com m and could be 
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Figure 2.1: A cross-sectional view of the UNH D irectional G am m a-R ay Telescope.
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F igure  2.4: The m easured D G T  background energy-loss spectrum  a t 3 gm cm -2  over 
Palestine, TX.
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observation of M KN 421 was underw ay and th is situation resulted  in a drift scan of MKN 
421 followed by N G C  4151.
2 .3  D a ta  A n a ly s is
The flight da ta  was stored on A M PE X  m agnetic tape . The d a ta  was digitized by a custom  
m ade interface and transfered to  hard  disks of Z-100 m icrocom puters where it is form atted  
in to  one second d a ta  blocks. The digitization, transfer and  form atting  procedure are 
described in M cConnell (1987a). For the 1988 flight, the  d a ta  files are transfered to  a 
micro-Vax system . The files are fo rm atted  in  20 m inute blocks (~  3.2 M bytes). All 
housekeeping inform ation is ex tracted  from the  flight files. The event d a ta  is accum ulated 





45 -  90
Count s_1 
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I 90 -  200 96
II 200 -  500 111
III 500 -  1500 110
IV 1500 -  7500 39
T he D G T  b ack g ro u n d  coun t ra te s
T he following procedures are used to  determ ine the  image fields.
1. Systematics correction of the count rates.
2. Deconvolution o f the corrected d a ta  set.
3. Skymap pro jection  of individual d a ta  sets.
4. Point spread function fitting to  the  image.
5. Inversion of th e  fitted counts through response function.
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2.3.1 S y stem a tics  C orrection
Coded ap ertu re  imaging requires the use of a position sensitive detection plane with a uni­
form response. N on-uniform ities across th e  plane introduce non-sta tistical noise in to  th e  
imaging process which can give rise to  large defects in the  reconstructed  image. F u rth e r­
more, the resu lting  cross-talk betw een im aging elements leads to  a loss of reconstructed  
photons and consequently a  reduction in th e  signal to  noise ra tio  of th e  system . T he p rob­
lem  can becom e particu larly  acu te  for in strum en ts which employ discrete elem ent detection 
planes, such as th e  DGT. System atic variations between the  detectors occur because of dif­
ferent detector efficiencies, relative shielding and the inherent nonuniform ity present in the 
background d istribu tion . In practice, correction of the  detector rates before deconvolution 
is essential in  o rder to  reduce the  effects of th is noise which has been term ed  as background 
systematics  by M cConnell et al. (1987b). Several m ethods of correction are discussed in 
th e  literature. These may involve filtering in the  frequency domain, m ask-antim ask tech­
niques or renorm alization o f the  detector counts. Here we will discuss pre-processing the 
d a ta  with th e  norm alization technique. This procedure has been successfully applied to  
im age point sources such as th e  Crab and the  black hole candidate Cygnus X -l.
2.3.2 B ackground S y stem a tics
T he system atic factor for a particu la r detecto r is defined as the ratio , e; =  C i / C , where 
Ci and C  are th e  count ra te  of the  ith  de tec to r and average count ra te  of the  whole array, 
respectively. T o reproduce an  image of the  source, each detector is divided by th is ra tio  
before being opera ted  on by the  post-processing function. However, for th is approach to  
be  effective, th e  relative counting rate  for a  particu lar detector m ust rem ain stable, not 
only throughout the  observation period, b u t also during the  tim e when the  system atic 
factors are evaluated . If the  system atics factors fulfill some fixed stability  criteria  they  will 
constitu te a proper systematics data set. The difficult step  in this procedure involves the  
evaluation of th e  error due to  th is  correction and quantification of the  sta tis tica l precision 
o f the final im age. The counting rates and system atics factor values for each detector were 
calculated for th e  entire d a ta  set of 1988 flight (~  10 hrs.) for tim ing bin sizes of, 5, 10, 
15, 20 and 30 m inutes. We use a  few well defined sta tistica l m ethods to  check the stab ility  
o f the system atics values.
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Table 2.3:
Time I II III IV
5 1.31 0.90 0.99 0.92
10 1.48 0.80 1.03 0.94
15 1.20 0.60 1.18 1.51
20 1.66 1.03 0.84 1.07
X2 values o f systematics factors of detector 17 
for energy ranges I, II, III and IV (119 points).
2 .3 .3  S ta tistica l T ests
T he sta tistica l tests  used for the analysis are x 2> F and Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) tests. It 
is understood th a t  in the  ideal case, the m odel th a t best describes the system atics values as 
a  function of tim e would be a stra igh t line of slope zero and in tercept unity. In  Figure 2.5 
we show the calculated system atics values for one detector of the  array  for accum ulations 
of 5 m inutes for energy range II. Table 2.3 shows x 2 for the sam e detector over different 
accum ulation tim es and energy bins.
F  Test: The variance of th e  system atics values is given by the  following form ula (M cConnell 
1987a).
”  e' 2(k  + ™
where N  is th e  to ta l num ber of detector elements; which in our case is 35. Values were 
calculated  for each accum ulation period and then  averaged over the  whole observation 
period. We have also derived a  second set of variances on the  system atics based on the 
stan d a rd  deviation of the  m easured system atics values. If the system atics values are stable, 
we would expect th e  calculated and the  m easured s tandard  deviations to  be the  same for 
a  given detector. The F’tes t combines two different m ethods for determ ining a  x 2 s tatistic  
an d  tests w hether there is a  significant difference betw een the  two sam ple variances. A 
com parison of the  tabu la ted  and m easured variance of the  system atics values shows th a t F  
is well below the  5% probability  level for exceeding the  F  d istribu tion  value. We conclude 
th a t  the  two sam ple variances are consistent with each other.
K - S  Test: The Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test is defined as the  m axim um  value of the 
absolu te difference betw een two cum ulative d istribu tion  functions. This te s t  does not
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Table 2.4:




A sample K-S statistic for systematics studies
assum e a  specific m odel for tbe  d istribution and the  two da ta  sets need not be the  same 
size. T he two-sam ple K-S test can be used to  tes t the  null hypothesis th a t the  s tan d ard  
deviations of the m easured and theoretical system atics d a ta  sets are  bo th  draw n from  the 
sam e underlying probability  d istribution. If we tes t these two sam ples, each having  35 
d a ta  poin ts, the derived probability  values are consistent with our in itia l null hypothesis. 
The K-S test rearranges the d a ta  sets in ascending order and calculates the m axim um  
difference between them . In th a t way it does no t m aintain  a  one-to-one correspondence 
betw een the individual detector elem ents in the tw o samples. In reality , we have conducted 
a tes t which actually  measures the  spread of the  tw o d a ta  sets. It is understood th a t  if  the 
spread is too large, we will not get a  meaningful significance for these d istributions. W ith  
reference to  Table 2.4, we conclude th a t  the spread associated w ith th e  distribution o f the  
dispersion of the  system atics values over the  entire  array, is consistent with the spread  of 
the  standard  deviation of the calculated values.
To satisfy a  one to  one correspondence, we have selected a  few detectors and com pared 
their system atics for different accum ulation periodsji.e ., 5, 10, 15, and  20 m inutes. W hile 
each set has a different num ber o f d a ta  points, the  K-S test will allow us to  com pare 
these sets as long as different d a ta  sets for th a t  detecto r are consisten t with each o ther 
and are therefore d raw n from the  sam e underlying probability d istribu tion . For exam ple, 
com parison of a 5 m in. d a ta  set (119 points) w ith  a  10 min. d a ta  set (60 po in ts) for 
de tec to r 3 yields a  K-S statistic  of 0.17 with a significance of 0.22. From  this we cannot 
conclude th a t the  d a ta  sets are different. This provides us with th e  confidence to  s ta te  
th a t the  system atics values have rem ained constan t w ithin some reasonable precision (i.e ., 
w ith an  average m ean  deviation of 10- 3 ) over a  period  of ~  10 hrs.
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2 .3 .4  Im age rec o n str u c tio n
In the  absence of noise or abberations in troduced  by the  im aging process itself, we would 
expect th a t an im age corrected by the appropriate  system atics will be flat and uniform for 
a  source free sky. T ypically  a null field will be characterized by a fluctuating  background, 
whose deviation from  th e  zero level will only depend on th ree  param eters , i) the to ta l 
count statistics, ii) th e  stability  of the detector elem ents, and  iii) the in trinsic  anisotropy 
of th e  radiation field th e  detector is s ittin g  in. A histogram  of events over the null field 
should result in a  G aussian  distribution. T he  balanced correlation m ethod (Fenimore and 
C annon 1978) used for im age reconstruction ensures a zero value for the  sum  of all image 
elem ents. A lthough a  source free background is difficult to  achieve in p ractice , it can be 
sim ulated by deconvolving the detector coun t rates with th e  post-processing array, ignoring 
any pointing corrections. Ideally this will create a ‘pseudo’ source free field in which the  
average m agnitude o f each bin is zero. A ny deviation from the  normal d istribu tion  can be 
a ttr ib u te d  to  an in stab ility  in the background counts over th e  detection plane. To quantify 
the properties of the  im age plane we m ake use of the  h igher m om ents of the  Gaussian 
d istribu tion  (e.g.; variance, skewness an d  kurtosis) to  m easure the degree of asym m etry 
around its mean and also the  relative peakedness or flatness of d istribution w ith respect to  
a  norm al d istribution. For a null field-of-view, we expect a  skewness of (0 ±  y /§ jN )  and 
a kurtosis of (3 ±  ^724/ N ) .  A system atics d a ta  set which corrects a  b lank or “null” field 
and yields another b lank  field which satisfies the above m entioned crite ria  is term ed as a 
proper systematics data set.
We calculate the  s tan d a rd  deviation o f the  image using the  following form ula:
*2 = <r...1s( l + ( l  + - j t ) ^ )  +  < W ! (2.2)
iV 1 *yt
where a ttat is the s ta n d a rd  deviation due to  counting sta tis tic s , T0b, and are the tim es 
spent on observing an d  accum ulating system atics sta tistics, respectively, N  is the num ber 
of de tec to r elements, and  acorr2 is a cross-correlation term  due to  the correction procedure. 
For a  large DGT d a tab ase  where T ^ ,  and  T ,ys ~  12 hrs., cTcorr2 ~  0.2cr2.
C reating a system atics d a ta  set which is free of known sources would dem and valuable 
observation tim e being spent accum ulating background d a ta . A drift-scan  observation 
technique will have th e  effect of spreading the source counts over a num ber of image
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elem ents. Using this d a ta  set for system atics correction would be ideal since it will mimic 
the  actual background conditions encountered during the source observation (e.g., zenith 
and azim uthal dependencies, atm ospheric dep th  etc.). In Figure 2.6 an im age of the Crab 
region is shown th a t has not been corrected for system atics. From  the  figure it  can be seen 
th a t  the source is lost in the  system atics noise. In  Figure (2.7 -  2.10) we show four Crab 
images where Figure 2.7 and  Figure 2.9 are corrected  by a system atics d a ta  set created 
by an alm ost source free sky. Figure 2.8 is corrected by a th e  same d a ta  set used to  
produce the Crab image. The observation was po in ted  and the  to ta l drift was less than  4°. 
As expected, correcting the  im age by such a  d a ta  set results in  the  disappearance of the  
image. The situation  is som ew hat be tter in F igu re  2.10 where 70% of the source photons 
are recovered.A lthough this observation was also a  drift scan, th e  to ta l drift was around 8° 
and was not sufficient to  red istribu te  the Crab photons over a  num ber of im age elements. 
W e conclude th a t  a  careful d rift scan observation p lan , which includes m otion of the source 
across the entire  image plane is helpful in creating  a  good system atics d a ta  base.
It is found th a t the relative count rate across the  DGT detection  plane rem ain stable 
to  0.1% for any given energy range over periods of ~  10 hours. T he mean fractional error 
in troduced to  the  statistically  determ ined uncertain ties, due to  the  system atics correction 
procedure, is <  10%. We have shown a m ethod for obtaining a  proper systematics data set 
and  its effect on image correction.
2 .3 .5  D econvolu tion  o f  th e  D etector  C ounts
In section (2.3.4) we have referred  to  image reconstruction  w ithou t elaborating the  process 
of deconvolution. In a coded aperture im aging system  incom ing wavefronts are coded 
by m odulating them  with an  in tensity  p a tte rn  using a m ask in front of th e  detection 
plane. The direction of arrival of these w avefronts could be deduced by cross-correlating 
the  shadow p a tte rn  on the  detection  plane and  the  mask in tensity  p a tte rn . This cross- 
correlation results in an overall system point source response function (P S R F ) (Skinner 
1984) which is the au tocorrelation  function of th e  mask p a tte rn  used. Em pirically th is 
m ay lead to  the creation of p seudo or ghost im ages across the  detection plane. Choice of a  
p roper cyclic auto-correlation function (Gunson and  Polychronopolous 1976; Fenimore and 
Cannon 1978) m ay alleviate these  problems. D econvolution can be perform ed by Fourier
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Figure 2.5: The calculated  system atics values for detector 17 for accum ulations of 5 m inutes 
for energy range II.
F igure  2.6: A n uncorrected im age for th e  Crab region.
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Figure 2.7: Crab im age for (90 -  200) keV corrected by a proper systematics data set (1988 
flight).
F igure 2-8: Crab region for (90 -  200) keV corrected by a  system atics d a ta  set obtained 
during  a  pointed C rab observation of the  1988 flight (drift ~  4°).
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Figure 2.9: Crab image for (200 -  250) keV corrected by a proper systematics data set 
(1984 flight).
Figure 2.10: Crab region for (200 -  250) keV corrected by a systematics data set obtained 
during Crab observation of the 1984 flight (drift ~  8°).
transform . This requires the existence of the Fourier transform  of each function. U nfortu­
nately  the  Discrete Fourier Transform  m ethod m ay amplify small term s and consequently, 
is no t suitable for deconvolution (Caroli et al. 1988). An a lternative m ethod for image 
reconstruction can be perform ed by m atrix  inversion provided the  post-processing m atrix  
is square. But even in this case, the  noise contribu tion  can dom inate the reconstructed  
im age,
Fenimore and Cannon (1978) have proposed a  uniform ly redundan t array (URA) mask 
p a tte rn  in term s of the  cyclic autocorrelation function. Two im portan t subsets of URAs 
are those based on “m sequences” , which correspond to  q =  2 Singer difference sets, and 
those based on tw in prim e difference sets. The m ask pa tte rn  of the  D G T is based on the 
la tte r .
a) Fully Coded Field o f  View: T he recovery process of source photons employs a post­
processing technique where the detector response P is correlated w ith some chosen decoding 
function G. Then the reconstructed  image is given by,
S^ = P * G  (2.3)
The detecto r response P is related  to  the original source d istribu tion  function through  the 
correlation
P  = S * A  + B  (2.4)
or, in  term s of discrete arrays,
P {K  0  =  E E  SijAi+kj+t + Bk,i (2.5)
t=i j= i
where S denotes the  source d istribu tion  function, A the  apertu re  transm ission function 
and B th e  detector background. S ubstitu ting  equation  2.4 in equation  2.3 we can derive
5 f =  (5  * A)  *  G  +  B * G = R S  * {A * G) + B  * G  (2 .6 )
where R  is the reflection opera to r characterized by the  function R f ( x )  = / ( —*). The 
resulting  image is composed of the  reproduced source image plus background noise. The­
oretically  for a point source, S mimics a  6 function and the source term  reduces to  A * 
G. T he quantity  A * G is the response to  a point source and is the  point-spread-function 
(P S F ) of the im aging system . We try  to  choose A * G such th a t  it  is close to  a  S funtion.
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In th a t case Equation 2.6 will look like,
S '  = S  + B * G  (2.7)
A proper choice of A and G provides good noise handling characteristics and does not 
in troduce sta tis tica l fluctuations.
b) Partially Coded Field o f  View: G am m a-Ray sources which lie in the  region outside 
the  norm al FO V  will cast a  partially  encoded shadow of the  m ask onto  the  detection 
plane. In 7 -ray  astronom y it is very difficult to  effectively shield the  instrum ent from such 
vignetted sources. The region of the sky in which partial coding takes place is known as 
the  “partia lly” coded FOV. T h is  incomplete p a rtia l d a ta  through deconvolution process 
reconstructs the  source im age, whose intensity corresponds to  the  coded area, in a  displaced 
location. These “ghost” images are difficult to  identify and a few m eans of evaluating them  
have been discussed in Maggioli et al. (1984), Caroli at al. (1984).
2.3 .6  Skym ap P ro jectio n
A fter system atics correction th e  35 individual detector counts are correlated w ith the 
D G T ’s post-processing function (see Equation 2.6). The resulting m ap is then  projected 
on to  a comm on coordinate fram e based on the  equatorial coordinate system . Each indi­
vidual pro jection  is term ed as a  snapshot and  is ~  250 seconds in duration. This tim e 
in terval allows sufficient source statistics and lim its transla tion  of the  sky plane to  only a 
degree. The instrum ent la titu d e , longitude, m agnetic declination, azim uth and zenithdur- 
ing the flight were fitted  w ith polynomials and  used for snapshot projection. For image 
fitting  purposes each individual detector elem ent is divided in 16 equal squares and counts 
from  th a t p articu la r detector d istribu ted  equally in those 16 squares. E ventually  a  to ta l 
o f 35x16 po in ts  are transfered from the detec to r plane onto the  sky plane every ~  250 
seconds. Each elem ent of the  common sky coordinate system m easures 1.02° X  1.02°. The 
final com posite image is form ed by a  sum m ation procedure of individual snapshots.
The second m ethod consists o f projecting sum m ed count rates onto the  sky plane every 
~  15 seconds. Here the  center o f the  image pixel gets projected on to  1° x  1° skybins. This 
m ethod reta ins the  same level o f significance as th e  in itial source response.
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2 .3 .7  Point Spread Function
The response of the  D G T to  a  7 -ray  point source is essential in order to  ex trac t b o th  
spatial and spectral characteristics of the source. This inform ation is provided by the  
system  point spread function (P S F ) which for a single image is a  function of the  location  
of the  source relative to  the  center o f an image elem ent. The com posite image P S F  was 
successfully m easured by the first balloon flight of th e  D G T using the b righ t 7 -ray source 
Crab to  evaluate the  in-flight im aging characteristics of the DGT. The full PSF expression 
is given by M cConnell (1987a):
/ ( l ' s,) =  5 ^  ^  (2 -8 ) 2 t K O ^ U y  2  G y  D O U
where //x and fiy define the source location and crx and  ay are a m easure of the w idth  of 
the  G aussian peak. R f a  is related to  the to tal im aging response S t  (or the num ber of 
reproduced counts) by the  following expression
S T = (34 /35 ) R fit  (2.9)
This expression for PSF  is valid only for a single source w ithin the field-of-view. If m ore 
th an  one source is present in the  FO V , the  last term  in the  Equation 2.8 is replaced by the  
sum of all such values for each source. This term  takes in to  account th e  effect of source 
suppression which reduces the source response due to  an average non-source image elem ent 
level less th an  zero.
2.3 .8  R esp on se Function
For a  particu lar source image the energy-loss spectrum  due to  the  source m ay  be determ ined 
by fitting  the system  point spread function  (PSF) to  th e  excess counts in  different energy 
ranges. The origin of th is energy-loss spectrum  is prim arily  due to  the in teraction  of th e  
incident source photons with the  de tec to r scintillator m ateria l through various energy-loss 
processes like photoelectric , C om pton and pair p roduction m echanism s. The problem  of 
determ ining the incident photon spectrum  then reduces to  the unfolding o f the  energy-loss 
spectrum  through the  known properties or response function of the detection  system . T he 
incident source spectrum  is then  determ ined as follows: For a  source spectrum  m odel, 
a  lib rary  of response spectra corresponding to  the  response function of the  in strum en t 
is produced. The observed energy-loss spectrum  is th en  compared w ith those contained
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in the  response library, and the best fit model param eters are derived, along with their 
sta tistically  allowable ranges.
The observed flux, F l u x ^ ,  is related  to the  predicted flux based on the b es t fit model, 
Fpredj th e  observed counts in the energy-loss spectrum , C ounts0bB1 and the p red ic ted  counts 
based on the  best fit photon  spectrum , Countspreci, hy the following expression,
F l u X o b s  =  F l u X p r e d  ( 2 ‘ 1 0 )
This procedure is derived under the  assum ption th a t  the ratio  of counts to  flux is the same 
irrespective of the observed or m odelled d a ta  space (M cConnell 1987a).
2 .4  S e n s it iv ity  o f  th e  In s tr u m e n t
P oin t Source S en sitiv ity
An estim ate  of th e  DGT sensitivity  can be obtained from  the  observed flight back­
ground. W hen a source is fully contained w ithin the  field of view (FOV ), th e  statistical 
significance of the im age is given by,
St
( 2 .1 1 )
where S t  is the to ta l num ber of m odulated source counts. If we use the expression for u  
given by Equation 2.2 ignoring a corr, the significance will be
t v  =  -  St — (2.12)
y / ( S  t +  5 t ){ l  +  +  j j ) }
2.4.1 Line S en sitiv ity
Let us first define following param eters for a source observation:
0 =  po lar angle w ith respect to  the  central detection  axis of th e  telescope.
<{> =  zen ith  angle of the  pointing direction
rai =  C ounting ra te  of th e  active coincident shield element i.
fj, = The resolving tim e of the anticoincident circuitry.
Fin =  T he incident source flux a t energy E  in u n its  of cm~2s - 1keV -1 .
A = The energy dependent area o f th e  detection plane.
(p =  The photo-peak efficiency of th e  detection plane.
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a = The transm ission of the absorbing m aterials above the detection plane (including the 
atm osphere).
p =  The fractional open area of the  mask, 
r  =  The fractional transm ission of the  m ask m ateria l.
G — The resolution function of the  instrum ent (i.e ., th e  probability  th a t  an incident photon 
of energy E  will be recorded a t E').
Tb — The m easured differential background counting rate.
Tabs =  O bservation time.
For a  G aussian line superposed on the  background continuum , Jacobson et al. (1975) 
have shown th a t  there  exists an optim um  bin w idth A E  =  1.2 w;, where un is the  in stru ­
m ental FW HM  energy resolution, to  resolve a  line feature. T hen the  m inim um  flux th a t 
can be m easured at the n & level (Owens 1990):
2naF  =1 m m  — *'<r(1 -  2 D  Tair t T ' b.F in{ E )A (E ,0 )e p(E)a(E,9,<f>) X \ p  -  (1 -  p ) r (E ,  6)}
* f 425" ' ^ [1+<1+^ i  (2-13)
If the sta tistics are background dom inated (5 t <C B t ) , the num ber of source events vetoed 
by coincidence is small (i.e., 2 raip  1), and fraction of open elem ents to  closed elem ents 
equal to  ha lf (p = 1 — p), then
F  =mm —
4 na
T ^ F in{ E ) A { E , e y v { E ) a { E , e ,< m  -  t {E,B))
x ./0 .425u ,fr 6( £ ) ( ^  +  (2.14)
y 1  obe *  oya
This equation is valid for a source response which is contained w ith in  a single detection 
elem ent. If the response is d istribu ted  among n  im age elem ents, the  flux sensitivity  is 
degraded by a  factor of ^/n. If the  source is partia lly  coded the sensitivity  is degraded by 
ano ther factor which is directly proportional to  the  fractional a rea  of the  encoded data.
2 .4 .2  C ontinuum  S en sitiv ity
We shall use following definitions to  calculate continuum  sensitivity:
ec =  the  efficiency of C om pton scattering  events w ithin A E  of energy E 
ev =  the  veto efficiency of the  system
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£€i =  escape peak efficiencies a t energies E i  — E  +  511
£62 =  escape peak efficiencies a t energies E i  = E  + 1022
R b (A E )  = / jf "  T(,dE =  to ta l num ber of background counts in A E.
To calculate continuum  sensitivity, the efficiency factors used in Equations 2.13 and 2.14 
have to  include contributions from unvetoed C om pton in teractions and escape peaks w ithin 
the energy band A E .  If we define an efficiency factor:
e(E) = €p (B )  + ev(E){ec(E )  +  ee l(E j)  +  ^ 2 ^ 2 )] (2-15)
Then the  lim iting sensitivity for the energy interval A E  is given by,
p  .________________________ _______________________
^  S i i ,  M & ,  8 )e[E )a (E , 8, <j>) x [1 -  r ( E ,  6)}dE
x . l  R b( E ) ( ~  +  -=?— ) (2.16)
y obs -*■ ays
The line and continuum  sensitivities of the  D G T are shown in Figure 2.11 and  Figure 
2.12, respectively. The results were obtained from  the 1984 and 1988 flights. T he Figure 
also shows a  sensitivity curve w ithout the m ask. It can be seen th a t  the sensitivities w ith 
the  m ask are a  factor of ~  1.4 poorer a t low energies, rising to  -v 2.3 a t the a tten u a tio n  
minimum .
2.5  T h e  S earch  for S ig n a ls  in  th e  Im a g e  F ie ld
The choice of BGO as the  scintillation m ateria l was prom pted by its higher efficiency in
the MeV energies. The full peak efficiency of BGO at 2.6 MeV is 18% com pared to  N al 
(or Ge) which a tta in s  a value of only 3%. A relatively reasonable sensitivity in  the  MeV 
energies has allowed us to  search sky images for excess emissions above the background in 
those energy ranges. We have imposed tw o criteria  for a probable source detection.
i) S ig n a l t o  N o ise  R a t io :  In a  coded ap ertu re  telescope each detection pixel peform s a 
series of sim ultaneous observation of both th e  source and the  background flux. T he larger 
the  num ber of m easurem ents, the  probability  of exceeding a certain  value of sigm a by 
chance will increase. This, in  the  case of no a priori  knowledge of source positions, would 
reduce the  significance of a particu lar pixel (G unson and Polychronopolous 1976).Figure 
2.13 shows how the values of the  observed sigm a have to  increase with the  num ber of 
m easurem ents (pixels) in  order to  retain  the  sam e significance. The counting rates are
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assum ed to  be m utually  independent. For the D G T  a typical m a tr ix  of 35x16 dem ands a 
4.5 <7 significance for a true 3 o  detection.
ii)  P S F  S t r u c tu r e :  For a point source the im age should satisfy a  point source response 
on the  detection plane. This response is discussed in  section (2.3.4) and  can be represented 
by  a pseudo-G aussian. For a s ta tis tica l image field th is is a powerful m ethod in identifying 
spurious peaks occurring due to  background fluctuations, detector response nonuniform ities 
or pure probability  effects.
The signal to  noise ratio  and  PSF  s tructu re  are  the two basic tools used to  search 
for source signals in the observation fields which we have divided in to  two classes, namely, 
galactic and extragalactic. The galactic exposures lie mostly on the  galactic p lane, whereas 
extragalactic  im age fields occupy areas nearer to  the  north galactic  pole. O ur objective 
was to  i) analyze the known sources within the im age fields, and ii) search for tran sien t or 
unknown sources.
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Figure 2.13: T he  variation in  confidence level for a particu lar signal to  noise ra tio  as a 
function of the  num ber of im age elem ents, in order to  retain  th e  same significance (in the  
case of no a priori  knowledge o f source positions) (Caroli et al. 1987).
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C H A P T E R  3
T h e  D G T  O b serv a tio n s  o f  G a la c tic  S ou rces
The D G T observations of the galactic sources include the C rab, Cygnus X -l, CG 135+01 
and SS 433. All these sources lie w ithin 18° of the  galactic la titu d e  and were observed 
during the  1984 flight of the D G T, whereas the Crab was observed again during th e  1988 
flight. Each source was observed using a drift scan technique in which the source was 
allowed to  tran sit th rough  1 or 2 im age elem ents.
3.1  T h e  C rab
The Crab is one of th e  m ost widely observed ob ject in astronom y. A t the  heart of this 
1054 AD supernova rem nant lies a 33 ms pulsar, PSR.0531+21. T he crab is a  strong  X-ray 
and 7 -ray source. A num ber of 7 -ray  observation of the Crab has been m ade (W alraven et 
al. 1975, M androu et al. 1977, G raser and Schonfelder 1982); the  to ta l emission spectrum  
from  about 10 keV to  1 GeV can be described by a single power law:
HN
=  3 x 10- 3 E _2-3 photons cm -2  s-1 M eV -1 (3.1)a E
There are reports of line feature  detections from the Crab a t  400±1 keV by Leventhal, 
M acCallum , and W atts (1977) w ith an in tensity  of (2.24+0.65)X10-3 photons cm -2  s -1 . 
Ayre (et al. 1983) also reported emissions a t 78.9, 404.4 and 1049.6 keV. HEAO-3 found 
no evidence for line emissions; th e ir upper lim its for the first tw o lines are 2.8 xlO -4 and 
1 .8x l0-4 photons cm -2  s " 1, respectively.
T h e  1988 o b s e rv a t io n  t The C rab was observed for approxim ately  2 hrs for posteriori 
calibration and aspect verification. The scanning param eters are given in Table 3.1. The 
exposure a t 0.511 MeV is 5.98 x 105 cm 2 s.
The contours in F igure 3.1 represent the  num ber of reproduced  7 -ray events in the 
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Figure 3.1: T he composite in tensity  contour of the  Crab region, in tegrated  over the energy 
range 90 to  200 keV.
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Table 3.1:






CRAB 17:15 -  19:25 3.4-3.6 23-34 4500
Scanning p aram eters o f  th e  Crab ob servation , 1988 flight
and C annon  (1978). The base-line threshold sensitivity for this im age is l a .  T he  peak 
corresponds to  a  significance of ~  9<j. The system  point spread function (SPSF) was found 
to he well described by a  b ivariate  d istribution of FW HM  4.0° x 3.0°. Imaging d a ta  in te­
grated over the energy range (90-500) keV was used to  m easure the  PSF.From  the  Figure 
it can be seen th a t the im age exhibits a strong response to  the C rab  whereas no m easur­
able response can be a ttr ib u te d  to  the  nearby flaring X-ray b inary  A0535+26 (indicated  
by the  square). After fitting  the  distribution of events due to  the  Crab with the  SPSF, 
the incident source spectrum  was determ ined by comparing the m easured response w ith a 
library of tria l responses. T he best-fit model param eters and th e ir allowable ranges were 
then determ ined  from a  x 2 analysis. The Crab energy-loss spectrum  was determ ined from 
a to ta l of 10 images, each covering a different energy range. The derived photon spectrum  
(Table 3 .2), shown in Figure 3.2, is consistent with th e  m easurem ents of M cConnell e t al. 
(1987c) obtained  during the  flight of the DGT in 1984. The spectrum  was found to  be well 
described by a single pow er law of the  form, 1(E) =  5.93E"2-07 7 ’s cm "2 s-1 k e V "1. This 
form gives a  reduced x 2 1-45 for 3 degrees o f freedom  (probability  of exceeding x 2> ^x> 
of 0.25).
The positional param eters are given in Table 3.3. The centroid of the Crab could be 
located to  w ithin a p $ p / n where apsF  is the  w idth of the PSF and  na is the significance 
of the  m easurem ent. In th e  range (90-500) keV n„ is 9.23 a. The peak region was 
fitted using the  system po in t spread function (SPSF ) described in  chap ter 2. T he P S F  is 
described by ax =  1.93 ±  0.18 and ay = 1.47 ±  0.07. The positional erro r is 12.5miTl (a t the 
68% confidence level). The b oo tstrap  analysis procedure of estim ating  errors (M cConnell 
1987a) yields an uncerta in ty  of l l . l min a t 1 a  level. The uncerta in ty  in the po in ting  is 
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Figure 3.2: T he to ta l C rab photon spectrum  as m easured by the D G T. The spectrum  is 






photons cm-2 s-1 keV-1
45 - 90 keV 
90 - 200 keV 
200 - 500 keV 
500 - 1500 keV 
1500 - 7500 keV
7 .6 ± 2 .2 x l0 -4 
3 .4 ± 0 .5 x l0 -4 
5 .0 ± 0 .8 x l0 " 5 
4.9±3.4 x 10-6 
< 2 .0 x l0 -6












5"33.8Tn 22° 5h34.6m 22.4° 24m
T he p o sitio n a l p aram eters o f  th e  C rab im age, 1988 flight
true  position.
No m easurable response has been found from th e  flaring X -ray source A0535-I-26.
T he G alactic A n ticen ter
G raser and Schonfelder (1982) reported  diffuse emission s tru c tu re  along th e  galactic 
plane. We specifically looked for a  signature of enhanced flux from  110° > I > 120°. 
The in tensity  d istribution was m odeled by M cConnell (1987a) using several po in t source. 
His upper lim it points lie above the  d a ta  points of G raser and Schonfelder. T h is diffuse 
emission m ay consist of a  diffuse process like electron brem sstrah lung  rad iation  combined 
w ith emission from unresolved sources. If we ex trapo la te  the  calculations of W ebber, 
Simpson, and Cane (1980), based on an  in terste llar electron spectrum  of E ~2-14, to  lower 
energies, the difference betw een the  observations of G raser and Schonfelder is ~  9 x l 0 -3  
photons cm -2  s-1 ra d -1  M eV-1 . In Table 3.4, we show the upper lim its to  th e  galactic 




keV photons cm-2 s-1 keV-1 rad-1
45 - 90 keV < 1 .4 x l0 -3
90 - 200 keV < 2 .3 x l0 " 3
200 - 500 keV <  3 .3 x l0 ~ 4
500 - 1500 keV <  2.3 xlO "5
1500 - 7500 keV < 6 .7 x l0 ~ 6
T h e G alactic A n ticen ter  2 cr u pp er lim its
3.2  SS 433
The unusual object SS 433 first gained a tten tion  in the  late  1978 (Clark and M urdin 1978). 
This object is of galactic origin (distance ~  3.7 -  5.5 kpc) and is unique in th a t  it exhibits 
both  red and blue shifted broad Balm er and Hel emission lines in its spectra. T he m easured 
shifts show th a t  redshifted velocities range up to  5 x l0 4 km s-1 and blueshifted velocities 
upto  3 x l 0 4 km  s-1 (M argon 1984).
A m odel proposed by Fabian and Rees (1979) shows th a t  two finely collim ated, colinear 
beam s ejected in opposite directions could give rise to  such spectral features. In th is regard, 
i t  is in teresting  to  note th a t a 164 day spectroscopic periodicity has been detected in the 
data ; possibly indicating a  precession of the  beam  around an axis inclined to  the line of 
sight (M argon 1980). T he ‘s ta tio n ary ’ lines of the  object exhibit a 13-day period leading 
to  th e  suggestion th a t  the  object is a com pact b inary  source (C ram pton et al. 1980).
Seward et al. (1980) reported th e  detection of large X-ray je ts  from SS 433 by the 
E instein X -ray O bservatory in the (0.5-4.0) keV range. From  the m easured length of the 
jets and an estim ated  velocity of 0.258c, the  inferred lifetim e of the  source in its current 
configuration has a lower lim it of ~  103 years. The m easured X-ray flux is ~  2 x lO -11 
erg cm -2  s-1 corresponding to a  lum inosity of 103s erg s- 1 . The discovery of 6.8 keV iron 
line emission with a variable center energy by the  EXOSAT satellite (W atson et al. 1986) 
suggests a  therm al origin for the  X -rays. The HEAO A-2 experim ent m easured emission 
from this object up to  30 keV which is consistent w ith a  power law model ofspectral index
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Table 3.5:






10.01/02.84 00:30 -  3:30 3.4-3.6 23-34 6960
10.02.84 17:15 -  19:25 3.4-3.6 23-34 3969
Scanning p aram eters o f th e  SS 433 ob servation , 1988 fligh t
2.1, or a lternately , a therm al brem sstrahlung distribution of effective tem pera tu re  14.3 keV 
(M arshall et al. 1979).
Lam b et al. (1983) repo rted  the detection of two variable 7 -ray lines a t 1.2 and 1.5 MeV 
by the HEAO-3 satellite w ith  a  tim e averaged intensity of 1.5 X  10-3 and 1.2 X  10-3  photons 
cm -2 s- 1 , respectively. These features are in terpreted  as blue and red shifted components 
of the 1.369 MeV line arising  from the nuclear transition  of 24Mg from its  first excited 
s ta te  to  th e  ground sta te . If  th is  identification is correct, th en  the 7 -ray lum inosity  of the 
object a t a  distance of 5.5 kpc is 2 x l0 37 ~  200 higher th an  the  2-10 keV X -ray luminosity. 
Subsequent observations have  failed to  detect line emission. For example, G eldzahler et al. 
(1985) searched d a ta  obtained  with the G am m a Ray Spectrom eter abroad SMM satellite 
and found no evidence of th e  reported lines. The reported 99% confidence upper limit is 
1 .3 x l0 -3  pho tons cm -2  s -1  for narrow line emission at 1.37 MeV.
T h e  D G T  O b s e r v a t io n :  The DGT observed SS 433 for ~  3 hours over tw o consec­
utive tra n s its  (Table 3.5). T he to ta l source exposure a t 1.2 and 1.5 MeV was 2.15x10® 
and 1.66x10® cm2 s, respectively. The analysis of the spectrum  in the (1 -2 ) MeV range is 
com plicated, due to the presence of a strong background line a t 1.46 MeV caused by 40K 
contam ination of the in stru m en t. This problem  is further compounded by the  relatively 
poor in strum en ta l energy resolution, which a t 1.2 MeV and  1.5 MeV is 14.7% and 13.5% 
FW HM , respectively. P relim inary  2 a  upper lim its for line emission a t these energies are 
1.13 x lO -3  and  1.3 x lO -3  photons cm -2 s - 1 , respectively.
It has been suggested (Seam ster ef al. 1984) th a t bom bardm ent of 24Mg by  a  particles 
m ust sim ultaneously p roduce strong lines due  to  the decay o f 20Ne (1634 keV ) and 23Ne 
(1637 keV) isotopes. No evidence was found for these lines. The expected strong lines
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at 4.4 M eV and 6.2 M eV from l2C and  160  were also absent. T he results for narrow  
line sensitivity(i.e., hav ing  a  w idth <  to  the instrum ental energy resolution) are shown 
in F igure  3.3 for the  energy range 160 keV to  6.8 M eV. The sensitivities were calculated 
w ithout regard to  im aging properties of th e  instrum ent, following the  approach of Jacobson 
et al. (1975). An im age of the SS 433 region in the  energy range (1 -2 ) MeV is given in 
Figure 3.4. No significant emission ( ~  4 a)  has been found from the  position of SS 433, 
which is approxim ately a t  the  center of th e  Figure 3.4.
T he  2 a  upper lim its to  the inferred flux in 10 b road  energybands is shown in Figure 
3.5. For an  assumed source distance of 5.5 kpc, these d a ta  require an  upper lim it of L y ~  
4.7 x  1035 erg s-1 to  the  7 -ray  lum inosity in  the energy range (0.1 -  10 M eV). The enorm ous 
lum inosity  (~  1039 ergs s- 1 ) derived for the  jets and th e  suggested m agnetic field of 10s 
Gauss (M arshall et al. 1979) may accelerate cosmic rays capable of in teracting w ith the 
surrounding  diffuse nebu la  W50 and producing 7 -rays. To date, 7 -ray  emission has not 
been detected  from the  nebula. Finally, present observations would indicate th a t the  to ta l 
num ber of sources sim ilar to  SS433 m ust be less th an  a  few tens in our galaxy. Therefore, 
their rela tive  contribution to  the diffuse galactic rad iation  is small (i.e., <  10%).
3.3 C G  1 3 5 + 1  R eg io n
C G  1 3 5 + 1
T he COS-B source CG 135 gained considerable a tten tio n  because of its possible asso­
ciation w ith  the nearest quasar QSO 0241+61 (A pparao  et al. 1981). The source was 
localized w ithin an erro r circle of radius 1° and has an  integral flux above 100 MeV of ~  
10-6 pho tons cm -2 s-1  (Sw anenburg et al. 1981). Subsequent analysis has shown, how ­
ever, th a t  the  positional coincidence w ith  the quasar is m arginal (Pollock, et al. 1981). 
This has been substan tia ted  by the M ISO low energy 7 -ray  observations (Della V entura  et 
al. 1979). An ex trapolation  of the MISO spectrum  above a  few hund red  keV is consistent 
with th e  COS-B results for an assum ed spectrum  varying as ~  E ~ 2-5. Therefore we m ay 
conclude th a t  both in stru m en ts  were looking a t the  sam e source. T he  overlap of the  tw o 
positional error boxes excludes QSO 041+622. It does, however, include the highly vari­
able ga lac tic  radio source G T  0236+610 (Gregory and Taylor 1978). Following the work of 
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Figure 3.3: The 3 a  upper lim it for narrow line fluxes from SS 433.
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Figure 3.5: The D G T 2 a  upper lim its for continuum  fluxes from SS 433. HEAO A2 -  
M arshall et al. 1979.
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Table 3.6:
DATE TIME (UT) ATM DEPTH ZENITH LIVETIME
gm cm-2 deg sec
10.01.84 06:00 -  07:30 3.2-3.6 23-34 4201
10.02.84 17:15 -  19:25 3.4-3.6 32-46 6097
S can n in g  p aram eters o f  th e  CG  13 5 + 0 1  ob servation , 1988 fligh t
has revealed 4 new weak galactic soft X-ray em itters w ithin the  COS-B error circle.
T he DGT d a ta  is comprised of two transits  of CG 135+1 to talling  10298 seconds of 
livetim e (Table 3.6). No excess flux was detected from either the  COS-B or MISO error 
boxes. The upper lim its to  the continuum  fluxes are shown in Figure 3.6.
A flaring source in th e  CG 1 3 5+ 1  region ?
D uring the observation of CG 135+1, an enhancem ent of flux from the  direction of 
R ight A scention o f 3M 2m and declination of 69° was detected . These coordinates were 
covered by the fully-coded FOV only during the  second tra n s it of CG 135+1. The to ta l 
observation tim e of the second tran sit is tw o and a half hours in clock tim e and 6097 
seconds in livetim e. One hour into the observation, the im age showed a significant rise in 
th e  count ra te  from  a  position 10 degrees away from the  galactic equator. A subsequent 
energy-loss analysis yielded a ~  8 a and 3 c  result in the  160-200 keV and 200-250 keV 
energy bands, respectively. The spectrum  falls off rapidly w ith no significant emission in 
th e  band  250-800 keV. Above 800 keV there  is evidence of a rise in flux values up to  3 











































Figure 3.6: T he DGT 2 a  u pper limits for continuum  fluxes from  CG 135+01. Ariel 5 -  
Coe et al. 1978, MISO -  Boella et al. 1984, COS-B -  W ills et al. 1980.
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C H A P T E R  4
T h e  D G T  O b serv a tio n s  o f  E x tr a g a la c t ic  S ou rces
Observations of 4 extragalactic ob jects were carried out using the  D G T during tw o balloon 
flights. All these objects belong to  different m orphological galactic classes and are con­
sidered representative. During th e  D G T ’s 1984 flight, the quasi-stellar object 3C 273 was 
observed. The active galaxies N G C 4151 (a Seyfert), NGC 1275 (a  peculiar galaxy) and 
MKN 421 (a BL Lac object) w ere observed in 1988 flight. These galaxies were specifically 
chosen because of previous detections of hard x- or 7 -rays from them . An excess emission 
in  the MeV ranges, if detected from  these galaxies, would corroborate the idea th a t  active 
galaxies could be m ajor con tribu to rs to the diffuse ‘bum p’.
4 .1  N G C  4151
This is perhaps th e  best stud ied  Seyfert galaxy in low energy 7 -rays. Besides N G C 4151, 
only one more Seyfert galaxy w as observed in  low energy 7 -rays; namely MCG-8-11-11 
(Boella et al. 1984). The discovery of 7 emission from these galaxies has prom pted  the 
suggestion th a t  Seyfert galaxies, in  general, are significant con tribu to rs to  the  extragalactic  
diffuse emission.
Although N G C  4151 is usually  classified as a  type  1 Seyfert, the  presence of sharp 
Balm er lines superim posed on b road  weak forbidden lines gives it the characteristics of an 
in term ediate ty p e  galaxy. It is possible th a t Seyferts like NGC 4151 could change types 
on a very fast tim e  scale (see Lawrence (1987) and references therein). A t a d istance of 19 
M pc (z =  0.0032) this galaxy has an angular size of 8 arc m inutes or 45 kpc. Like other 
AGN most of th e  emission of N G C  4151 is non-therm al and is variable in the IR , UV and 
x-ray  regions o f the  spectrum  on  timescales as short as a few m s. This implies a  small 
radiating volum e.
The MISO 7 -ray observations (Pero tti et al. 1979, 1981b) of N G C 4151, carried out in
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1977 an d  1979 m ay  be well represented by a  power law emission spectrum  having  a photon 
index , a  ~  1. The HEAO-1 observations Baity et al. 1984) in th e  energy range 2 keV to  2 
MeV suggest a single power law w ith a  =  1.6 ±  0.1. The flux m easured a t 100 keV from 
all th e  experim ents is in the range (1.6 ±  0.4 < -FioofceV <  7.3 ±  3.4) X 10-5  photons cm -2 
s-1 k eV -1 . E x trapo lation  of the  upper limits set by the SAS-2 satellite experim ent above 
35 M eV  (Bignami et al. 1979) to  lower energies, suggest th a t th e  power law  index m ust 
steepen  at few M eV. This is consistent with the  upper lim its above 50 MeV obtained by 
C O S-B  (Pollock et al. 1981) which suggests sim ilar steepening.
Variability of th e  hard x-ray spectrum  of NGC 4151 has been reported by a  num ber of 
experim ents (e.g., W hite  et al. 1980, Perotti et at. 1981b, Rothschild et al. 1983). The 
flux is variable on th e  time scale o f 6 m onths and in  am plitude by a factor of about ~  10 
(B assani & Dean 1983).
T h e  D G T  1 9 8 8  o b s e rv a t io n s :  During its 1988 flight, th e  threshold for the main 
de tec to rs  was low ered to 90 keV for most of the  detectors, w ith 20 % of th e  detectors 
hav ing  a  threshold alm ost as low as 42 keV. This enhanced th e  possibility of detecting 
NG C 4151 at h a rd  X-rays and an  image is ob tained  for hard  x-ray  w avelength for the  
90-200 keV (Figure 4.1) band. T he observational param eters for this flight are  given in 
Table 4.1.
Table 4.1:






1 05.12.88 00:45-01:45 4.2-5.0 29-43 | 1878
Scan P aram eters for N G C  4151 R egion
T h e  same background system atics d a ta  file used for norm alizing the C rab  d a ta  were 
used to  correct th is  da ta . Due to  azim uthal in stab ility  the resulting  d a ta  w ere integrated 
over fou r azim uthal ranges of ~  1.5°. The to ta l sweep of the  m agnetom eter covered a 
range o f ±  3°. A to ta l of 60 ~  5 m in long snapshots were used to  produce an image of 
NG C 4151.
T h e  NGC 4151 energy-loss spectrum  was ob tained  by fitting the  known po in t spread
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Figure 4.1: The com posite im age of the  NGC 4151, in tegrated  over the  energy range 90 to  
200 keV.
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function (PSF) function (described in chapter 2) to  the  deconvolved image in 12 different 
energy bins. The uncertain ty  in the source counts were determ ined using both  a boo tstrap  
sam pling technique (M cConnell 1987a) and the em pirical m ethods described in chapter 2. 
The corresponding spectral results are given in Table 4.2. The to ta l num ber of reproduced 
counts in the  in tegrated  energy band (90-5500) keV is 5661 ±  1841, thus giving a source 
significance of 3.1 a  in th is energy range. The positional param eters and the  uncertainties 
are given in Table 4.3.
Table 4.2:
Total livetime 1878 seconds





3931 ±  865 
1730 ±  976 
-964 ±  920 
-452 ±  513
9.5 ±1.54 x 10~5 
1.37 ±0.537 x 10“ 5
< 3.11 xlO -6
< 8.17 x 10~7
T he en ergy-loss sp ectru m  for N G C  4151 (1988 fligh t)
Table 4.3:
RA DEC RA DEC l a  Error
True True Imaged Imaged
12A9.95m 39° 27' 12h13,16m.56 39°35.7' 28'
N G C  4151 P o sitio n a l P aram eters
T he source was detected a t a  significance of 4.5 a  in the  (90-205) keV band , and at 1.7 
a  level in the  (200-500) keV band. No 7 -ray excess has been seen above 500 keV. The 2 
a  upper lim its to  the  inferred flux in the  rem aining 2 broad bands are given in Figure 4.2. 
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Figure 4.2: The NG C 4151 p h o to n  spectrum  as measured by th e  DGT. MISO (1977) 
P e ro tti et al. 1979, MISO (1979) -  Perotti et al. 1981b.
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4 .2  N G C  1275
The peculiar active galaxy NGC 1275 is located in the Perseus cluster. This galaxy was 
originally classified as a Seyfert 2 galaxy by K hachikian and W eedm an (1974). Due to  
its lack of b road  hydrogen lines, and its variability and polarization, Veron (1978) has 
suggested th a t  it is a BL Lac object. Both H EAO -1 (Prim ini et at. 1981) and 0 S 0 -7  
(Rothschild et al. 1981) have m easured a hard  non-therm al component above 25 keV in 
addition to  a  therm al brem sstrahlung spectrum  of effective tem pera tu re , kT  ~  7 keV.
The MISO 7 -ray  telescope (Boella et al. 1984) obtained 2 a  upper lim its for NGC 1275 
which lie ju st above the hard  X -ray spectral d a ta  obtained by the 0 S 0 -7  and HEAO-1 
satellites. The COS-B Perseus cluster d a ta  set show a  high energy 7 -ray excess ( > 70 
M eV) which is consistent w ith a  point-source profile (Strong and Bignami 1983). The 
in term ediate energy range betw een COS-B and hard  X-ray experim ents rem ains to be 
m easured, and an ex trapolation  between hard  X-ray and 7 -ray m easurem ents suggests a 
complex spectrum  and a t least one spectral break.
Table 4.4:






1 05.11.88 16:10-17:10 3.2-3.5 29-23.5 1764
2 05.11.88 20:00-22:43 3.4-3.6 23.5-50 3273
Scan param eters for N G C  1275
The D G T 2 a  upper lim its are shown in Figure 4.3 and are consistent w ith  the  OSO-7 
results and an ex trapo lation  of Copernicus d a ta  above 1.5 keV (Fabian et al. 1974). Due 
to  the  lim ited exposure to  th is source it  was not possible to  confirm a  fla tten ing  of the  
spectrum  above 100 keV, as ind icated  by OSO-7.
4 .3  M K N  421
This object is one of the  few BL Lac galaxies observed in the  hard  X -ray region. This 
galaxy has been observed by the  SAS-3, H EAO -1 and OSO-8 satellites. D uring May of 










































E n e rg y  (k e V )
Figure 4.3: The D G T 2a  upper flux lim its for NGC 1275. OSO-7 -  Rothschild et al. 1981, 
MISO -  Boella ef al. 1984, COS-B -  Strong and Bignam i 1983.
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observation tak en  in 1977 M ay by OSO-8 . Ubertini et al. (1984) detec ted  a  5 sigm a flux 
excess in the range  20 - 100 keV from a balloon-borne payload (H X R 81M) in 1981.
The low energy emission m easured by the HEAO 1-A2 and the  d a ta  below 4 keV can 
be  fit with a th erm al d istribu tion  of effective tem pera tu re , T  < 2 X 107 K (M ushotzky et 
al. 1979). A synchrotron self-Com pton (SSC) m echanism  can account for the variability  
in  th e  higher energies which is often characterized by a  ha rd  com ponent, if the source size 
undergoes a change (M ushotzky et al. 1978).
Table 4.5:






1 05.11.88 23:04-00:45 3.9-4.2 23.5-36 2271
Scan  p aram eters for M K N  421
The DGT 2 a  upper lim its (Figure 4.4) are consistent with the upper limits obtained 
by  th e  HEAO 1 hard  X-ray experim ent (Bezier et al. 1988) in 1978-79. An extrapolation 
o f the  1978 M ay HEAO 1 A2 d a ta  is also consistent w ith  these limits.
4.4  3C 273
3C  273 was the  first quasar detected at th e  x-ray energies (Bowyer ef al. 1970). It is the 
b righ test quasar in  the optical region (mag =  6.7) with a  redshift of z =  0.158. H ard x-rays 
up  to  120 keV w as been detec ted  by HEAO-1 A4 (P rim ini et al. 1979) and  up to  200 keV 
by  a  balloon experim ent (P ie tsch  et al. 1981).
G am m a-rays from 3C 273 have been reported  only above 35 MeV by the  COS-B (Swa- 
nenburg  et al. 1978) and SAS-2 (Bignami em  et al. 1979) satellites. T he  spectrum  follows 
a  power law w ith  a spectral index  of 2.5 ±  0.6. The difference betw een the slopes in  the 
x -ray  and 7 -ray  energies suggests a spectral break around 1-10 MeV (F igure 4.5).
The DGT scan  param eters for 3C 273 are  given in Table 4.6. T he upper lim its to  the 
in term ediate fluxes in the sp ec tra l region betw een the HEAO-1 and CO S-B experim ent are 
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Figure 4.4: The D G T  2a  upper flux lim its for M KN 421. HXR-81M  -  XJbertini et al. 1984, 
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Figure 4.5: The D G T 2 a  upper lim its for continuum  fluxes for 3C 273. HEAO-1 -  Prim ini 
em et al 1979, SAS-2 -  Bignami et al. 1979
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Table 4.6:






1 10.01.84 17:30-19:00 3.4-3.6 24-46 3780
2 10.02.84 17:00-18:30 3.1-3.5 24-40 4004
Scan param eters for 3C 273
D isc u ss io n
The 1977 M ISO observation detected emission from NGC 4151 in the  MeV energies 
a t almost tw ice the  flux level of the 1979 MISO m easurem ents. T he predicted NGC 4151 
lum inosity for 1977 observation in the (0.5-5) MeV range is 1.81 x lO 45 ergs s-1 (Boella 
et al. 1984). Subsequent m easurem ents of NGC 4151 proved th is “high” sta te  to  be 
transitory . T he 1979 MISO observation of M CG 8- 11-11 implies a  lum inosity of 7 x l0 46 
egs s-1 in the  (0.09-3) MeV range. It can be shown from energetics consideration (see 
C hapter 5) th a t  m aintaining such “high” lum inosity would be im possible for a  long period 
of time. A ssum ing such “high” lum inosity a characteristic s ta te  for active galaxies, we 
find there is a  80% probability th a t  the D G T would have detected a t least one such source 
during its 1984 or 1988 flight. The 1984 and 1988 DGT results do no t indicate any excess 
emission in th e  MeV range from  any of the  four observed active galaxies. The 2cr upper 
lim its at MeV energies places an  effective constra in t on the  position  of a  spectral break 
required to  satisfy the m easurem ents a t higher energies. In chap ter 5 we shall discuss the  
possibilities o f using the DG T and the m easurem ents taken  by o th er groups to  obtain  an  
understanding  of the  AGN spectra  and their contribution of to  th e  to ta l cosmic diffuse 
7 *ray flux at MeV energies.
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C H A P T E R  5
D isc r e te  S o u rces an d  th e  C o sm ic  G a m m a -R a y  B a ck g ro u n d
The estimation of the relative contribution of discrete sources (specifically AGN) to the 
diffuse cosmic 7 -ray background (CGB) remains one of the outstanding problems in 7 - 
ray astronomy. The flux measurements of a few active galaxies in 7 -rays could provide 
us with a method to ascertain the relative contribution of these sources to the isotropic 
emission. This method will be valid to the extent that the few measured galaxies are in 
general representative of discrete extragalactic 7 -ray sources. However, the few positive 
measurements already obtained do not allow us to make firm conclusions concerning the 
total emission or spectral shape of the rest of the active galaxy population. This forces us to 
make certain assumptions about the radiation from these galaxies in 7 -rays. We know that 
their total 7 -ray flux should not exceed the CGB flux. Based on this constraint and a model 
which assumes a certain relationship between the 7 -ray luminosity and the X-ray luminosity 
which will be common to all active galaxies, we can predict the fractional contribution of 
active galaxies to the CGB. Considering that the derived luminosity function and number- 
flux (log JV - lo g  S ) relation for X-ray energies truly represents the number of X-ray sources, 
then given the possibility that X-ray galaxies are potential sources of 7 -radiation, the 
number of galaxies active in 7 -rays is determined from the luminosity function and log N — 
log S  relation valid for X-ray sources.
Our objective is to search for the sources luminous in 7 -ray energies, specifically in the 
energy range (1-10) MeV. Based on a L ogN  — LogS  relation derived for X-ray energies, 
we shall predict the number of sources expected above the DGT sensitivity level. This 
will yield a probability of finding a single source in the fractional sky area observed by the 
instrument. This will be compared with the observational results and in conclusion 7 -ray 
to X-ray luminosity ratios for active galaxies will be derived within the constraint of the 
diffuse cosmic 7 -ray background.
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5 .1  T h e  A c t iv e  G a la x y  c o n tr ib u t io n  to  th e  M e V  7 - R a y  
B a ck g ro u n d
In  chapter 1 we discussed a num ber of diffuse and discrete processes capable of explaining 
th e  CGB flux. We decided to  explore the  discrete source model and used the D G T to  
observe a few galactic and extragalactic  sources (chapters 3,4). These observations were 
carried out w ith th e  purpose of m easuring point source emission in the  energy range above 
100 keV, or specifically in the  (1-10) MeV range. We shall s ta rt from the  basic prem ise th a t 
d iscrete sources o r namely A G N  are the m a jo r  contributors to  the CGB. In this context we 
shall discuss som e aspects of the  m ethods and  models which estim ate th e  contribution of 
d iscrete sources to  the background 7 -rad iation . There are tw o basic m ethods of calculating 
th e  contribution o f a given class of discrete sources, the  first one em ploys the lum inosity 
function of the  sources over a  given lum inosity range and  the  second one employs a log N  — 
log S  relation. A fter the relatively  extensive sky surveys by HEAO-1  and  Einstein  satellites 
b o th  of these m ethods have a lready  been applied  to X -ray sources to calcu late their relative 
contribution to  th e  cosmic X -ray  background.
5 .1 .1  T he L u m in osity  Function M eth od
5.1.1.X The Luminosity Function
T h e  differential lum inosity function  4>(£(z), E ) is defined as the num ber of sources per unit 
lum inosity per u n it  coordinate volume at th e  local epoch w ith  differential lum inosity L  and 
energy E  m easured  at redshift z. The in tegral luminosity function $ ( i ( a ) ,  E ) describes the  
to ta l  num ber of sources in lum inosity  intervals brighter th a n  a given cu toff luminosity. This 
function is m odel dependent for cosmological objects, like quasars. For exam ple, th e  local 
quasar lum inosity function underestim ates the  quasar num ber at h igher redshifts. This 
requires the incorporation of an  evolutionary param eter such th a t the num ber density of the  
lum inous quasars increases w ith  redshift. T h e  evolutionary param eter can be dependent 
on  either the density  or lum inosity  of the quasars or A G N .
The pure density  evolution model of galaxies (Schm idt 1968) states th a t  the comoving 
num ber density o f the  galaxies increases w ith  redshift, b u t  the evolution is entirely inde­
pendent of lum inosity. C onsidering the num ber density of quasars of a  specific lum inosity 
to  increase w ith  distance, th en  the probability  of observing one increases proportionally.
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On the  o ther hand, the  luminosity evolution model assumes galaxies (in this case quasars) 
were m ore luminous in the  past (M athez 1978). This m odel scales up the lum inosity of 
all quasars uniformly according to  some function of z . U nder these conditions, the  shape 
of the  lum inosity  function is constan t in tim e while it  uniform ly shifts to  b righ ter abso­
lute m agnitude. This results in an increase in the  comoving num ber density o f quasars in 
any fixed m agnitude (or lum inosity) interval w ith redshift. A ssum ing th a t the  evolution 
proceeds in an exponential fashion, then  the pure luminosity evolution  would be L ( z ) = 
L[z = 0) exp (7 it/7 0, and the pure density evolution z [L{z)\ — i&0 e x p C 2T H Oi where C\ 
and C2 > which determ ine the  degree of evolution, are obtained from param etric  fits to  the 
observations, r  and H 0 represent the look-back tim e and H ubble’s constant.
The lum inosity function of a particu lar class of objects in a certain energy band is 
obtained by means of a deep sky survey which usually includes a large sam ple of this 
class. T he sky is reasonably well observed in the optical wavelengths and except for the 
low lum inosity  and high redshift objects, theoptical lum inosity function of ex tragalactic 
sources is well known.
T he H EAO-1  A2 High L atitude Survey (P iccionotti et al. 1982) and th e  Einstein  
M edium Sensitivity Survey (MSS) (M accacaro et al. 1984) have obtained a general shape 
of the  lum inosity function for X-ray sources. These surveys show th a t  quasars are  strong 
X-ray em itters. Avni and  Tanabaum  (1986) have analyzed the  X -ray properties of quasars 
in the  B right Quasar Survey (Schm idt and Green 1983) and the  Bracessi in term ediate 
survey (Bracessi, Formiggini and Gondolfi 1970; M arshaal et al. 1983). They found th a t 
the X -ray to  optical lum inosity ra tio  is a  strong function of optical lum inosity and  weakly 
dependent on the redshift, z. This X-ray to  optical lum inosity ra tio  is usually expressed 
by the  param eter a OI =  log[< L 2sao/L2kcV > ]/2 .605 , where £2500 and L 2kcV are the 
m onochrom atic lum inosites in units of ergs s-1 Hz-1 a t 2500 A0 and 2 keV, respectively. 
The dependence between X-ray (L x ) and optical (Lopt) emission m ay indicate  a causal 
connection between th e  X -ray and optical regimes. P ostu la ting  such a  dependence between 
X-rays and 7 -rays we can define a param eter a xy to  relate  X -ray and  7 -ray lum inosities to 
each o ther.
Our knowledge of a  log N  -  log S  curve and the  lum inosity function in the 7 -ray  region 
is lacking due to  absence of flux m easurem ents of the  sky in the  7 -ray region. Until a
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whole sky survey is obtained by the Gamma Ray Observatory (GRO) we can only resort 
to indirect methods of deriving the 7 -ray luminosity function, such as the use of the few 
observations available in 7 -rays, to scale the X-ray luminosity function. This involves a 
knowledge of the surface densities or luminosity functions measured at X-ray energies and 
a technique which converts fluxes or luminosities measured at X-ray wavelengths into 7 -ray 
fluxes or luminosities. We assume either the objects detected in 7 -rays are representative 
of the entire population of the 7 -ray sources, or we accept a model of active galaxy 7 -ray 
emission based on the upper limits to the observationscarried out in low (0.5-10 MeV) and 
medium (30-150 MeV) energy 7 -ray regions. The assumptions and parameters needed to 
evaluate the discrete source contribution include the shape of the a x-, distribution, / ( a I7) 
(e.g., a Gaussian), and dependence of the mean and width of the a x 7  distribution on other 
AGN properties (such as L x , Lopt, etc.) in either of the above cases. These assumptions 
usually introduce large errors in the estimate. Until the minimum detectable 7 -ray flux is 
lowered substantially and an extensive sky survey is obtained in 7 -ray energies these large 
error margins will exist.
5 .1 .1 .2 E valuation  o f  the A ctiv e  G alaxy C ontribution
The luminosity function method involves the use of a parametric representation of the lu­
minosity function over a fixed luminosity range, from Lmin (the lower luminosity limit) to 
Lmax (the higher luminosity limit). This method, if “perfect knowledge” of the luminosity 
function is available, yields an estimate of the discrete source contribution with minimum 
uncertainty. The assumptions required to determine the contribution to the CGB for this 
method, are the shape of the luminosity function (which includes the following param­
eters; normalization, slope, Lmin and L max), shape of the evolution function, maximum 
redshift, zmax, to which the model is applicable, deceleration parameter, q0, and the 7 -ray 
background emissivity at the energy range of interest.
The determination of the total number of sources above the certain limiting flux, Sum, 
necessitates the integration of the derived 7 -ray luminosity function over the range Lmin 
to Lmax•
« l >  S u . )  = I  * ^ ) d L  (5.1)
where N  is the total number of sources and dV/dz  is the change in the comoving coordinate
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volume given by
dV _  4?rc R 2( z ) ^
dz Ho ( 1  +  z ) V l  +  2 ?o  ^ ' }
The 7 -ray luminosity function, $ 7(£^), is derived from the X-ray Luminosity function, 
$x(£x) ,  using the following relation
rLmf-^ f maas
( i 7) = /  § x(Lx) f ( a x^)dLx (5.3)
where the  X -ray lum inosity L x and 7 -ray lum inosity i 7 are rela ted  through the  energy 
index a X7. The intensity , 1(> Smin), g reater th an  the  flux Smm> of the to ta l active galaxy 
contribution is determ ined from  the following in tegration  over the flux, s,
/ ( >  5™ „) =  /  s N ( s )d s  (5.4)
Jm in
where the  lower lim it, smtn, is defined by the instrum ent sensitivity, and the upper lim it, 
Smot, is set for the flux from the  brightest object. Using the above m ethod Bignami & 
M ereghetti (1989) and M ereghetti (1990) calculated the AGN contribution to  the  CGB. 
They also predict the num ber of 7 -ray sources visible above a certain  detection sensitivity.
The apparen t evolution of the 7 -ray lum inosity can be expressed by a  pure lum inosity 
evolution law  of the  form,
i 7 (0) =  L~f(z)<j>(z) =  L y (z )e x p (—C  H o t) (5.5)
where T7 (0) is the lum inosity a t the present epoch, and C is an evolution param eter. The 
look-back tim e, r ,  can easily be derived for the  deceleration param eter, g0 =  0 , which is 
adequate for our calculations. If at tim e t 0 we observe light from a galaxy em itted  a t i e , 
then  the  lookback tim e is given by the following expression
r  = t0 - t e = to ( l  -  j - )  =  (5.6)
t 0 1 + z
since i 0/ t e — (1 +  2) and t 0 =  H ^ 1. M accacaro et al. (1984) estim ated  the value of C  
to  be 4.85 with a 95% confidence level using an exclusive sample selected by its  X -ray 
properties of the  Einstein  MSS AGN observations. In absence of 7 -ray observations th is 
value of C  has occasionally been used for 7 -ray energies.
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5 .1 .2  T h e  log N  — log S M e t h o d
5 .1 .2.1 T h e  log TV — log S' R e la t io n
The log TV — log S  rela tion , developed under the name “num ber counts” or “source coun ts” , 
has been used extensively to  approxim ate  the surface densities of radiogalaxies. This 
relation  can be used to  evaluate the  num ber of sources N ( S )  per sr w ith flux densities 
g rea ter than  some lim iting flux value Sum . This can be extrem ely useful when the distances 
to  the  sources are  unknown due to  th e  lack of redshift determ inations. The num ber of 
sources w ithin th e  sphere is p roportional to  r 3 if the  sources are uniform ly d istribu ted  in 
a  spherical volume w ith radius r. Considering the sphere as a s ta tic , Euclidean universe, 
th e  apparen t brightness of a  source visible above a  m inim um  flux, S min , if all sources 
possess the same in trinsic luminosity, will be proportional to r -2 . Hence the to ta l num ber 
of sources will be be (Landsberg & Evans 1977)
N (>  Smtn) =  a  K S - Z>2 (5.7)
where pa is the m ean num ber density of the sources and  K  is a  constan t. The above 
equation can be w ritten  as
log JV(> Smin ) — log S  + K '  (5.8)
In an  expanding universe the log N  — log S  curve deviates from th e  Euclidean slope of 
- 3 /2  for lower fluxes, due to the fact th a t  m ajority  of low flux sources are located a t great 
d istances, Hence relativ istic  effects becom e im portan t.
As a  result o f the  observational n a tu re  of the log TV — log S  re la tion , the num ber of 
sources obtained by in tegrating the  log N  — log S  curve is independent of our knowledge 
of their intrinsic lum inosities. Therefore, unlike the  lum inosity m ethod , th is m ethod does 
n o t require an evolution param eter.
5 .1 .2 .2  E v a lu a t io n  o f  A c tiv e  G a la x y  C o n t r ib u t io n
T he in tegrated  em issivity of the ob jects from the observed log N  — log S  curve over the  
range defined by th e  lower flux lim it Smin to  the upper flux limit 5max, is com pared w ith 
the  CGB surface brightness. Due to  th e  selection effect, where low lum inosity galaxies a t
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higher redshifts rem ain  underrepresented in th e  log N  — log S  curve, we can establish only 
a  low er lim it to  th e  contribution o f discrete sources to the  CGB.
T he lum inosity determ ined a t  X-ray w avelengths (L x) is related to the  7 -ray lum inosity 
( L y ) by a Xy, which we define by  the  following expression,
_  log <  L x /Ly  > _  log < L i m c V / L 2keV > {f. Q^
17 log < E y ( E x > 2.698
The second expression has been derived for th e  energy values 2 keV and 1 MeV, taken as
represen tative energies for the X -ray  (Ex) and  7 -ray (I?7) regions, respectively. Using the  
observed  X-ray flux a t 2 keV, we can calculate the  expected 7 -ray flux from  AGN brighter 
th a n  any lim iting flux, Following th e  procedure o f Zamorani et al. (1981), we
derive an  expression for the m onochrom atic 7 -ray  flux, SiMeV,  a-t 1 MeV.
fimaa f j l l  y)ma*
S-LmeV =  /  s — ds X /  f { a Xy ) 1 0 ^ 2-69Ba^  d a Xy, (5.10)
^ m i n  J - 0 0
Here d n /d s  is the  X -ray source counts betw een smin and s mazt / ( a X7) is the  probability 
d istribu tion  of a Xy,  and ( a n )mni  is the m axim um  value o f a xl  th a t an X -ray  source can 
have in order to  have a 7 -ray flux  of S l^ 2Me.V' Similarly, th e  expected num ber of AGN 
b rig h te r than  any lim iting flux, S ^ 2MeV> is i
P S m a x  d n  f(ot«7)ma*
N =  -7-ds x /  f ( a Xy ) d a Xy (5.11)
J »m.n J - 0 0
The explicit form o f dn/ds  was ta k e n  from th e  Log N  -  Log S  relation derived by Piccionotti 
et al. (1982) using HEAO-1  A 2 d a ta ,
^  =  2.2 x  10- 15s -2 ’5 (ergs cm-2  s- 1 ) -1  sr-1 (5-12)
The above relation is derived from  a  com plete X-ray survey of 8.2 sr of th e  sky at | b j > 
20° dow n to a  lim iting  sensitivity of ~  3.1 X lO -11 ergs cm -2  s-1 in the  (2 -10 ) keV band. 
In th is  survey ~  50% of the 61 ex tragalactic  sources used w ere identified w ith  rich clusters 
of galaxies and ~  40% with A G N . For lower sensitivities we use ano ther log A  — log S  
re la tion , given by M accacaro et al. (1982),
~  =  4.13 x  10- 16s -2 -53 (ergs cm-2  s- 1 )-1  sr-1 (5.13)
T he above relation is derived from  an X-ray survey of 50 square  deg. of th e  high galactic 
la titu d e  sky at sensitivities in th e  range 7 x l 0 ~ 14 to 5 x l0 -12 ergs cm-2  s - 1 . This survey
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was carried out with the Im aging P roportional C ounter (IPC) aboard  the Einste in  obser­
vatory in the  (0.3-3.5) keV band. A lthough the  slope of the log IV — log S  curve of this 
survey follows the  Euclidean model and is consistent w ith  the value found for h igher fluxes 
(E quation 5.12), the sample content of th is survey is different, A G N account for ~  80% of 
the  48 ex tragalactic sources.
Assuming a  probability  d istribu tion  for / ( a xy) and in tegrating  Equation 5.10 yields the 
to ta l cum ulative flux at 1 MeV from sources brighter th an  S l^ 2MeV. Due to  th e  fact that 
there  are only th ree active galaxies detected in the energy range of in terest (see Table 5.1), 
we cannot construct a probability  d istribu tion  model and  hence we are  forced to  conjecture 
a  reasonable d istribution function, e.g., Gaussian, triangu lar, delta , etc. for a X7. We shall 
assum e a G aussian probability  d istribu tion  and in teg ra te  Equation 5.10 with a  low er limit 
of i 7 x l0 -14 ergs cm -2  s- 1 . The in tegrated  CGB flux, I c g b , over the range ( 1- 2 ) 
MeV is 3 x l 0 -8  ergs cm ' 2 s_1 s r- 1 . In order not to  exceed IcGB-, we predict a  value of
0.5±0.1 for a x7. In Figure 5.1 we show the  to ta l m onochrom atic CG B flux at 1 MeV as a 
function of lim iting flux sensitivity.
To ascertain  the corresponding lim iting sensitivity in the 7 -ray  region the  X -ray  flux, 
s x, can be rela ted  to  the 7 -ray  flux, s7 , th rough  th e  following equation
s7 =  10_ a --»2-69Bs .  (5.14)
T he lower lim it in  7 -rays for smin would be 5.6 x lO -13 ergs cm ' 2 s -1  or 4 x l0 -33 ergs cm -2
s ' 1 H z '1.
5 .1 .3  E valuation  o f th e  Bulk E m issiv ity
As shown in section (5.1.2), AGN can account for the  CGB flux in  th e  (1-2) M eV region. 
A ssum ing the  active galaxy energy spectrum  can be represented by a  power law with 
spectral index, a,  the in tensity  due to  their con tribu tion  to  the  CGB can be w ritten  as 
(see A ppendix E for derivation)
jACIf  =  _ £ * _  r —  r h   W W * )  d L d z  (516)
4 * H j o  J l , (1 +  2)2+<V l  +  2g0i  K ]
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Figure 5.1: The to ta l m onochrom atic flux a t 1 MeV as a  function of lim iting flux sensitivity.
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Table 5.1:
Object Type f  (2 - 10 keV) f (100 - 300 keV) f  (1 - 2 MeV)
ergs cm-2 s_1 ergs cm-2 s-1 ergs cm“ 2 s-1
NGC 4151 SI 8 .9 9 x l0 -11 [1] <  5.52xlO"9 [2] <  1.99x10-® [2]
MCG-8-11-11 SI 4 .8 x l0 " n  [3] 2.53xlO "9 [4] 1.26x10-® [4]
NGC 1275 Pec. 1.32x 10~9 [1] <  6.62 x IO- 1 0  [5] <  3.34x lO '9 [5]
MKN 421 BL Lac 2.1 xlO"11 [6] <  7.11 xlO"9 [7] <  3.64xlO"9 [5]
MKN 501 BL Lac 4 .0x lO -12 [8] <  3.2x l0 ~ 9 [4] <  8 .2 x l0 “ 9 [4]
CEN-A Radio 5 .5xlO "12 [9] 7.6X10"9 [10] 1.74X10"9 [10]
3C 273 QSO 9.3xlO "10 [11] <  4.17 x l0 ~ 10 [12] <  2 .4 x l0 -1 ° [13]
A list o f active galaxies in X- and 7 -rays
References:[1]Rothschild et al. 1983; [2] Perotti et al. 1979; [3] Mushotzky & Marshall 1980; [4] 
Boella et al. 1984; [4] Mushotzky et al. 1980; [5] this work; [6] Mushotzky et al. 1980; [7] Ubertini 
et al. 1984; [8] Kondo et al. 1981; [9] Mushotzky et al., 1978; [10] Von Ballmoos et al. 1987; [11] 
Worrall et al. 1979; [12] Pietsch et al. 1981; [13] Bignami et al. 1979;
We define a  7 -ray bulk em issivity for AGN by B ^ GN(E ,  z ), which is the  7 -ray emissivity
per unit coordinate volume given in units of ergs s-1  M pc- 3 . If J  denotes the following 
function in teg rated  over redshift (Avni 1978)
(j)! z \
.  ti + . A W *  (5-16)
Then E quation 5.15 can be w ritten  as
B * g n J  = f Ll L (E) i }dE  =  (5.17)
J Jjl c
We see the evolution param eter (Table 5.2) has a significant effect on the  bulk emissivity 
of active galaxies, since for a  given B ^ GN th e  contribu tion  I AGN to  the  CGB is proportional 
to  J.  The contribution to  the  diffuse background differs by a order of m agnitude w ithin 
the  range of param eters.
We estim ate the  background flux a t 1 MeV from a best fit to  the  world d a ta  to  be 0.024 
keV cm"2 s_1 keV -1  sr-1 w ith  an  in tegrated  flux of, I CGB =  3 x l 0 -8  ergs cm -2  s -1 s r-1 
over the range (1 -  2) MeV. E quating  I AGN =  I CGB, we can derive from  Equation 5.17 
the  m axim um  bulk emissivity expected for AGN in the (1-2) MeV range. For C  =  0 and 
■Zmax =  3 the  7 -ray bulk em issivity B AGN in the  energy range (1-2) MeV is 5 .6x lO 38 ergs
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Table 5.2:
Evolution Values of J
Parameter C Zmax — 1 Zmax — 2 Zmax — 3
0 0.41 0.49 0.53
1 0.52 0.68 0.75
5 1.65 3.33 4.55
10 10.24 43.4 85.96
J  values as a  function  o f C an d  zmax
s -1 M pc- 3 , which is com parable with th e  X-ray bulk em issivity B £ g n  of ~  4.9 X  1038 
ergs s-1 M pc-3  in the (2 -  10) keV range. The X-ray bulk emissivity has been derived 
from the  expression
JfLmax
f f ( ,L )LdL  (5.18)
Lmin
where f ( L )  = d N j d L  is the lum inosity function calculated by Piccionotti et al. (1982) 
from HEAO-1  d a ta  using a lower lim it of 3.0 x 1042 ergs s"1 and a  upper lim it of 1.5 x 
1045 ergs s- 1 . T he best-fit value of th e  lum inosity function for active galaxies is given by 
d N
—  =  (2.7 ±  0.15) x  10' 7(L 44)_1-75 (1044 ergs per sec)"1 M pc"3 (5.19)dJj
T his would m ake the  contribution from the  AGN to  th e  diffuse emission alm ost 50% at 
X -ray energies as the  (2-10) keV background has a  bulk em issivity B c x b  of ~  2 .4 x l0 39 
ergs s-1 M pc3.
5.2 L im its to  th e D iscrete Source C ontribution
Investigators using different evolutionary models suggest various values of quasar contri­
bu tion  to  the  X -ray background. Using the  HEAO-1  lum inosity  function (P iccionotti et 
al. 1982), we have shown th a t in the  (2-10) keV region the  AGN contribution could be 
as large as 50%, even w ithout evolution. R othschild et al. (1983) calculated the energy 
a t which th e  active galaxy volume emissivity equals 100% of the  diffuse flux based on the 
sam e lum inosity function (E quation 5.19), no evolution, q0 =  0, and assum ing a  power 
law model for the  m ean active galaxy X -ray spectrum . In th e ir m odel, for a  best fit mean 
active galaxy spectra l index Pa of 1.62, th is  contribu tion  becomes 100% a t an energy of
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~  300 keV. The contribution is sensitive to  th e  lower lim it of the lum inosity function, 
Tmtn- In order to  avoid emission in  excess of th e  CGB, the  m ean active galaxy spectral 
index requires a  break at hard  X -ray energies. However, if we consider th e  ‘bum p’ in the  
MeV energies of the  CGB spectrum  is due to  AGN emission, then we expect the spectral 
index to  decrease (i.e., the spectrum  becomes h a rd ) after 500 keV. The positive 7 -ray flux 
m easurem ents of the  three active galaxies, N G C 4151, M CG 8-11-11 and CEN-A do not 
show a spectral break before 500 keV. On th e  o ther hand, except for th e  tw o MISO flux 
m easurem ents of NG C 4151 and M CG 8-11-11 , th e  rem aining observations do not indicate 
any significant hardening of the  spectrum  above 500 keV. F inger (1988) suggests th a t to  
avoid excess emission to  the background and also meet the  observational results we m ay 
have to  postu la te  tw o classes of sources, near and  far, where th e  nearby sources have harder 
spectra  extending out to  MeV energies and th e  d istan t sources have a break around 500 
keV.
We sta ted  in chapter 1 th a t th e  discrete m odel assigns the  origin of th e  ‘bum p’ to  the  
active galactic com ponent. The D G T  was used to  carry out observations of a  num ber of 
known extragalactic  sources in the  (1-8) MeV region. A fair portion of the  sky was also 
searched for unknow n sources active in th is region.
5.2.1 T he D G T  Scan R eg ion
The D G T  wide apertu re  coded field-of-view encompasses a large section of the  sky and can 
be used as an effective surveyor. T he to ta l a rea  of the sky covered during its two flights 
is ~  1.5 sr or 12% of the sky. Figure 5.2 shows the  D G T observation fields in galactic 
coordinates. These fields lie along the  galactic p lane and near to  the galactic north pole. 
The average livetim e of these exposures is > 5000 seconds. Table 5.3 shows the observed 
regions in  equatorial and galactic coordinates.
5.2.2 S im ulation  o f M eV  Sources
As m entioned in chap ter 2, the D G T  was designed to  have good detection sensitivity in 
the MeV range. D uring their ‘h igh ’ sta te  the  sources, NGC 4151, MCG 8-11-11 and CYG 
X -l were m easured a t a flux level of ~  5 x l 0 -3  cm -2  s-1 (B oella et al. 1984, McConnell 
et al. 1989). in the  (1-2) MeV range. We shall show th a t if  th e  source exists in its “high
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DGT Sky Exposure (itiive > 5000 s)









CRAB 4h23m-6h28,n 6.5°-40° 167.9°-198.1° -17.7°-6.8°
CYGNUS 19A10m-21fcl0 m 22.5°-51.8° 59.2°-92.7° -15.7°-17.5°
SS 433 18h08m-2 0 fc16m -ll° -2 2 .5 ° 25.1°-60° -14.66-9.7°
CG 135+01 00fl34m-5 ,l00m 46.5°-75.5° 100.3°-146.5° -14.2°-17.6°
3C 273 l l h30m-1 4 h30m -14°—1-17® 253.7°-339.6° 48°-74°
NGC 1275 2hgm_4h25m 27°-56° 134°-167° -29°-4.8°
MKN 421 9h10m- l l A15m
OC*1oCDN 152°-209° 42.6°-63°
NGC 4151 l l h7m-1 3 h51m 25°-55° 105°-206° 59°-84.8°
T he D G T  source observa tions
s ta te ” the  D G T w ould be able to  d e tec t such a flux and image it.
A sim ulation procedure using a  po in t source w ith  a  given in tensity  ( 5 x l0 ~3 cm “ 2 s- 1 ) 
and the  D G T  flight po in ting  d a ta  a re  applied to  investigate the  response of th e  D G T  to 
such a  flux. The background flux m easured  from th e  two DGT flights from P alestine , TX 
is w eighted and d istr ib u ted  across th e  detection p lane. The im age is sim ulated em ploying 
a  M onte-C arlo procedure to  d istribu te  the  source photons through the  mask elem ents onto 
the  detection  plane w hich undergoes spatia l transla tions corresponding to  the  azim uthal 
and zen ithal d a ta  tak e n  from the D G T  flights. T he  final image consists of the superposition 
of ~  250 second long snapshots, w here each snapshot is already deconvolved w ith  th e  post­
processing array  to  crea te  an image. Figure 5.3 6hows such an im age where the  sim ulated 
source w as observed for one hour w ith  3000 seconds of livetime a t a  float a ltitu d e  o f 3 gm 
cm -2  a t  40° la titude . T he  source has been im aged a t  the  4 a  level with the  to ta l num ber 
of counts being 4012±915.
T his exercise shows th a t  the  D G T  is capable of observing a  source in the  M eV range 
w ith a  flux value w hich is com parable to  the fluxes m easured by several experim ents. We 
should no te  th a t  in  th is  process we a re  n o t in terested  in  the  spatia l resolution of th e  im aged 
sources; our goal is only to  identify th e  presence o f a  source. T hus, if  there is any clustering 
effect of th e  sources an d  th e  emission is above ou r sensitivity level we shall assign th e
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Figure 5.3: A sim ulated  im age of a  source in the  ( 1-2 ) MeV energy range w ith a  flux level 
of 5 x l 0 -3  cm -2  s- 1 . T otal livetim e is taken  to  be 3000 seconds a t a  float a ltitu d e  of 3 gm
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Table 5.4:




NGC 4151 1044 ergs s_1 1045 ergs s1
MCG 8-11-11 1046 ergs s"1 1047 ergs s1
L um inosities o f N G C  4151 and  M C G  8-11-11
detection to  a  single po in t source.
5 .2 .3  L im its from  th e D G T  O bservations
T he D G T images are scanned for ind iv idual discrete sources. This search is based solely on 
the  criteria  described in  section 2.5, nam ely  i) a significance level of 4.5 a  and  ii) a  System 
P o in t Spread Function response. A lthough for 8000 seconds of livetime an  average field 
yields up to  5 points w ith  a  2 a  significance, none were found with sufficient significance 
to  be considered a  source. A image for the  3C 273 region in tegrated  over (2 -3 ) MeV is 
shown in Figure 5.4. T his figure exemplifies a DGT flat or null field of view w ith its even 
distribu tion  of positive and negative contours.
If every sterad ian  of the  sky contains one source w ith  a  flux level ~  5 XlO -3  photons 
cm -2  s-1 in (1-2) M eV energy band , th e  ‘high’ s ta te  o f active galaxies, th en  th is would 
be sufficient to  account for 80% of the  diffuse emission in  th a t  energy range, whereas a  
100% contribution necessitates 15 such sources for th e  en tire  sky. Considering th a t  the  
D G T  during the  1984 and 1988 flights covered 12% of th e  sky or 1.5 sr in  area , we find 
the  probability  of detecting  a t least one source w ith two scans of 0.75 sr each is 80%. The 
D G T  did not detect any  such sources. The logJV -  log S  m ethod yields, for the  D G T 
sensitivity of 3 .2 x l0 ~12 ergs cm ' 2 s-1  keV -1 and a X7 =  0.5, only 1 .2 x l0 -1  sources per 
sr or ~  2 sources for th e  entire  sky. Therefore the  D G T null result does no t con trad ic t the  
log A  — log S  calculation and could have  been an tic ipated . We m ay add , if  th e  isotropic 
n a tu re  of the  CGB is valid then  th e  assum ption of 15 such bright sources is unjustified. 
In  Figure 5.5 we show th e  expected num ber of sources in  th e  (1-2) MeV energy band  as a  
function  of the  lim iting  flux sensitivity o f the  instrum ent.
As previously shown the  active galaxy cum ulative flux is 100% of the  CG B flux in the
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Figure 5.5: Expected num ber of sources in the  (1 -2) M eV energy band  vs. lim iting flux 
sensitivity of the  in strum en t.
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(1 -2 ) MeV region, for a X7 =  0.5 or L\MeV/ L>2keV — 4.5 x lO -2 which was derived for a 
lim iting  sensitivity  Smin of 9 x l 0 -13 ergs cm -2  s_1. The above argum ent involving “high
s ta te ” sources can be resta ted  using the log N  log S  m ethod  in the  following m anner.
Let us assum e the  galaxies m easured during their high s ta tes  represent the  rest of th e  
active galaxy popu lation  con tribu ting  to  th e  CGB. W hat will be the value of a x7 in th is  
case? Using th e  h igh s ta te  lum inosity values for NGC 4151 and  for M CG 8-11-11 given in 
Table 5.4, we derive their corresponding a x7,
(Q*7)jVGC4151 =  (Q®'y)mCG8- 11-11 =  _ 0-12 (5.20)
C alculating th e  to ta l AGN contribu tion  w ith  Equation 5.10 we find th e  contribu tion  to  
th e  diffuse emission already exceeds the to ta l CGB for a  m inim um  detec tion  flux =  
10 -11 ergs cm -2  s -1  over th e  energy range (1 -2 ) MeV, w here the d istribu tion  for a X7 is 
taken  as a  5-function. Hence the  high s ta te  sources can no t be representative of the 7 -ray 
sources.
T he high s ta te  sources can n o t be considered representative of the AGN population , b u t 
m ay  constitu te  a  fraction. If the  energy o u tp u t of AGN is governed by m ass accretion th en  
th e  following expression (B landford and Z najek 1977) expresses its lum inosity  in term s o f 
th e  mass accretion ra te , m , in un its  of solar m ass, Af®, pe r year
L = emlO47 e rg s -1 (5.21)
w here e is the  efficiency of the  m atte r-en erg y  conversion process. In o rder to  m ain ta in  
th e  steady s ta te  lum inosity  of NGC 4151, if  e =  0.1, m  needs to  be ~  10~2 Af® per 
year. Increasing th e  lum inosity by an order of m agnitude, to  account for th e  high s ta te , 
requires increasing the  m ass accretion ra te  by  an order o f m agnitude, i.e., 10-1  Af® p e r 
y r. A n upper lim it to  th e  m ass of NGC 4151’s central m assive black hole (M BH) can be 
ob tained  by equa ting  the  cloud velocity in th e  BLR to  th e  escape velocity resulting in a  
value of Afmax ~  107 Af®. If NG C 4151 has always been in  its high s ta te , accreting a t  
a  ra te  of 10_1 Af® per yr, th e  central M BH acquires Afmax in 10s yrs. Since this tim e 
is significantly sm aller th en  th e  Hubble tim e o f the  universe (>  IO10 y rs) , th e  efficiency 
of the  m atte r-en e rg y  conversion process m u st be low (e <  0 .1 ) and conversion process to  
be  steady. However, if the  high s ta te  does ex ist, it m ust a lte rn a te  w ith th e  steady s ta te , 
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U p p e r  lim its to  th e  space d en s itie s  o f n e a rb y  ac tiv e  galaxies
case MCG 8- 11-11 with a  high state  accretion ra te  of ~  10 M & per yr, we can see th a t 
m aintaining such an accretion ra te  for more th a n  10 million years is impossible. Hence the 
“high” sta tes given in Table 5.4 for both ac tive  galaxies can not represent m ore th an  1% 
of their lifetim e. If the  ‘b u m p ’ in the diffuse emission is a ttr ib u te d  only to  these galaxies 
in  their “h igh” sta tes of these sources their space densities m u st be scaled dow n by at least 
by a factor o f 10- 2 .
Finally we present upper lim its to the  space densities of active galaxies, given in Table 
5.5, derived directly  from the  D G T  observations. We can see th a t  the D G T sensitivity has 
restricted our observation d istance to  z  < .3, even for the  m ost luminous galaxies. Colum n 
2 of Table 5.5 gives the  space densities for th e  active galaxy luminosities given in Column
1 . These values are based on th e  fact th a t th e  D G T  has covered almost l / 8th  of the  sky. 
H ad we covered the  entire  sky and still not detected  a single source above our sensitivity, 
then  the inferred  densities w ould be sm aller by  a  factor of eight (Column 3). Colum n 4 
shows the calculated upper lim its based on th e  premise th a t  th e  to ta l bulk em issivity of 
the  galaxies should not exceed the  value given by E quation 5.17.
5 .2 .4  E x p ected  R esu lts  from th e F u tu re E xp erim en ts
T he G am m a R ay O bservatory  (G R O ), scheduled to  be launched during th e  la te  1990, 
is carrying four experim ents which will provide coordinated observations over the  energy 
range (0.05-200) MeV. O f these  four we shall briefly touch upon the expected results from
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Table 5.6:
ilfcf.V Ot X y DGT COMPTEL OSSE
4 .5 x l0 “ 2 0.5 0.1 2 170 21
2.4x 10“ 2 0.6 0.1 0 69 13
1 .3 x l0 -2 0.7 0.1 0 25 3
Expected number of extragalactic sources detectable by different instruments 
in the (1-2) MeV region. The sensitivities for the DGT, COMPTEL and OSSE 
are 3.2 xlO-12, 8 x l0 -14, and 3 .2 x l0 -13 ergs cm-2 s-1 keV-1, respectively.
the  two telescopes which are  sensitive to  7 -rays a t energies relevant to  our range of in terest.
The im aging Com pton Telescope, C O M PT E L , operates over an energy range (0.8-30) 
MeV w ith a  field-of-view of ~  1 sr and angular resolution ranging betw een 1° and  2°. The 
instrum ent uses two sc in tilla tor detectors which use C om pton double scattering  technique 
to  m easure 7  photons. T he C O M PTEL is expected to  provide first com plete sky survey 
a t the  MeV energies.
T he expected sensitivity of th e  C O M PT E L  in the  energy range (1-2) M eV is 5 x l0 -8  
photons cm -2  s-1  keV- 1 , a  value which is a t least tw o orders lower th a n  th e  D G T sensi­
tivity . If we tak e  the  to  be 0.5±0.1, th en  using E quation  5.11 we find th e  num ber of 
ex tragalactic  sources expected to  lie above th e  C O M PTEL sensitivity is ~  14 sources per 
sr or 170 sources for the whole sky.
The O riented Scintillation Spectrom eter Experim ent (OSSE) includes 4 identical ac­
tively shielded N aI(T I)-C sI(N a) phoswich scintillation detectors to  provide 7 -ray  observa­
tion  over the energy range (0 .05-10) MeV. T he 3tr continuum  sensitivity of th is  experim ent 
is 2 x l 0 -7  photons cm -2  s -1  kev -1  in the  range (1-2) M eV for a  106 seconds exposure. 
The in teg rated  sensitivity over th a t  energy range is 3 .2 x lO “ 10 ergs cm 2 s-1  which is an 
order lower th a n  the D G T sensitiv ity  and  an  order higher th an  the C O M PT E L  sensitiv­
ity. The to ta l num ber of ex tragalac tic  sources expected to  be seen for the  whole sky is ~  
21. T he sam e level of source detection is expected from  th e  SIGMA in stru m en t on the  
Franco-Soviet mission G R A N  A T. The expected  results for all the discussed instrum ents 
are tab u la ted  in  Table (5.6).
Bignami and  M ereghetti (1989) have used  a  lum inosity function calculation to  predict 
th e  num ber of sources to  be de tec ted  above a  certain de tec to r sensitivity. T heir calculation
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for the  C O M PTEL telescope predict 80 sources for the whole sky for a  m ean q I7 of 0.5 and 
no evolution. The decelaration param eter g0 is taken to  be 0 and z  =  3.5. For a xy = 0.7 ±  
0.25, M ereghetti (1990) p red icts 138 sources above the C O M PT E L  sensitivity. The results 
of our O ur log N  — log S  calculation (Table 5.6), which does not involve any evolution 
param eter, are com parable w ith the lum inosity function calculation o f M ereghetti.
5.3 S um m ary
We exploit the  b e tte r detection  sensitivity o f the  DG T in the  MeV region and its wide 
field-of-view to  search for emission from know n and unknow n sources. In this context we 
observed selected AGN w ith  the  purpose of m easuring th e ir  association w ith the  diffuse 
7 -ray background. Below we briefly s ta te  our observations and conclusions of th is work.
• In to ta l, 1.5 sr or 12% of the  sky has been observed by the  D G T. This area  includes 
3 known galactic 7 -ray sources, i.e., th e  Crab, Cygnus X -l, CG 135+01 and 4 ex­
tragalac tic  objects, i.e., NGC 4151, N G C 1275, M KN 421 and 3C 273. Positive flux 
from  NGC 4151 was detected  up to  500 keV.
•  No positive emission was detected above the  flux value of 3 .2XlO-12 ergs cm -2  s-1 
keV -1  a t  1 MeV from  any of the  four active galaxies.
• No serendipitous source was observed during an observation period of 40 hours in 
the  energy range ( 1- 8 ) MeV.
• Based on the log N  — log S  m ethod , we calculate th a t  if  the  diffuse emission is a t­
tr ib u ted  to tally  to  an  active galaxy com ponent, th en  the  ratio  of active galaxy 7 -ray 
lum inosity  a t 1 M eV to  X -ray lum inosity  a t 2 keV, L a / L y , should be ~  4.5 XlO- 2 . 
This should be considered as an upper lim it.
• M odeling the ‘b u m p ’ in th e  CGB spectrum  after th e  “high” s ta te  emission of the  
Seyfert galaxies, we find th e  AGN contribu tion  is g rea ter th an  100% in the  energy 
range (1-2) MeV a t a  detection sensitiv ity  of 10~n  ergs s-1  k eV "1.
•  Using a  log AT — log S  relation and a  a I7 of 0.5 (Z 7 / i x ~  4 .5 x l0 - 2 ) we predict the  
to ta l num ber of sources detectable w ith  the D G T in  the  energy range (1-2) MeV to
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be ~  2. T he expected num ber for th e  C O M PTEL instrum ent is ~  170 if AGN are  
the  only source of th e  M eV emission.
5 .4  C o n c lu s io n
A wide angle coded ap e rtu re  telescope can serve as an effective im aging device for th e  
detection of unknow n sources. The detections of tra n s ie n t sources in  th e  low energies 
during  the D G T observations prove th a t th e  D G T can be used as such a  device. The D G T  
was used to  observe four ac tive  galaxies a t MeV energies and  survey a lm ost 1.5 sr of th e  
sky. We hoped to  exploit th e  higher detection  efficiency of the  DGT in th e  MeV energies. 
A lthough we have detected  emission from th e  Seyfert galaxy NGC 4151 up  to  500 keV, no  
excess emission above 1 M eV was m easured from any of th e  observed active galaxies o r 
any  surveyed p a rt of the  sky.
We predicted th a t  if the  origin of the  CGB flux is assigned to  “high” s ta te  sources, th en  
~  15 such sources would be sufficient to  account for the  to ta l CGB flux. T h e  probability o f 
observing a t least 1 of these sources during the  D G T flights was found to  be ~  80%. T he  
D G T  did not detect any such source. We an tic ipated  th is  result from o u r log A  — log S  
calculation using an upper lim it of 4.5 x lO -2  for L ' ) /L x .  Therefore, the nu ll result ob tained  
by  the DGT supports th is u pper lim it value of L-yjL^.
If the AGN lum inosity  population follows a norm al distribution, th e n  those “h igh” 
s ta te  sources (w ith  a ^  of ~  0.1) could constitu te  the  high luminosity ta il of the G aussian 
d istribu tion . Seyferts, m ay go through th is  s ta te  during a  m inor fraction ( < <  1 %) of th e ir  
lifetim e. M odeling the AGN population  w ith  <  a x^  >  =  0.7 with a dispersion a = 0 .1, 
th e  probability  of detecting  1 such source is <  10~4 %, A  larger dispersion value like a  =  
0.2 would yield a  probability  of 10-1  %. From  the energy consideration discussed in th is  
chap ter, we found th a t  A G N  cannot susta in  a  high s ta te  for a long period  of time, hence 
a  narrow er d istribu tion  w ith  lower dispersion (<r ~  0.1) is m ore likely. T h e  assum ption o f 
a  Gaussian d istribu tion  rem ains a  pure conjecture and only future positive m easurem ents 
can resolve th is  issue.
If in reality  th e  existence of the CGB spectrum  is due to  AGN, th e n  the future ex­
perim ents w ith higher de tec tion  sensitivity on board th e  GR.0 should detec t a fraction  
o f these sources. The nu m b er of to ta l sources detected would serve as an  indicator fo r
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th e  param eter a xy or L ^ j L x  listed in Table 5.6. These experim ents will yield sufficient 
d a ta  to  construct a  lum inosity function for the  7 ~ray sources and hence establish a  lim it to  
th e ir  con tribu tion  to  the  CG B. The long te rm  observation of the  sky will also help in the 
study  of fluctuations in the  CG B. If fluctuations are observed and the scale of anisotropy 
coincides w ith th e  d istribu tion  o f galaxy superclusters, it  will provide sufficient basis for 
th e  discrete m odel theory o f th e  CGB.
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A ppendix A
T h e  U N H  D ir e c t io n a l G a m m a  R a y  T e le sc o p e
The UNH D G T has been described in detail by M cConnell (1987a) and D nnphy e£ al. 
(1989). A fter the  1984 flight a  few m odifications were carried out on the  D G T in order 
to  reduce the  overall instrum enta l and atm ospheric background, and also to  reduce the  
threshold  of the  in strum en t. In th is appendix we present a  description of the in strum en t 
which includes those m odifications.
T h e  B G O  D e te c t io n  P la n e :  T he m ain com ponent of the  telescope is the  35 b ism uth 
germ anate  (Bi3G e,iO i2) detectors arranged in a  5 by 7 rec tangu lar array. The detectors 
are actively shielded from below and  on the  four sides by N al(77) w ith effective thicknesses 
of 10 cm and 7.5 cm, respectively. Each of th e  detectors is a  righ t circular cylinder w ith 
a  d iam eter of 5.1 cm  and a  height of 2.0 cm. BGO is specifically chosen for its relatively 
h igher detecto r efficiency in the  M eV region. This is m ainly due to  its  higher Z and density  
which is 7.13 g cm -3  (in com parison, density of N al is 3.67 g cm - 3 ). The full energy peak 
efficiency (F E P E ) o f each detector elem ent is ~  18% as opposed to  ~  3% for a  Nai (or Ge) 
of equal size. T he in strum en ta l energy resolution is 19% a t 662 keV falling to  11% a t 2.6 
MeV. T he geom etric area  of the  whole array  is 709.4 cm2. Each detecto r is viewed by a 
EM I 9956B 5.1 cm photom ultip lier tube  (PM T ). The P M T  is coupled w ith a variable high 
voltage dc-to-dc converter to  its base, form ing an in tegral de tec to r un it. All 35 detectors 
are  continuously gain stabilized using four 60Co 7 -ray sources m ounted  in fron t of the  
de tec to r array.
T h e  C o l l im a to r :  T he pre-collim ator consists of an  inner 13 cm high boxed ‘egg c ra te ’ 
com posed of a lte rn a te  strips of Cu, Sn, and Cu (of thicknesses 0.15, 1.0 and 0.15 m m , 
respectively) surrounded on the  side by a  graded shield fabricated  from  a lte rn a te  strips of 
P b , Sn, and Cu of thicknesses 1.0, 1.0, and 0.5 m m , respectively. T he use of th is  lower 
Z m ateria l in th e  shield effectively elim inates the  background due to  fluorescence in lead.
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The characteristic  X -rays em itted  by Sn and  Cu falls below the  detecto r th reshold  and  
consequently, do not con tribu te  to  th e  detec to r background. In order to  reduce the  large 
apertu re  flux which originates from  outside the fully-coded field of view (FO V ), the forw ard 
apertu re  is fu rther collim ated by a  graded-z side shield (Pb, Sn, Cu) and an  inner egg-crate 
collim ator (C u, Sn, Cu). The effective collim ator apertu re  is 32° x 32° FW H M  for energies 
less th an  ~  100 keV, increasing to  42° x 42° FW HM  a t 200 keV. The shield is v irtually  
opaque for energies up  to  ~  100 keV and a tten u a tes  the  diffuse com ponent by a  factor of 
~  20 below this energy. Above ~  100 keV the  transm ission rises slowly to  approxim ately  
20% a t 200 keV. The field of view offered by the  collim ator is 120°.
T h e  A n t ic o in c id e n t  S h ie ld : A twelve-segm ent anti-coincident shield provides collima- 
tion and background suppression for the  central detectors. The elem ents are 10 cm thick 
and consist of six segm ents of crushed N al on the  side, and six Polyscin bars located below 
of the detection  plane. Each side segm ent is composed of approxim ately  100-500 sm all 
chunks of N a l(T l)  of size 20-150 cm3 . The NaI(T7) chunks im m ersed in  NE235 scin tillating  
m ineral oil sealed in an alum inium  container (Googins et al. 1987). NE235 has a  light 
ou tpu t o f 40% of an th racene  (N al(T J) is 230% on th is scale) w ith a  m axim um  emission 
wavelength of 420 nm . It has high detection efficiency for fast neutrons and  can be applied 
in large tanks. The overall resolution of th e  side segm ents is 100% at ~  100 keV and can be 
represented by the  power law A E /E  =  0 .12E ^°v4. Each segm ent is viewed by tw o 3.8 cm 
P M T ’s (R C A  70132D). D irect coupling of the  hem ispherical pho tocathods of the  P M T ’s 
with the silicone oil inside the  housing ensures efficient collection of the  scintillation light 
produced in  the  N al chunks. The rear shields, m ade up of six N al Polyscin bars w ith  
dim ensions of 3 6 x 1 0 x 1 0  cm 3, are viewed by single 3.8 cm P M T ’s (RCA  70132D) located  
a t the  end of each bar. T he average resolution of th e  rear shields is 50% a t 100 keV. T he 
shield energy threshold is set to  produce a  veto signal for energy depositions above 200 
keV. The geom etric collim ator apertu re  defined by the side shields is of ~  120°.
T h e  M a s k ;  T he m ask is m ade of tran sp a ren t and opaque rectangular elem ents a rranged  
in  a  7 by 5 URA p a tte rn . The entire  m ask p a tte rn  is m ade of 9 by 13 elem ents where 
each opaque elem ent is a  lead block m easuring 5.6 cm square by 1.9 cm  thick. T he P b  
blocks are  arranged  on horizontal rails of 0.5 m m  Al, sandwiched betw een sheets of 0.5 m m  
Al, fram ed w ith Al channel. This setup provides a  rigid assembly w ith m inim al absorbing
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m ateria l in the m ask  openings. T he blocks a tte n u a te  97% of th e  incident rad ia tion  a t 0.5 
M eV and 60% a t th e  a ttenuation  m inim um  near 3 MeV.
T he mask is a 2 x 2  cycle of a basic UR.A one row  and one colum n were om itted  from 
the  2 x 2 pa ttern  to  i ) simplify the  m ask  fabrication and  i i ) rem ove the  am biguity in  source 
position  encountered when a  source lies exactly on the  edge of a  fully-coded field of view 
(M aggioli et al. 1984). Later the rem aining row and  column were added to  increase the 
FO V . Theoretically th is  m ay in troduce ghost images for a partia lly  coded source. In reality 
we don ’t  expect to  be source confused due to  the  sparsity  of th e  7 -ray sources. T he  m ask 
is located  82 cm in fro n t of the detection  plane and it creates a ~  0.12 sr solid angle on to 
th e  plane. The nom inal FOV, defined by the  entire  m ask is, 28° X  20°, whereas each pixel 
elem ent on the detec tion  plane has an  angular dim ension of 4° X  4°.
T h e  E le c tro n ic s :  A  functional block diagram  of th e  electronics is shown in F igure A .I. 
E ach  PM T  sends anode signal to  th e  pream plifier-discrim inator circuits. A d ig ital signal 
corresponding to  th e  am plitude of th e  anode signal is generated in  th e  pream plifier circuitry. 
T he threshold is set a t  ~  90 keV. A logic pulse is also generated which is sent to  a  circuit 
th a t  determines w hether the event occured in m ore th a n  one BG O un it. All sim ultaneous 
events are rejected, since th is assures a  single in terac tion  site for a  photon on th e  detection  
p lane which is a necessary condition for the  im age deconvolution. The pream plifier also 
produces the detec to r identification b its .
All 35 pream plifier ou tpu ts are send to  a com m on shaping amplifier. The shaping 
am plifier outputs a  b ipolar pulse w ith  an am plitude ranging from  0 to  10 volts. The 
am plitude  of the lead ing  or the positive  lobe is used to  insure th a t  the  event energy-loss 
lies w ithin the pre-determ ined  range (0.04 - 7.8 M eV) and th a t  i t  is not coincident w ith  a 
shield signal o u tp u t. T he resolving tim e  for the  coincidence circu itry  is 1.7 m icro-second. 
T he negative lobe o f  th e  amplifier o u tp u t is used for pulse height analysis w ith a  10-bit 
A D C run  down counter. The d ig ital resolution is 6.6 keV /channel. An AD C overflow 
channel provides an in tegral energy m easurem ent for th e  energy range 7.8 to  9.0 M eV.
T he parallel d ig ita l ou tpu ts from  th e  ADC are  combined w ith  5 detector ID  b its , 1 
Co60 calibration b it, a  housekeeping inform ation b i t ,  a  parity  b it and  4 word id en tity  b its 
to  form  a 25 b it w ord. A first-in-first-out (F IF O ) buffer m em ory is used to  sto re  the 
d a ta  word for transm ission  in the nex t available te lem etry  word. D a ta  are tra n sm itted  in
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biphase-level form at on a  165-kHz subcarrier (H -band) a t a rate  of 25 kbps. A synch word 
is inserted in the  telem etry stream  every 125 milli-second.
The telem etry  signal from the experim ent are sent to  the ground station electronics 
(GSE) in the  form of dem odulated subcarrier. It is also recorded directly  on an A M PE X  
m agnetic tap e  for subsequent analysis. T he  signal is decoded by th e  GSE which uses a 
6502 m icroprocessor, 56 kbytes of RAM and  8k of ROM . A custom  m ultitasking opera ting  
system w ritten  in FORTH allows d a ta  handling and display m anipulations, whereas some 
Assembly language routines display real tim e detector and housekeeping data. D uring 
1988 flight an  IBM  pc com patible is a ttach ed  to the the  telem etry stream  to display real 
tim e pointing.
T h e  G a in  C o r re c t io n  M e c h a n is m : To carry out an  im age reconstruction by the  decon­
volution m ethod , the detection plane should have a reasonably uniform  response across its 
entire plane. This was achieved by continuously gain stabilizing th e  m ain detector array  
HV control by an active 60Co calibration scheme developed by Gleske and Forrest (1980). 
This procedure requires a  coincidence betw een the stabilized detector array  and separa te  
PM T. The P M T  detects the  p~  particles which are always em itted  by Co60 in p rom pt 
coincident w ith the 1.17 and 1.33 MeV gam m a rays. There are four neutron-activated  
cobalt oxylate pellets encapsulated w ithin plastic scin tillator b u tto n s  of dimension 1X.7 
cm. The b u ttons  are m ounted  individually on 1.3 cm H am m am atsu R-647 photom ultiplier 
tubes and placed equidistantly  above an d  around th e  forward ap e rtu re  of the detection 
plane. The (3~ particles are detected in th e  plastic scin tillator w ith an  efficiency of 95%. 
A t the sam e tim e the m ain detector a rray  detects approxim ately  200 events per second 
from the 60Co emission.
There are  two digital com parators used in the d e te c to r’s pulse height spectra o u tp u t. 
The two broad  windows contain  at least 30% of the calibration  source intensity  and  each 
will show equal counting ra te . The gain is stabilized w ithin the electronic circuitry  by 
increm enting high voltage in the proper direction for an  additional coun t in either o f the 
windows. S table point can be achieved using either a ‘f a s t’ slew or a  ‘slow ’ slew m ode. To 
reach a stable gain from a  factor of 2 gain offset, the  ‘fa s t’ slew m ode needs ~  100 s and 
the ‘slow’ slew mode ~  2000 s. The energy resolution of the  gain stabilized array is 19% 
FW HM  com pared to a value of 16% averaged over the  individual d e tec to r resolutions.
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T h e  G o n d o la : A pressurized alum inium  container houses the  detector, shields and asso­
ciated electronics. T he detector front apertu re  is covered by a 1.6 mm thick Al dome. A 
pressure of ~  0.5 atm osphere is m aintained w ith in  the housing to reduce th e  possibility 
of corona discharge occuring w ithin the  HV pow er supplies. I t  also allows for th e  efficient 
redistribution and rem oval of heat th rough the  o u te r surface v ia  forced convective air flow 
using fans. The detec to r tem pera tu re  is controlled to  w ithin ±  5° of 30° using foam insu­
lation , aluminized m ylar film and in ternal heaters . Power for the  experim ent is provided 
by a  stack  of 110 lith ium  organic batteries having a to tal capacity  of 200 am p  hr. a t 28 
volts. T he average pow er consum ption of the  experim ent is ~  150 W.
A full view of the telescope m ounted on the  gondola is shown in Figure A .2. T he gondola 
is constructed  largely from 2024-T351 alum inum  alloy, chosen for its tensile strength  and 
good welding characteristics. An inner alum inum  structu re  containing the cen tra l detectors 
and associated electronics is bolted on a 1.9 cm th ick  alum inum  support p late . T he support 
p late is m ounted w ithin the m ain support arch of the  gondola v ia  two 3.2 cm diam eter 304 
stainless steel shafts which serve as the horizontal ro ta tional axis of the telescope. The 
m ask is m ounted parallel to  the detector array  on a  support a rm  which can be moved in 
zenith angles by a  m otor coupled via reduction gears, a cable, and  a pulley. To balance the 
weight of the mask ( ~  12 kgm) and its arm s, the  gondola is balanced by a counterw eight on 
a sym m etrically m oving arm . The m ask arm s can be moved in  zenith angles over a range 
of 20° to  85°, whereas the  detector assem bly can be moved independently  over a range of 
0° to  85° zenithal angle. Alignm ent of the m ask and the de tec to r is achieved to better 
th an  4 ' using an infrared  optical sensor assembly. Usually during  a flight th e  m ask  and the 
detectors are aligned for source observations, b u t  because th e ir  motors can be controlled 
independently, for launch configuration and different other objectives (e.g.,  background 
studies, partial coding etc .), the detector can be used independent of the m ask.
A zim uthal orien tation  of the gondola is achieved by se ttin g  a Schonstedt RAM-5C 
fluxgate m agnetom eter to  the desired azim uth and  torquing an inertia wheel to  null the 
m agnetom eter. The m agnetom eter is tu rned  on com m and w ith  a  stepping m o to r, and its 
angle is m easured w ith  a calibrated  po ten tiom eter to  an accuracy of 0.25°. The inertia 
wheel drive signal is pulsed at a frequency determ ined by th e  m agnetom eter offset angle 
and its ra te  of change. Due to  bo th  the effects of the balloon rotation ( ~  1° s-1 ) and
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low -tem perature therm al effects in the gondola support bearings, the actual azim uthal 
deviation oscillates around th e  nom inal po in ting  direction w ith a RMS am plitude of 2°. 
The slew ra te  of the azim uthal drive is 6° s _1. A second m agnetom eter which is fixed 
w ith respect to  the  gondola, gives coarse verification of the  pointing direction throughout 
the  entire flight. The estim ated  uncertain ty  in the absolute pointing direction based on 
pre-flight calibration is ±  0.7°.
A s p e c t V e r if ic a t io n :  D uring the  flight aspect verification was achieved using two sun 
sensors of different designs. T he first unit utilizes crossed photocells and requires a scanning 
observation in order to  determ ine sun’s position to  w ithin 1°. The second un it is a two 
axis sensor based on a Silicon Sensors Inc. type M PC -1051 photopotentiom eter. This 
device is essentially a  resistive strip , electrically isolated from an adjacent conductive band 
by a  layer of photo-resistive m aterial. Light from the sun is collim ated by a simple slit 
and falls on the  photoresistive m aterial perpendicular to  th e  photopot axis, forming an 
electrical connection betw een the  resistive strip  and the conductive band a t th a t point. 
T he im pedance of the  po ten tiom eter across this point is th u s  dependent on where the  
shaft of light in tersects the  p lane  of the  poten tiom eter. Therefore, in principal, the  ou tpu t 
im pedance of the  device will be transcendental function of the  sun angle, a ,  dependent, 
of course on the  actual linearity  of the pho topo t itself. In practice, a reference voltage is 
applied across the  resistive s trip , and the o u tp u t voltage from th e  conductive band used as 
a  m easure of a.  W hen corrections are m ade for the  angular size of the solar disc subtended 
a t the  plane of the  photopotentiom eters, we estim ate the in trinsic  angular resolution of the 
combined solar sensors to  be 20'. The average error in the  po in ting  direction as determ ined 
from  the encoders was 16'.
The to ta l gondola weight including batteries  and flight support electronics is 790 kg. 
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Figure A .l: Functional block diagram  of the in strum en t electronics
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Figure A .2: The D G T  gondola. Only m ajor components o f the instrum ent are labeled. 
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A p p en d ix  B
A  F la r in g  S ou rce  in  th e  C G  1 3 5 + 0 1  R eg io n
A transien t flaring source was detected during the observation of CG 135+01 (Section 3.3). 
In this section we present the in strum en t behavior du ring  the flare and spectral results of 
the object.
In Figure B .l we show the to ta l coun ting  rate in  160 -  200 keV band  during the  second 
transit of CG135+1. The atm ospheric depths and zen ith  angles covered during th is period 
are shown in Figure B.2. Due to the wide FOV of th e  D G T  it is difficult to norm alize the 
count rates for zenith angles larger th a n  40° (the coun t ra te  is constan t up to  40°).
We have analyzed the  housekeeping d a ta  for ind ications of spurious instrum ental be­
haviour th a t  could give rise to such an  effect, None w ere found. For example, in Figure 
B.3 we show the in strum en t supply voltages which w ere m onitored during  the observation 
period. As can be seen, there  are no anom alous fluc tuations. The D G T  pointing references 
show no deviation from the  desired po in ting  aspects. Also, the pointings a t the  C rab, im ­
m ediately before and after the CG 135+1 observation, confirm the poin ting  stab ility  of the 
instrum ent. The Crab images also provide calibration for the energy-loss spectrum  of the 
flaring object. We have found no evidence for a sudden  count ra te  change after executing 
a com m and for pointing redirection. A lthough the  individual shield rates could not be 
analysed due to  a fold over of the counter over 10000, th e  coincident shield rates exhibit no 
anomalous behavior or a  sudden increase of count ra te s  (Figure B .4). Finally, count rates 
of all th e  detectors were analysed individually  and show  no significant deviations over the 
average.
The spectral results of the object for different tim e  segments are  given in Table B .l. 
The entire  observation period of CG 135+1 region is d iv ided  into 56 segm ents; each segment 
equals approxim ately 5 m inutes of observation tim e. Figure B.5 shows the scan periods 
of CG135+1 and Crab region. The F igu re  also shows th e  time during  which the transien t
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event was observed. The flux enhancem ent took place ~  11:15 U T. This means th a t  
the  object flared up after being within th e  FO V for ~  1.25 hour and remained a t the  
sam e in tensity  for almost one hour until th e  end of the observation period. At th is tim e 
the  instrum ent was pointed directly a t the  Crab. The com posite im age of the unknow n 
source, in tegrated  over 160 to  200 keV, is shown in Figure B .6 .









ENERGY BAND Counts Error Counts Error Counts Error
160-200 1966 538 3753 475 4340 512
200-250 1300 514 1305 454 1415 489
250-300 -301 437 1120 385 -503 415
300-400 3084 519 640 458 -13 493
400-600 -55 652 2220 575 -266 620
600-800 1326 393 -2 346 -52 373
800-1000 -127 323 -10 284 1834 306
1000-2000 4 552 1632 486 577 524
2000-3000 -538 268 505 236 471 254
* Start o f the event - segment 40 
N et im age co u n ts  in d ifferen t energy b an d s during second  transit o f  CG 1 3 5 + 0 1
A prelim inary photon spectrum  for the  segm ents 40-56 are given in Figure B.7. Table 
B.2 lists the m easured fluxes. The fluxes are  obtained by using the C rab calibration d a ta . 
The low energy points in th e  spectrum  m ay  represent a  therm al spectrum . There are 
indications of h igh  energy em ission above 800 keV, which m ay be variable over a  period of 
one hour.
The galactic coordinates of the  transien t source are, I = 135.27° and b = 9,87° which is 
9° away from th e  nearest CO S-B source C G  135+1. N either the SAS-2 or COS-B resu lts 
exhibit an in tensity  enhancem ent tow ard th e  second q uad ran t (90° -  180°) of the galactic  





Source counts Measured flux 
cts s—1 cm—2 keV—1
160-200 8093 ±  963 2.52 ±0.3 x 1 0 -4
200-250 2720 ±  921 6.53 ±2.2 x 1 0 -5
250-300 617 ±  782 1.46±1.85 x 1 0 -5
300-400 617 ±  929 7±10.5 x 1 0 -6
400-600 1950 ±  1167 1.31±0.78 x 1 0 -5
600-800 -64 ±  703 < 8 x lO -6
800-1000 1824 ±  577 2.1±0.66 x 1 0 -5
1000-2000 2209 ±  989 8.87±3.97 x 1 0 -6
2000-3000 976 ±  479 3.9±1.9 x 1 0 -6
S pectral resu lts o f the flaring event
Figure B .l:  C ounting ra te  per m inute in  (160-200) keV band during CG 135+1 region 
observation.
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Figure B .6 : T he  com posite image of the unknown source, in tegrated  over the  energy range 

























Figure B .7: The photon spectrum  of the  unknown source in C G 135+1 region.
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A p p en d ix  C
S earch  for O th er  T ra n s ien t P h e n o m e n a
S o la r  O b s e rv a t io n s
During the 1988 flight of the D G T th ree observations of the  Sun were m ade in an 
a ttem p t to  detect solar microfiares first reported  by Lin et al. (1984). The analysis was 
carried out by investigating the counting ra te  of th e  entire array  of th e  detection plane 
and did not involve the  imaging properties of th e  instrum ent. T he d a ta  were searched 
for sta tistically  significant excesses over tim e scales ranging from 1 sec to  1 m inute. The 
energy intervals used in the  analysis were, (42-69) keV, (69-110) keV and (110-205) keV. 
The results are shown in Table C .l for the  (42-69) keV energy band  since th is is the 
interval where we m ost expect to  detect such flares due to  their very steep spectra. The 
in tegration  tim e interval is 30 secs; this being close to  the average bu rst interval reported  
to  the  Lin et al. (1984) for the four strongest flares. No sta tistically  significant excesses 
were detected although the  instrum ent has sufficient sensitivity to  detect the 3 largest 
reported  flares above a 42 keV threshold. A lthough our m easurem ents were carried out 
near solar minimum , it  should be pointed out th a t  the  evidence linking microfiares w ith 
the  standard  indicators of solar activ ity  (e.g., HQ flares, soft X-ray, and  solar radio bursts) 
is not compelling.
Gamma-Ray Bursts
The entire  float a ltitude  d a ta  set of the 1988 flight were scanned for the presence 
of tran sien t emission on tim e scales ranging from  1 s to  10 min. Four energy intervals 
were considered in the  analysis; namely, 42-69 keV, 69-110 keV, 110-205 keV and 205-504 
keV. T he d istribution of count rates were found to  follow those expected from counting 
sta tistics alone, except for one tim e bin centered on 23.01 UT. This excess was found to  
have a  m axim um  significance for accum ulation tim es of 80 s and was sta tistically  significant 
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Statistically significant excesses detected during the solar observations. The energy interval under 
consideration is 42 KeV to 69 keV. These data represent a total of 141 thirty second accumulations. 
For comparison we also show the number of deviations predicted from counting statistics. The 95% 
confidence level for variability corresponds to a deviation in excess of 3.5 a.
counts represent a significance of ~  7 a  above the  m ean background either side. T he 
probability of exceeding this value by chance alone is <  1 p a rt  in 10- 6 . We have checked 
the entire flight and housekeeping d a ta  for any process or operation th a t  could spuriously 
generate such an event. No such effects were found. Indeed, during th is period (and  
for some 3 m inutes either side) the  instrum ent was entirely quiescent w ith no m echanical 
operation or system  comm ands being carried out. Pseudo-burst like events, due to  spatially  
localized long-lived phosphorescence in the  detection plane (F ron tera  e t al. 1981), have 
been ruled out by comparing th e  sum m ed count rates of two segm ents of the  detection 
plane array; one comprised of 18 detectors and the o ther of 17 detectors. For each half, a 
~  4 <7 increase was evident in the 80 s accum ulations a t th e  tim e of the  burst. An analysis 
of the shield count rates revealed no corresponding increase during th e  burst. This is no t 
surprising since the  effective energy threshold  of the shield is considerably higher th an  th a t  
of the  detection plane (i.e., ~  150 keV as opposed to  42 keV).
i. T im e  h is to ry :  In Figure C .l we show a  — 40 m in tim e history for each of the significant 
intervals p lo tted  in 10 s accum ulations, encom passing equal periods, before and after th e  
burst. The m ean count rates for the  three energy bands under consideration are; (26.2 ±  
1.6) cts s"1 (42-69 keV), (76.7 ±  2.8) cts s"1 (69-110 keV) and (157.4 ±  4.0) cts s"1 (110- 
205 keV). These d a ta  have been corrected for instrum ental dead tim e and secular changes 
in atm ospheric depth , la titu d e  and detector zenith  angle. From the Figure we estim ate  
th a t  the burst occurred a t 23:00:22 U T and  lasted abou t 80 s until 23:01:42 UT. D uring 
th is tim e, the  flux in each energy band rem ained approxim ately  constan t, the significance
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in the tim e in tegrated  fluxes being 4.5, 7.2, and 3.6 a  for the 42-69 keV, 69-110 keV and 
110-205 keV intervals, respectively. From inspection of th e  2 s count rates we estim ate the 
rise and fall times of the  burst to  be 6 and 4 s, respectively. These values are approxim ate 
due to  the  poor s ta tis tica l quality of the  data.
ii. L o c a tio n :  The coded apertu re  m ask was not in th e  FOV for a period of 6 m inutes 
during th e  flight. Ironically, the burst occurred in th e  center of this in terval. At this 
tim e the  instrum ent was in-betw een source observations and was pointed tow ards celestial 
coordinates 11 hr 4 m in 27 sec in right ascension and +  38° in declination. Fortunately, the 
burst is constrained to  lie w ithin the forw ard apertu re , which is 58° X  58° full-w idth-at- 
zero-response (FW ZR). In  Figure C.2 we show the projection of the  egg-crate collimator 
apertu re  on to  the celestial sphere. For comparison, we also show the positions of spatially 
located G R B ’s within th is error box reported  in the bu rst catalogues of A tte ia  et aj. (1986) 
and Baity, H ueter and Lingenfelter (1983). The burst m ust have occurred w ith in  this box, 
since a t th e  lowest energies the  a ttenuation  outside of it would be a factor of 104 or greater. 
Therefore to  be detectable in the  lowest energy channels would imply an extrem ely  intense 
or unreasonably  soft source spectrum . In the  former case, significant source flux would 
have also been detected by the shields a t higher energies, which was not found to  be the 
case. A sim ilar argum ent can be m ade for P V O  or SM M ’s shields,
iii. E n e r g y  s p e c t r u m :  The incident photon spectrum  was determ ined by folding tria l 
source sp e c tra  through the  in strum en ta l response function and comparing the  result with 
the observed energy-loss spectrum . The response function  takes into account all a tte n u ­
ation processes w ithin the  atm osphere and instrum ent as well as red istribu tive processes 
within th e  detectors, such as Com pton scattering and fluorescence. The best-fit estim ate 
of the incident photon spectrum  at the  top  of the atm osphere is shown in F igure  C.3 under 
the assum ption  th a t the  bu rst occurred a t the center of the  FOV. The errors bars on the  
d a ta  po in ts  are  due solely to  counting statistics. The region encompassed by the dashed 
lines delineates the boundaries of the  spectrum  for extrem e positions of th e  source w ithin 
the FO V . From  a best fit to  the  da ta , the  in tegrated  fluence at the E a rth  is calculated to  
be in the  range (2 -  3.7) X  10-8  ergs cm - 2 , which m akes this particu lar event one of the  
smallest detected .
iv. T e m p o r a l  a n a ly s is :  Following reports of periodicities in G RB’s (see, for example,
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Desai 1981), the d a ta  were scanned using fast Fourier transform ation  techniques. A sig­
nificant probability in the  detected flux was found in the (69-110) keV energy band at a 
fundam ental frequency of 0.46 Hz. The derived power spectrum , over the d u ra tion  of the 
b u rst, is shown in Figure C.4. The intrinsic tim e resolution is 1 sec. the large peaks below
0.2 Hz are  due to  low frequency noise and are not significant. However, the  peak  at 0.46 
Hz is estim ated to  be significant a t the 3.6 a  level. A search for two equivalent periods, 
sam pled im m ediately before and after the b u rst, yielded a null result. Likewise, the  effect 
was not observed in th e  other tw o energy bands, presum ably due to  poor s ta tis tics . The 
derived period of th e  periodicity is 2.17 sec which is intriguingly close to th a t  previously 
reported  by Kouveliotou e£ al. (1988) from an analysis of the  1984, August 5 GRB.
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Figure C .l: T he  10 s count ra te  histories around the  tim e of the b u rs t for each of the 
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Figure C.2: The FOV of th e  instrum ent projected onto  the celestial sphere. For com pari­
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Figure C.3: The incident photon  spectrum  at the top of th e  atm osphere. The d a ta  points 
were derived under the assum ption th a t  th e  burst occurred a t the  center of th e  FO V . The 
dashed lines delineate the boundaries of the  spectrum  for extrem e positions of th e  source 
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Figure C.4: The power spectrum  for the  69-110 keV energy band  derived for the duration  
of the b u rs t. The intrinsic tim e resolution is 1 s. The peak a t 0.46 Hz is estim ated to  be 
significant a t the  3.2 a  level.
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A ppendix D
B a c k g r o u n d  E n e r g y -L o s s  S p e c t r a  o f  G a m m a - R a y  D e t e c t o r s
The recent deploym ent of 7 -ray telescopes a t stra tospheric  balloon and satellite  altitudes 
has m ade it possible to  detect prim ary rad iation  from  cosmic 7 -ray sources. The ob­
servability of such sources is dependent, to  a  first approxim ation , on the  effective area of 
the  detector, the  source observation tim e, and the  level of the  in strum en ta l background. 
Specifically, for a  7 -ray source located at angles 6 and <p w ith respect to  the  principal 
detection axis, the  limiting source flux, Fmin , th a t  can be detected  a t a given statistical 
significance, n„, is given by,
assum ing a w eak source hypothesis and th a t bo th  source and background counts are ran ­
dom ly d istribu ted  independent variables. Here A S  is the  w idth  of the considered energy 
band  in keV, R b (A E )  is the to ta l background count ra te  recorded in A S , Ts and  Tb are the 
tim es spent observing the source and background, respectively, e A (E ,$ ,  <f>) is the  sensitive 
area  the  detector presents to  th e  source in units of cm 2 and a ( E ,  &,</>) is the  transm ission 
of the  absorbing m aterials above th e  detector (including the atm osphere) a t energy S. It 
can be seen, th a t  in order to  im prove the sensitivity, the  observation tim e, detector area, 
efficiency and photon  transm ission in to  the  in strum en t should be increased, while the in­
trinsic  detector background should be decreased. Since the  m axim um  detection  area and 
observation tim e are invariably lim ited by physical and procedural constra in ts, the  only 
practical m ethod of increasing th e  instrum ental sensitivity is to  minimize the  background 
counting rate . T hus, it can be seen th a t a  good understand ing  of the  in trinsic  detector 
background is essential, if a realistic a ttem p t is to  be m ade to  effect its reduction . Further­
m ore, a  detailed analysis of th e  physical processes and associated spectra  is an  essential 
elem ent in the  design of new, m ore sensitive, low energy 7 -ray telescopes.
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The observed background energy-loss spectrum  is difficult to  quantify because of its 
m any dependencies; for exam ple, on the  elem ental com position of the in strum en t, the 
spatial location  of the de tec to r within the  spacecraft or gondola, as well as its relative 
position w ith in  the a tm osphere and the E a r th ’s m agnetic and rad iation  fields. These 
param eters are  always specific to  each instrum ent and therefore their individual spectra  
m ust necessarily be different. The correlation of the background count ra te  w ith  such 
param eters as detector m ateria l, a ltitude, la titu d e , and zenith  angle, will help, no t only in 
gaining an insight into the  different background processes, b u t m ay also suggest m ethods 
for their reduction  as well as possible optim al instrum ent configurations.
We will exam ine the energy-loss spectra of a  wide variety of instrum ents and show th a t 
they m ay be generalized analytically  for a  few basic detector configurations. It should be 
noted, th a t  it  is not our in ten tion  to  provide a  rigorous trea tm en t of background phenom ­
ena in general, bu t to  em pirically describe the ir gross characteristics. Therefore, because 
of the inherent approxim ations in the present analysis, these results should not be taken  
as absolute values to be applied  generally, b u t are in tended to  aid in the  design of new 
detection system s or for evaluating  the perform ance and sensitivity of existing ones. The 
average erro r in these calculations is estim ated  to be ~  50% over the energy range 100 
keV to  10 MeV. In the discussions th a t follow, we use the following nom enclature; ex­
ternal (to  th e  instrum ent) fluxes will be denoted by I, in ternal fluxes by F  and counts 
by R. A dditionally, atm ospheric depth and rigidity will be given in units of m b and GV, 
respectively.
1 . G a m m a - ra y  d e te c to r s  : G am m a-rays in terac t w ith bo th  particles and fields and m ay 
be scattered elastically or in-elastically or be completely absorbed. All 7 -ray detectors rely 
on the detec tion  of secondary electrons liberated  during these in teractions. A catalogue of 
th e  possible processes by which 7 -rays in te rac t w ith m a tte r  has been p u t in to  th e  following 
system atic form  by Fano (1953a,b).
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Interaction
1) Interaction with electrons
2) Interaction with nuclei
3) Interaction with the electric field 
surrounding nuclei or electrons
4) Interaction with the meson field 
surrounding nucleons
There are 12 possible ways of combining columns 1  and 2 and therefore, in principle 
there are 12 different processes by which 7 -rays may be detected. Fortunately, in practice 
it turns out that the bulk of 7 -rays interact through only three processes (indeed, some of 
the above processes have not yet been observed!). The principal interaction mechanisms 
through which 7 -rays may interact with matter are; the photoelectric effect 1 (a), the 
Compton effect 1(c) and pair production 3(a). The successful design of a detection system 
for 7 -ray astronomy ultimately depends on which of these three processes is dominant 
which, in itself, is dependent on the energy range the instrument is intended to operate 
over.
In the nuclear transition energy region there are basically three types of detector in 
operation at the present time which we will describe below.
1.1 Omnidirectional detectors: Omnidirectional detectors are perhaps the simplest form of 
detection system and generally consist of a right-circular scintillation detector surrounded 
by a thin shield of plastic scintillator which is used to reject charged particles. By defi­
nition, omnidirectional detectors have little or no directional sensitivity and are therefore 
sensitive over 4 7r steradians. A representative instrument is shown in Figure D .l. This 
instrument was flown on board the Apollo 15 and 16 spacecrafts to determine the lunar 
surface composition and measure the cosmic 7 -ray flux (Harrington et a1. 1974). It consists 
of a 7 cm x 7 cm right-circular Nal(T^) crystal hermetically sealed in a stainless steel can. 
The detector is coated on three sides by powdered MgO which serves as a reflector and 
also provides thermal and mechanical shock protection for the central crystal. The crystal 
is viewed on the remaining side by a single 3” photomultiplier tube (PMT). Rejection of 
charged particle events in the central detector is achieved using a 0 . 8  cm thick plastic scin­
Outcome
a) Complete absorption
b) Elastic Scattering 
(coherent)
c) Inelastic scattering 
(incoherent)
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tilla to r shield which surrounds the  crystal. Events which in terac t in the plastic, inh ib it, 
or veto the acceptance of a  coincidence pulse from the N al crystal. The plastic detects 
virtually  all charged particle  events which deposit more th an  ~  0.7 MeV while providing 
minim um  attenuation  for incident 7 -rays. T he  energy range of the instrum ent is 65 keV to
27.5 MeV and the spectral resolution is typically  8% full-w idth-at-half-m axim um  (FW H M ) 
a t 662 keV falling slowly to  ~  4% FW HM  a t 2.61 MeV.
1.2 Actively shielded detectors: Actively shielded detectors have trad itionally  been the  
workhorse of 7 -ray  astronom y. The general concept is illu stra ted  in Figure D.2 and con­
sists of a  prim ary detector, surrounded on three sides by  a  secondary detector which is 
itse lf an active scintillator. T he ou ter anticoincident detecto r serves tw o functions; firstly, 
it restricts the  field of view (FO V ) of the instrum ent and  thus provides some degree of 
directionality (usually, ~  20° FW H M ), and secondly, it provides Com pton suppression for 
the  incoming source photons by rejecting p a rtia l energy loss events in th e  prim ary detector. 
T o ta l active shielding techniques were first used by Frost e t al. (1966) and  represent alm ost 
an order of m agnitude im provem ent over earlier experim ents in which passive shielding was 
employed. The detector illu s tra ted  in  Figure D.2 is the University of D urham ’s M K 1 high 
resolution 7 -ray  spectrom eter (Ayre et al. 1983). It consists of an 86 cm 3, intrinsically 
pu re , Ge detector, actively shielded from below and on the  sides, by 12.5 cm of N al(T ^). 
A t 1333 keV, th e  instrum ent has an effective area and spectra l resolution of ~  2 cm2 and
2.5 keV FW HM , respectively. The FOV is defined by a  15 cm thick N al(T ^) collim ator 
having a geom etric apertu re  of 4.8° FW H M . The difference between active and passive 
shielding is found to  be approxim ately  a  factor of 10 a t  balloon altitudes and is alm ost 
independent of energy (Ayre et al. 1981).
1.3 Compton telescopes: C om pton  telescopes utilize the  kinem atics of C om pton scattering  
to  determ ine the incident pho ton  arrival direction and energy. These instrum ents have a  
usable energy range of ~  0.5 MeV to  ~  30 M eV, since th is is where the  Com pton effect is 
im portan t. Therefore, they  bridge the gap betw een lower energies where actively shielded 
detectors are used and the  h igher energies where track  cham bers are employed. Physically, 
such an instrum ent consists of tw o spatially separated , position  sensitive detection planes. 
These are usually fabricated  from  a  low density  hydrocarbon scintillator such as NE110 
p lastic  scintillator, providing an  efficient scattere r, while presenting m inim um  a ttenuation
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to  the  scattered  photons by photoelectric or pair processes. Figure D.3 illustrates one 
p articu la r im plem entation of this technique; the telescope of the  University of California, 
Riverside (Herzo et al. 1975). The upper and lower planes consist of 1 m square of liquid 
organic scin tillator divided in to  28 cells for positional resolution. The upper p lane is 12.5 
cm thick and the  lower plane is 20 cm thick. The planes are separated  by 1 m . Each plane 
is enclosed in a  0.65 cm thick box of p lastic scintillator for charged particle rejection. The 
energy range of the  instrum ent is 0.5 MeV to  30 MeV w ith a  photon detection  efficiency 
ranging from 1% a t 0.5 MeV, 3% at 5 MeV and 0.4% a t 30 MeV. The energy and angular 
resolutions are typically  ~  40% FW HM  and ~  20% FW HM , respectively, across most of 
the  energy range of the instrum ent.
A prim ary photon  is detected when it undergoes a C om pton scattering  in the first 
p lane  and the scattered  photon in teracts in the second plane. If the scattered  photon 
is to ta lly  absorbed, th e  energy of the incident photon can be determ ined from simple 
C om pton kinem atics. Furtherm ore, the incident photon direction can be determ ined to  
lie on a cone, or event circle, whose half angle is simply re la ted  to  the energy deposited 
in  both  planes. The telescope has im aging properties in the  following sense. A point 
source is recognized by the  intersections of m any event circles. If a scattered  photon is 
no t to ta lly  absorbed, then the  calculated incident energy is sm aller th an  the  tru e  energy 
and  consequently th e  calculated half angle is larger than  the  tru e  half angle. T hus, energy 
loss and directionality  requirem ents from the  Com pton scattering  kinem atics perm it a high 
degree of background rejection (Schonfelder and Lichti 1975). A tim e of flight requirem ent 
fu rth e r reduces background by providing discrim ination against slower m oving neutrons 
and  upw ard m oving 7 -rays. This telescope has been m ost successful in investigating the 
properties of spatially  extended sources, such as the  atm ospheric 7 -ray and neu tron  fluxes 
(R yan  et al. 1977, Preszler, Sim nett, and W hite 1972).
2 . S o u rc e s  o f  b a c k g ro u n d  no ise : In general, m ost of th e  background com ponents are 
sm all and we need only consider three com ponents of background noise; the  relative m ag­
n itudes of which depend on the energy range of in terest and upon w hether the  instrum ent 
is in tended to  operate  in a  satellite or balloon-borne environm ent. Also it  should be ap­
preciated  th a t  these com ponents are also dependent on the  ty p e  of prim ary detector (i.e., 
solid sta te  or scin tillator) and therefore we show these p articu la r detection system s purely
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for illustrative purposes. The various components arise as follows:
1. The cosmic diffuse 7 -rays which are only usually significant at energies < 100 keV. 
This component contributes to the detector energy loss spectrum by direct transmission 
through the forward aperture or by passing through the shields and depositing energy in 
the primary detection elements. The incident photons or their secondaries may interact in 
the shield undetected, provided the energy deposited is less than the shield threshold.
The cosmic diffuse 7 -ray flux incident on the top of the atmosphere may be represented 
by the following expression,
1(E) =  8 7 . 4 E -  + 1.7255 X 1 0 -  «xpl - l ( D . 2 )
photons cm - 2  s - 1  keV - 1  sr- 1  
which includes the ‘bump’ at MeV energies. This component is isotropic and is generally 
only significant at the lower energies or for large aperture satellite instruments. In the case 
of balloon-borne telescopes, the cosmic diffuse flux represents a less significant fraction of 
the total detector background. This is because the atmosphere is itself a bright source of 
diffuse photons, which for energies > 100 keV effectively swamp the cosmic variety.
2. The atmospheric 7 -rays, whose progenitors include a wide variety of nuclear and electro­
magnetic processes. For example; neutral pion decay, bremsstrahlung from secondary elec­
trons and positrons, decays of numerous unstable particles, inelastic scattering processes, 
and the deexcitation of excited nuclei (see, Daniel and Stephens (1974) for a comprehen­
sive review). In the nuclear transition energy range, electron bremsstrahlung resulting 
from t *  —♦ /x± e± and knock on electrons, constitutes the dominant mechanism. In 
addition to continuum processes, nuclear collisions generate copious neutrons with ener­
gies around 10 MeV that may be scattered by 14N and 160  nuclei. The excited nuclei may 
then de-excite to the ground state by emitting characteristic 7 -ray lines. The atmospheric 
7 -rays contribute to the detector energy-loss spectrum in the same way as the cosmic dif­
fuse 7 -rays described in the previous section, but tend to be dominant in balloon borne 
detectors. For example, at 1 MeV the 4 n atmospheric flux is approximately 4 times that 
of the cosmic flux at an atmospheric depth of 4 mb. At 1 mb the vertical intensity is given 
by (Costa et  a1. 1985),
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1*1'fE x =  f 2.529E - 190 , 100 <  E <  500 keV; (D  ,} 10.535E?-1-65 , 500 <  E <  10000 keV  ^ ' }
photons cm -2  s_1 keV -1  
For om ni-directional detectors the  atm ospheric 7 -rays represent the  dom inant com po­
nen t across most of th e  energy range, 100 keV to 10 MeV. A lternately, for actively shielded 
detectors, this com ponent is usually significant a t energies above ~  2 M eV due to  direct 
pho ton  transm ission (or leakage) th rough  the  shields.
3. A t in term ediate energies (200 keV to  1 MeV) the  principal contribu tion  to  the  back­
ground is due to  locally produced 7 -rays. This com ponent arises directly from the  in te rac ­
tion of cosmic rays (or th e ir secondaries) with the in strum en t, spacecraft or gondola and  
th e  subsequent decay of the  spallation products produced. Detailed calculations have been 
carried out for balloon platform s by Charlam bous et al. (1983) and G ehrels (1985); and 
for the  satellite environm ent by Fischbein et al. (1979) and Dyer et al. (1980). In N al(T ^), 
th e  induced count ra te  is well described by  the empirical form ula of F ishm an  (1972) based  
on the  R udstam  fo rm ula  (R udstam  1966) for in term ediate  mass targe ts . The resulting  
energy-loss spectrum  exhibits an exponential continuum  w ith an e-folding energy of ~  900 
keV, similar to  the  spectrum  produced from a large num ber of m ixed fission fragm ents 
(G oldstein 1959).
N eutrons are also generated in these  interactions by  processes of cascade and evap­
oration  following in tra-nuclear in terac tions. (See, M etropolis et al. 1958, Bertini 1963,
and B ertin i 1972, for a  review of th e  processes involved). These neu trons, along w ith
secondary neutrons generated  in the atm osphere, m ay th en  produce 7 -rays via cap ture , or
inelastic scattering w ith  the  nuclei of th e  instrum ent. T he  atm ospheric neutron  spectrum  
over Palestine Texas (R = 4 .5  GV) a t a  residual depth o f 5 mb may be represented by th e  
following function,
In (E) =  1.08 x  lO - 'E - 1-07 E <  22 MeV (-D.4)
In (E) =  4.0 x 10"3 22 <  E  <  55 MeV
In(E ) =  16.48 E "2 03 55 >  E  > 400 MeV
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neutrons cm "2 s“2 M eV -1  
T he spectrum  due  to locally produced neu trons is difficult to  quantify since it  is dependent 
on  the in stru m en ta l mass d istribu tion . However, for an  atm ospheric experim ent, Owens 
(1985) has show n that the to ta l  fluence o f locally produced neutrons is a b o u t the sam e as 
the  flux of atm ospheric neu trons. In Nal, th e  induced coun ting  rates due to  neu tron  cap tu re  
and  inelastic scattering  are approxim ately equal and dom inates over th e  background due 
to  spallation (L ing  1974). In  th e  satellite environm ent th e  la tte r  com ponent is generally 
m uch larger. Additionally, th e  instrum ent m ay be sub jec ted  to repeated passes th rough  
th e  South A tla n tic  Anomaly (SAA) or, if  th e  instrum ent has been in o rb it long enough, 
to  a  significant build up of long-lived radionuclides, such as 124I, 126I, 22N a, 119Sb, i n In , 
etc .  In b ism uth  germ anate (B G O ), the background is due  almost exclusively to inelastic  
scattering processes (Hausser et al. 1983) whereas in Ge detectors approxim ately  90% of 
th e  background results from  th e  de-activation of 0~  radionuclides p roduced  by neu tron  
and  proton in teractions (G ehrels 1985).
Intuitively, we can see th a t  local p roduction  will be m ore  im portant in shielded, ra th e r  
th a n  unshielded detectors, since the 7 -ray  yields are a  strong  function of instrum ental 
m ass and volum e. For actively  shielded detecto rs, this com ponent is particu la rly  problem ­
atic , since th e  isomeric s ta te s  produced in  th e  shields te n d  to  decay on tim escales m uch 
longer than  th e  anticoincidence veto tim e. Consequently, following the in itia l in teraction , 
th e  shields essentially  act as secondary rad ia to rs  of p ro m p t emission from  scattering p ro ­
cesses and slabs of inert m a te ria l for delayed emission following capture processes. Indeed, 
M ahoney et aJ. (1978) have suggested th a t  a  balloon-borne actively shielded detector ef­
fectively floats a t  an a ltitude corresponding to  the actual float altitude p lus the  equivalent 
gram m age of th e  shields (corrected  of course for the difference in nuclear collision lengths).
4. Prim ary a n d  secondary electrons and p ro tons may a lso  enter the fo rw ard  instrum ent 
apertu re  and deposit energy in  the detector. The incident electron flux m ay  be es tim ated  
from  the calculations of D aniel and Stephens (1974). A t 5 m b the in tensity  can be rep re ­
sented by a pow er law,
Ie(E) =  1.4 x 10- 2E -1 ’8 (D .5 )
electrons cm -2  s_1 sr-1 M eV -1
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betw een 1 and 10 M eV and is approxim ately isotropic below 5 MeV.
The proton flux is actually a  com bination of the  prim ary cosmic rays (M cDonald and 
W ebber 1959), splash albedo (V erm a 1967; Pennypacker et al. 1973, W enzel, Stone and 
Vogt 1975, Teegarden et al. 1975) and re-en tran t splash albedo (Verma 1967). The prim ary 
flux is given by (W ebber and Lezniak 1974),
IP(E) =  1.26 x 103E - 2-oc E < 3 x 104 MeV (D .6 )
IP(E) =  1.76 x 106E - 2-72 E > 3 x 104 MeV
protons cm "2 s"1 MeV-1 
It is assum ed th a t  the  spectrum  is cut off sharply  at the  geomagnetic cuttoff, 9JC.
Generally, the  background due to  electrons is significant only a t the lower energies. The 
con tribu tion  due to  soft albedo protons m ay be neglected since a t in term ediate  latitudes 
the  incident flux is a t  least two orders of m agnitude sm aller th an  th a t of th e  electrons.
In the  following sections we will describe and discuss the  properties of the  two principle 
opera ting  environm ents in 7 -ray astronom y; nam ely those encountered on high altitude 
balloons and e a rth  orbiting  satellites.
3 . T h e  s t r a to s p h e r ic  b a llo o n  e n v ir o n m e n t :  To date , there  have been a num ber of 
experim ental and theoretical studies to  determ ine the spectra, angular d istribution and
a ltitu d e  dependence of the atm ospheric 7 -rays (G raser and  Schonfelder 1977, Ling 1975,
D aniel and Stephens 1974). Based on all the available experim ental and theoretical d a ta , 
C osta  et al. (1985) have derived a  set of simple and comprehensive em pirical relationships 
w hich describe the  composite atm ospheric and  cosmic diffuse 7 -ray flux as a function of 
residual atm ospheric depth, zen ith  angle, and photon energy.
3.1 A tmospheric depth  dependence: The a ltitu d e  dependence of the de tec to r energy loss 
spectrum  contains inform ation on th e  secondary particle energy balance in  th e  atm osphere. 
A dditionally, such m easurem ents provide a  direct channel w ith  which to  s tudy  the  relative 
roles of electrom agnetic and nucleon-induced processes responsible for the  production, 
absorp tion , and diffusion of the atm ospheric 7 -rays. Near the  top of the  atm osphere, the 
m easured flux is proportional to  dep th  for angles and directions close to  th e  zenith. This 
is because the in terac tion  length a t all energies is larger th a n  th e  actual p a th  length across
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th e  atm osphere and thus the  optical depth  is less th an  unity. In o ther words, one is still 
in  the  linear regime of whichever process contributes to  the  7 -ray flux. Conversely, for 
directions well below the horizon, say > 100°, the optical depth is larger th an  one, and the 
gam m a-rays have undergone so m any in teractions as to  have no mem ory of their origin. 
Therefore R  should be independent of dep th  t a t small f ’s.
The a ltitu d e  dependent flux has been m easured during a num ber of balloon flights over 
las t two decades (Haymes et al. 1969, Ling and G ruber 1977, Schonfelder and Lichti 1975, 
Peterson , Schw artz, and Ling 1973, Ryan et a1. 1977, Ryan et a l  1979). A t depths less 
th a n  ~  10 gem -2  the count ra te  and m ay be expressed by the  linear dependence,
F a,(E ) =  F ftl(E ) x (t m b /1  m b) {D .7)
A t depths g rea ter than  the P fotzer m axim um  (~  100 gem -2 ), Haymes et al. (1969) 
determ ined the  following relationship from  d a ta  ranging over energies from  30 to  560 keV 
and  depths from  102 to  710 m b.
F .,(E )  =  A (E) +  B (E) exp [—t/D (E )]  {D .8)
Here, A  and B  are  em pirically determ ined param eters and D  is the  mean-free p a th  for 
absorption. For the  energy range 100 to  250 keV, typical values for A, B  and D  are
3.1 X  10—4, 2.216 X  10-2  and 140.3, respectively.
F itting  to  the  d a ta  of Haymes et al. (1969), we find th a t  a t lower altitudes the  7 -ray 
spectrum  hardens, from approxim ately  an  E ~ 1,7 law a t depths <  10 gem -2  to  ~  E ~ 1,0 a t 
100 gem - 2 . For Com pton telescopes there  is an indication th a t  the power law index m ay 
a tta in  a constan t value above th e  Pfotzer m axim um  (Schonfelder, G raser, and D augherty  
1977).
3.2 Zenithal dependence: The flux of the atm ospheric 7 -rays a t the  top of the  atm osphere is 
very nearly constan t w ith zenith  angle up to  angles of ~  40° (C osta et  al. 1985). A t greater 
angles, the  flux increases rapidly, reaching a m axim um  a t ~  120° for energies <  10 MeV 
(G raser and Schonfelder 1977) and 90° for energies > 30 MeV (Thom pson 1974). The 
difference betw een the  m axim a and m inim a of these fluxes varies w ith energy and is more 
pronounced a t higher energies (Ling 1975, Schonfelder, G ram l, and Penningsfeld 1980). 
For exam ple, a t  100 keV the  7 -ray in tensity  increases by a factor of four, for the  zenith
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angle range (0 - 110) degrees, whereas the corresponding factor a t 10 MeV is approxim ately 
eleven. Below 90°, the  7 -ray spectrum  gradually  softens tow ards the nadir. T he spectrum  
a t  these angles is abou t one power law steeper th an  th a t  a t small zenithal angles (Fichtel 
et  a1. 1969). For atm ospheric depths below th e  Pfotzer m axim um  the  ra tio  of upward 
m oving to  downward moving 7 -rays is very nearly  a  constan t of value five (R yan 1978). A t 
th e  lowest altitudes the  zenith angle d istribu tion  m ay be represented by th e  expression,
1(0) oc 1(0) cosn6> (D .9)
Between 1 and 6 MeV, n is found to  vary betw een 2 to  3 for depths ranging from sea 
level (1000 m b) to  720 mb (Sreekum ar 1989). Experim entally, the index n is also found 
to  increase with energy. For exam ple, a t TeV energies, W ang et al. (1981) m easured n to  
be 7.3 a t an a ltitude  of 5500m (520 m b). Between 1 and 6 M eV, the vertical spectrum  of 
7 -rays is found to  be fla tte r th an  a t  the top of th e  atm osphere, varying as E -1 -5. A t 3 MeV, 
th e  vertical in tensity  at sea level was found to  be 2 x lO -3  photons cm -2  s-1  s r -1  M eV "1. 
T h is can be com pared w ith th e  vertical in tensity  a t 2.5 m b which is very nearly  the same.
3.3 Azim uthal dependence: F ishm an, W atts , and  M eegan (1976) m easured a  north-south  
anisotropy in the azim uthal dependencies of the  atm ospheric 7 -rays, with a m ean am plitude 
of 6 % above 500 keV. The source of this effect is a ttr ib u ted  to  the  secondary atm ospheric 
7 -rad iation  which above 500 keV, has a m uch longer m ean free path  a t balloon altitudes 
th a n  the distances which typify float a ltitudes. Thus, it can be seen th a t the  in tensity  will 
be greater looking tow ards higher la titudes, as a  direct consequence of the  lower cosmic ray 
geom agnetic cutoff. For small la titu d e  changes, the  flux, I (E ,0 ) ,  takes the form  (Fishm an, 
W atts , and M eegan 1976),
I(E , 9) =  I*[l +  f l(E )  cos0] (E .10)
w here 9 is the azim uth  angle and 61(E)  describes the  anisotropy in the flux. Confirm ation 
for th is result has been provided by R yan (1978) who report th e  presence of first harm onic 
d isto rtion  of m agnitude 4% in th e  energy range (2 - 10) M eV, rising to  7% in  th e  (10 - 25) 
M eV range. It should be noted, th a t  these d a ta  were obtained for zenithal angles less th an  
60°. A t larger zenith  angles the  asym m etry rises rapidly. For example, a t 10 MeV, it can 
be as high as 11% looking tow ards the  horizon (F ishm an, W atts , and M eegan 1976).
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3.4 La titude  or rigidity dependence: The geom agnetic field prevents cosmic rays below a 
certain  cut-off rigidity from  reaching a  given location  on the ea rth . T he cut-off a t a  given 
location depends on incident particles tra jec to ry . For vertically incident particles, the  
cut-off a t a  geom agnetic la titu d e , A, is given by
Kc =  14.7 (R/R*)2 c o s 4 A  GV ( £ . 11)
which corresponds to  an energy of (Peterson 1967),
Ec =  103[—0.938 +  (0.9382 +  ft2)1/ 2 M eV (£ .1 2 )
where R / R e is the  distance from th e  center of th e  earth  in un its  of earth  radii ( R e)- Not 
only does the  cosmic ray  flux vary w ith la titude , b u t also the in tensities of all atm ospheric 
secondary radiations decrease a t lower latitudes due to  the higher geom agnetic cutoff. Most 
m easurem ents of the  rigidity dependent albedo 7 -ray  flux have been made at energies > 
30 MeV (K u r’yan et al. 1979, Thom pson, Sim pson, and Ozel 1981). A t these energies, the  
7 -ray flux appears to  vary as an inverse power law of the cut-off rigidity  with an exponent 
a  =1.13. A t lower energies (R  <  0.3 MeV), th e  results of F ron tera  et al. (1981) are 
consistent w ith a  > 0.97.
From  the  compiled d a ta  listed in Daniel and  Stephens (1974) for balloon-borne m ea­
surem ents, we derive the  foDowing expression
I(&) =  0.14 [0.041 +  ex p (-R /3 .8 6 )] (£ .1 3 )
cm “ 2's -1  m b -1
where 3? is the rigidity in units of GV. A lternately, in  term s of la titu d e , the  d a ta  of A lbernhe 
and Vedrenne (1979) indicates a  linear dependence. By studying th e  la titude  dependence 
of the  511 keV annihilation line, th ey  report the  following expression,
1(A) =  A +  BA (£ .1 4 )
photons cm -2  s -1
where A  and B  are constan ts.
Com paring d a ta  obtained from  tw o flights of th e  University of New H am pshire’s Large 
G am m a-ray Telescope (L G T ) a t different la titudes; one over Palestine , Texas (A =  32° N;
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5ft =  4.5 GV) and the o ther over Alice Springs, A ustralia  (A =  23.5° S; 5ft =  9.8 GV) we 
find th a t a t low energies (0.1 to  0.3 MeV) the  flux in Palestine is 2 tim es larger, whereas 
a t the higher energies (1 to  3 MeV) the flux is 4 times larger.
4 . T h e  s a te l l i te  e n v ir o n m e n t :  The background energy-loss spectrum  m easured in a 
satellite environm ent is prim arily  due to  a  com bination o f the E arth  albedo flux and in­
ternally  generated background. To a first approxim ation, the albedo 7 -ray flux m ay be 
calculated from the float a ltitu d e  flux a t a  sim ilar la titu d e , reduced in proportion by the 
ra tio  of solid angle subtended by the E arth  to  2 7r. For low earth  orbit, C haralam bous et 
al. (1985) give the  following expression,
r<E’r^ 4-5 ^ (2 k V 7 ) , -  11 ^  (B'15)
photons cm "2 s"1 keV -1 
where R  is the  E a r th ’s rad ius and r  is height of the sate llite  above the  E a r th ’s surface. 
T he param eters which determ ine the in ternally  produced background are much m ore dif­
ficult to  quantify, since the spacecraft will generally sweep through large trac ts  of rigidity, 
as well as the  SAA in a single orbit. Recent studies on th e  long term  variations in  the  
SM M /G RS energy-loss spectra  have addressed several background effects, including cos­
mic ray irrad iation ; SAA tran sits ; detector orientation; o rb ita l decay; solar m odulation; 
la titu d e  correlations; orbital precession and spacecraft eccentricity (Share et a I. 1988, Kur- 
fess e t al. 1988, Dunphy e t al. 1988, Forrest 1988). Needless to  say, it  is essential th a t  
these variations are well understood  when analyzing sate llite  da ta  for steady sta te  sources 
(W heaton et al. 1988).
4.1 Charged particle Suences: Early geographic surveys of the  intensity of charged particles 
(Lin, Venkatesan, and Van Allen 1963), ind icated  th a t  th e  count ra te  d a ta  in bo th  the  
northern  and southern  hem ispheres could be well represented as a  simple function of a  tw o 
param eters; M cllw ain’s shell param eter, L (Mcllwain 1961) and the m agnetic field, B. In 
a pure dipole field, the L value of a particu la r point is th e  distance from th e  center of the  
e a rth  a t which the  field line through th a t  point crosses th e  equatorial plane. The un it of 
L is E arth  radii; usually tak en  as 6374 km . It was observed th a t the count rate  increases 
m onotonically w ith increasing L, reaching a  constant value for L  > 2.9. The h igh-la titude 
knee of the  counting ra te  versus L occurs a t L = 2.6 (corresponding to  the invarian t
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la titu d e  52°) and is discernibly different in the southern and northern  hem ispheres. L ater, 
P eterson  et al. (1965) showed th a t  the  invariant la titude  (A =  cos-1 (1/ Z 1/ 2), when p lo tted  
aga inst the count ra te  for a p articu la r geographic m eridian, yields curves which m ay be 
used for background correction on a  worldwide basis. The differential energy spectrum  
of m agnetospheric trapped  protons has the form  ~  exp(--Ep/100) where E p is the p ro ton  
k inetic  energy in MeV. However, the  num ber and  distribu tion  encountered by a satellite  
depends prim arily on its a ltitude  and inclination. Fortunately , for the low E arth  o rb its  
generally encountered in 7 -ray astronom y, the  tra p p e d  particles contribute significant fluxes 
only during passage through the SAA which is centered near -40° lat and -40° long (E).
4.2 The South A tlan t ic  Anomaly:  The E a r th ’s dipole field is tipped and displaced in a  
region over the  sou th  A tlantic Ocean. The resu ltan t field, when com bined with local 
m agnetic  pertu rbations, exhibits unusually low field values extending over 100° in longitude 
and  60° in la titu d e . As a resu lt, very large num bers of low energy charged particles 
congregate in this region, which is term ed as the  South A tlan tic  Anomaly (SAA).
T he  passage of a  satellite th rough  the SAA produces anom alously high counting ra tes , 
due to  the in teraction of low energy (E  < 600 M eV) trapped  protons w ith th e  instrum ent 
and spacecraft. For a  400 km a ltitu d e , a sate llite  will pass through the SAA typically  6 
tim es a  day, w ith each transit lasting  ~  20 m ins. Peterson (1965) has shown th a t th e  
excess ra te  is p roportional to  th e  degree of pene tration  of th e  satellite in to  th e  anom aly. 
T he proton spectrum  in this region may be expressed as ~  exp {-Epf 25 M eV ), for p ro ton  
energies 50 < E p <  200 MeV and th e  electrons as E ~ 3,s (200 <  E e < 1500 keV). P ro to n  
in tensities typically increase a fac to r of 2 for each 30 km pene tra tion  in to  th e  SAA. Elec­
tro n s, on the o ther hand, appear to  be less predictable and m ore sporadic. T here are also 
m arked  variations associated w ith geomagnetic activ ity  and th e  solar cycle.
M ost instrum ents flown on previous satellites (e.g., the OSO, SAS  and  H E A O  series) 
are  in  low inclination, f =  33°, low altitude (400 <  h  <  600 km ) orbits. T he orbital p a ­
ram eters  of these satellites range from , 0.2 <  B  < 0.5 Gauss and  1.1 < L <  2.2. Obviously, 
an equatorial o rb it is the cleanest since the spacecraft passes through a m inim um  of the  
SAA. In this case, th e  satellite will trace a band of sinusoids along the equa to r with a peak  
to  p eak  am plitude of 2.9°. For a  500 km o rb it, th e  m axim um  count ra te  barely  reaches 
30 p cm - 2s-1 , versus > 1000 p cm - 2s-1 for a  high inclination orbit. For example, th e
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570 km 28° inclination orbit of th e  Solar M axim um  M ission’s G am m a-R ay Spectrom e­
ter (S M M /G R S )  passes some 10° in to  the SAA every orbit ( ~  90 mins). Subtracting  a  
background spectrum  obtained w ith  the  G R S  from  a  spectrum  accum ulated im m ediately 
following an SAA passage, we derive the  following expression for the residual count ra te  
due to  th e  SAA:
R c ts /ch an n e l =  3612 e x p (-1 .4 1  x 10- 3 ) (£>.16)
This is approxim ately  a  factor of tw o  greater th a n  th a t norm ally encountered, although 
the  peak intensity is significantly h igher (V estrand 1989). I t  should be noted th a t the 
recorded rate  is also strongly dependent on th e  orientation of th e  detector as it passes 
through  the SAA, since the  pitch angle d istribu tion  of the arrival directions of trapped  
protons a t satellite a ltitudes is peaked  towards th e  west (the flux from the  east side being 
a  fac to r 5 - 10 lower (Kurfess et al. 1988). Consequently the counting ra te  will be greater 
if th e  bulk  of the  spacecraft m ateria l is o rien tated  tow ards the  w est ra the r th an  the east. 
For exam ple, the 7 -ray telescope onboard  the H E AO -1  satellite experienced gain variations 
of 5% on tim escales of 15 min due to  the changing orientation of the detector PM  tubes 
in the  geomagnetic field as HEAO-1  executed its g reat circle scan each 30 m inutes.
4.3 G am m a-ray fluences: Results from  the  large apertu re , low -earth  orbiting polar satellite 
(Im hof et al. 1976) have shown th a t  the  low energy counting ra tes  near the  equator are 
higher when viewing th e  sky, than  w hen viewing the  atm osphere. This can be a ttrib u ted  to  
the diffuse cosmic rad ia tion  which, a t  the  higher rigidities, has a  g rea ter in tensity  than  the  
atm ospheric 7 -ray in th e  energy in te rval (40 - 500) keV. Likewise, the  situation  is reversed 
near th e  poles. A t in term ediate la titu d es  the directional d istribu tions peak tow ards the  
polew ard side of th e  local vertical, clearly reflecting the la titu d e  or rigidity dependence 
of the  cosmic ray partic le  flux. T he intensities a t  all energies are  greater over the  polar 
caps th a n  a t the low er latitudes. A t high la titu d es , there are  also significant fluxes of 
brem sstrahlung X -rays produced in  th e  atm osphere by electron precipitation from the 
rad ia tion  belts.
For a  non-geostationary or equa to ria l orbit, th e  satellite will move through cyclic vari­
ations in  geom agnetic cutoff rig id ity , purely due  to  orbital m otion . Consequently, the  
induced count ra te  will exhibit tw o m axim a and  m inim a during each orbit (Kurfess et al.
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1988). For the S M M /G R S , the  am plitude of these excursions is typically ~  25% for the 
energy region 4 to  8 MeV.
The electrom agnetic com ponent of the 7 -ray flux m ay be determ ined by studying the 
511 keV flux. Based on the available d a ta  from the  K O SM O S -461 satellite, M azets et al. 
(1975) have derived the  following geom agnetic dependence of the flux for the 0.511 MeV 
line,
1(3?) -  0.21 [0.04 +  ex p (—Sft/8.5)] (£>.17)
photons cm -2  s-1
A t energies > 10 MeV, Forrest (1988) has reported  the following linear expression, 
derived from S M M /G R S  satellite da ta ;
F (» )  =  —2.44 x 10-3  +  0.17/3? (D .18)
counts s_1
for the interval (10 - 25) MeV.
4.4 Activation:  P erhaps the m ost serious problem  in the  nuclear tran sition  region is activa­
tion of the in strum en t due to  th e  passage of the spacecraft through the  trapped  rad iation  
belts and the m ore significantly the  SAA. A lthough, th e  additional background caused by 
trapped  electrons and elastic neu tron  scattering is present only during exposure, effects 
due to  protons linger because of induced radioactiv ity . Fishm an (1972) has shown th a t 
a  large fraction of the  MeV counting ra te  in scin tillation  detectors is due to  the decay of 
cosmic ray produced spallation p roducts. The cosm ic-ray dose is strongly affected by the 
cut-off rigidity which is approxim ately  given by, 3? =  16/ L 2. A t the  m agnetic equato r (L 
=  1) the cut-off rigidity is abou t 16 GV or 16 GeV for protons w hereas a t m id-latitudes 
(L  =  2), the rigidity  drops to  4 GV or 4 GeV for pro tons. Since, the  cosmic ray spectrum  
varies as I?-2 -7, it can be seen th a t  even small changes in latitude result in large changes 
in  th e  cosmic ray  flux which in tu rn  is directly reflected in the am ount radio-activation of 
th e  instrum ent. T he principal radionuclides produced have been discussed in section 2.
A t low energies, Schwartz and  G ursky (1973) have argued th a t  the  m ost serious back­
ground problem  is due to  sporadic charged particles. According to  th e  authors the  rem ain­
ing source of background is due to  neu tron  in teractions with the Al of the  spacecraft.
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5. G e n e ra l  f e a tu r e s  o f  b a c k g ro u n d  s p e c t r a :  W e have compiled a  list of various balloon- 
borne and satellite  background energy loss spectra  published in th e  literatu re . These d a ta  
cover the energy range 100 keV to  10 MeV. For each spectra, we have fit the  d a ta  with 
sim ple functions in order to  com pare them . It should be noted th a t  the functions cho­
sen were not necessarily the best, or the only ones which fit the d a ta . They were chosen 
prim arily  for their simplicity and  robustness. T he  measured background spectra are , by 
and large, not perfectly sm ooth, b u t contain various ‘bum ps’ and ‘wiggles’ due to  discrete 
line and activation features. For sim plicity we have ignored these featu res when fittin g  the 
spectra, as well as the  annihilation line which is clearly resolved in  all spectra and should 
be trea ted  separately.
Since the response of a p a rticu la r instrum ent to  an input spectrum  is unique to  th a t 
in strum en t, we have normalized the  m easured spectra  according to  the  detector volume 
and atm ospheric depth  for com parison A lthough a  correlation w ith  shield thickness m ay 
be expected for shielded detectors, none could be discerned in the  d a ta . This is probably  
because the locally produced 7 -rays from the shields and the atm ospheric and diffuse 7 - 
ray fluxes th a t  leaks through th e  shields, are com petitive processes (B hat and Thom pson 
1981). Thus, as th e  shield thickness is increased th e  locally produced 7 -ray flux increases, 
whereas the leakage flux sim ultaneously decreases; and vise versa.
Below we will list and discuss th e  generic p roperties of these d a ta .
5.1 Balloon-borne m easurem ents: By and large, balloon borne experim ents tend to  have 
softer spectra  th a n  those m easured by satellite instrum ents. This is reflected in the  relative 
fluxes, which for balloon borne instrum ents are usually  a factor of tw o greater th a n  their 
satellite  coun terparts  (cf., the S M M /G R S  and its  balloon borne p ro to type ; the U niversity 
of New H am pshire’s, Large G am m a-R ay Telescope, L G T  (D unphy et al. 1988).
5.1a. Omni-directional Detectors: In general, th e  spectra  of om ni-directional detecto rs ex­
h ib it single power law structure . For atm ospheric dep ths lower th a n  6 gm /cm 2 the average 
spectra  of N al detectors is well described by,
F (E ) =  24.97 E "1'90 (D .  19)
counts s-1  keV -1  cm -3  m b-1
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5.1b A ctive ly  Shielded Detectors:
i. Germanium Detectors: The m ajority  of spectra  m easured by germ anium  detectors can 
be fit by a  tw in power law w ith a spectral break occurring around 700 keV. The average 
of all these spectra  is given by,
X 10"3 E "0-96 , 100 < E <  700 keV; (D  2Q,
2 E ~ 2-°° , 700 <  E <  10000 keV \ )F(E ) =  { 4.
counts s-1 keV -1 cm “ 3 m b -1 
Satellite experim ents also tend  to  show tw in power law struc tu re  at energies below about 5 
MeV. However a t higher energies the  spectral index steepens from 1.9 to  2.2 (see, M ahoney 
et al. 1980).
A t lower energies (below ~  200 keV) some spectra  are b e tte r fit by an exponential 
function  (for example; Ayre et al. 1983, Paciesas et al. 1983). This seems to  be a  comm on 
p roperty  for those detectors whose cryostat windows have equivalent thicknesses greater 
th a n  ~  100 mg cm - 2 . The average of these spectra below 200 keV is given by;
F (E ) =  8.9 x 10"6 e x p (-3 .8  x 10-3  E) (Z?.21)
counts s-1 keV "1 cm -3  m b -1 
corresponding to  a m ean cryostat thickness of 56 mg cm- 2 .
ii. N a l  Detectors: N al detectors are usually well represented by tw in power-law spectra. 
T he averaged spectra  can be described by the  functions:
F(E') =  I  2‘94 *  10~3 E ~°'98 ’ 100 -  E  -  1000 keV; (D  22)
{ } 1 3 .2 5  x 10"1 E - 1-76 , 1000 <  E <  10000 keV  ^ 1
counts s -1 keV ”1 cm -3  m b -1 
T he m easurem ents and D unphy (1976) and A lthouse et al. (1987) are  best fit by a 
single power law of the form,
F (E ) =  8.7 x 10"1 E "1-44 (.D.23)
counts s-1 keV "1 cm -3  m b -1 
over the energy range 100 keV to  10 MeV. The distinguishing characteristic  of these two 
la t te r  instrum ents is their extrem ely wide field-of-view (alm ost 2 7r).
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iii. BG O detectors: At present, the  only available flight d a ta  are those m easured by the 
U N H ’s D irectional Gamma-R.ay Telescope (Owens et al. 1987). The spectrum  was found 
to  be well represented over by a  single power law of the  form,
F(E) =  5.51 E -1 -73 160 < E  < 9300 keV (D .24)
counts s-1 keV -1  cm -3  m b -1  
which is bo th  qualitatively  and  quantatively  similar to  those obtained by N al detectors 
above 1 MeV, when allowance is m ade for the  difference in densities. Again, the  spectra  
is almost a single power law, presum ably because of its  2 tt FOV. Indeed, during a second 
flight of the sam e instrum ent in  which passive collim ation (~  20° FW H M ) was employed 
as well as a lower shield threshold , the spectrum  was b e tte r  fit by a tw in power law of the 
form ,
/  1.95 x 10"2 E -° -75 , 80 <  E <  200 keV; , n
F (E ) -  i  2.3 E - ‘ “  , 200 < E  < 8000 keV (D '25)
counts s-1 keV -1 cm -3  m b -1  
5,1c Compton telescopes: Due to  their extrem ely large FO V , the  atm ospheric and cosmic 
diffuse 7 -rays are  by far the biggest contributors to the  background energy loss spectra. 
Fortunately, when m easuring the  spectra o f point sources, these contribu tions m ay be 
substantially  reduced by em ploying the im aging properties of the  in strum en t to  produce 
m aps of enhanced emission w ith in  some FO V . Therefore, the  background th a t  falls outside 
th e  solid angle corresponding to  some m ultiple of the  system  point-spread-function m ay 
be rejected. However, in the M eV region of the  spectrum , albedo neutrons and cosmic ray  
protons m ay also in teract w ith  the  carbon and  hydrogen nuclei in the scin tillator giving 
rise to  prom pt and  delayed 7 -rays v ia inelastic scattering w ith hydrogen and carbon nuclei, 
o r  by the cap ture  o f neutrons on hydrogen. In  the  la tte r  case a  deuteron is produced which
subsequently deexcites by em itting  a 2.2 MeV 7 -ray. A n estim ate obtained by W hite
and  Schonfelder (1975), indicates th a t above 3 MeV approxim ately  50% of the  apparent 
cosmic diffuse count ra te  (determ ined from a  flattening of the  grow th curve) is due to  
locally induced background from  neutron-carbon in teractions. The relative contribu tion  
to  the to ta l 7 -ray  flux varies considerably with angle and  energy. Below 3 MeV it is 
estim ated to  be around 14%. T he background due to  proton-carbon in terac tions, on the  
o ther hand, is only 2% of the cosmic diffuse count ra te  below 1.5 MeV, and zero a t higher
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energies. No statistically  significant contribu tion  from neutron-proton pho tocap tu re  has 
been reported (W hite and Schonfelder 1975). In la te r experim ents the  in troduction  of 
pulse-shape discrim ination techniques has greatly  reduced the  contribution of the neu tron  
induced background (Lockwood et al. 1981).
Com pton telescopes do not produce energy-loss spectrum  in the conventional sense, 
since source spectra are derived by signal m ultiplexing ra th e r than  collim ation. How­
ever, the to ta l counting ra te , w ithin a  plane can be expressed by the following equation 
(Schonfelder, Graser, and D augherty  1977),
F (t)  =  a tb +  c[l +  p(t)] e x p ( - t /T )  +  F n(t) (£>.26)
where a, b and c are em pirically determ ined param eters. The various com ponents arise as 
follows; F (t)  is the to ta l m easured counting ra te  a t dep th  t, Fn(t)  is the counting ra te  due 
to  neutron  induced background events, a tb is the  atm ospheric 7 -ray com ponent a t dep th  
t, th e  function c ex p (- t/T )  represents the  unscattered  cosmic 7 -ray com ponent, T  is th e  
m ean free p a th  length against Com pton collisions and p a ir  production in air (Davidson and 
Evans 1952), and p (t)  is th e  ra tio  of cosmic 7 -rays which were scattered in to  the apertu re  
of th e  telescope after one or m ore Com pton collisions in the  overlying atm osphere to  those 
which were not.
6 . S a te l l i te  m e a s u re m e n ts :  For low E arth  o rb it’s (<  500 km ) the  in strum en ta l counting 
rates are com parable w ith those encountered a t balloon altitudes. Satellite m easurem ents 
are, however, extremely position oriented and are thus difficult to  quantify. However, 
a  qualitative comparison of different experim ents can provide valuable insights and aid 
in discerning common production  m echanism s. The energy-loss spectra o f a  particu lar 
instrum ent depends prim arily  on w hether the  sa te llite ’s p a th  lies inside or outside the  
E a r th ’s m agnetosphere. For exam ple, the  N al 7 -ray spectrom eter onboard the Apollo-15 
spacecraft obtained energy-loss spectra  outside the  m agnetosphere (Trom bka et al. 1973, 
1977). Above 2 MeV the  spectrum  is well described by a  power law of the  form  ~  E -2 -61. 
Below ~  2 MeV the spectrum  is som ew hat f la tte r  w ith a  spectral index of -1.29. Alm ost all 
of th e  alkali-halide satellite detectors flown to  date , exhibit th is characteristic twin power- 
law s tructu re  with spectral breaks around 2 MeV Likewise, the Ge(Li) crystals on-board 
H E AO -3  mission also show tw in  power-law energy loss spectra , although, in th is case, the
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break occurs a t a lower energy, i.e., 1 MeV (presum ably due to  rapidly decreasing 7 -ray
absorp tion  cross section a t MeV energies). F ishm an (1972), has shown th a t  m ost of the
count ra te  in a  N al detector around an MeV arises from the decay of cosm ic-ray produced
spallation products w ithin the detector. For exam ple, the  spectrum  m easured by H EAO -1
betw een 200 keV to  2 MeV is dom inated  by spallation and neutron  cap tu re  products from
127I. T he greatest effect is from the  decay continuum  from 128I, Lines from electron
capture  decays of 121Te, 124I, 125I and  126I are also present. Above 2 MeV the  background
is due to  relatively sho rt lived spallation effects w ith  T i  < 10 m ins and 7 -ray leakage
2
th rough  the shield. T he resulting spectrum  exhib its a  steeply falling continuum  which is 
strongly m odulated by variations in L  during th e  orbit. The m odulation  is a  factor of 2 
above 3 MeV and < 1 0 %  below 1 MeV for L values ranging from 1.15 to  1.45 (M atteson , 
Nolan and Peterson 1979).
The spectrum  m easured by the  om nidirectional scintillation counter flown onboard the  
R anger-III spacecraft follows an E -2 -56 power law in  the 0.1 to  1 MeV range (M etzger et 
a1. 1964). This result also agrees w ith  OSO-7  and the  S M M /G R S ,  as well as the  Apollo
15 experim ent for energies between 2 and 10 MeV. Below ~  2 MeV the  spectrum  hardens
due to  the  influence of spallation p roducts. The count ra te  has an exponential dependence 
w ith respect to  energy.
The spectra m easured by the  N al detectors onboard  th e  OSO-7  and  S M M  satellites 
show rem arkable sim ilarity (D unphy et a1. 1988). Taken alm ost 15 years a p a rt these 
spectra  can be fit by alm ost identical power laws; namely,
F (E ) =  5.6 E "2'65 (D .27)
F (E ) =  6.8 E "2-8 (D .28)
counts cm - 2s- 1m b -1 
for O SO -7  and SM M  satellites, respectively.
7. D isc u ss io n : An analysis of the  available da ta , indicates th a t the  observed background 
spectra  in  satellite and  balloon-borne instrum ents is, to  a  first approxim ation , determ ined 
by the  detecto r m ass and density. Balloon-borne instrum ents tend  to  be more readily 
predictable th an  satellite  instrum ents; this reflecting the  relative stab ility  of the  operating
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environm ent. For exam ple, using the source functions derived in this section, it is estim ated  
th a t  a  particu lar energy loss spectrum  can be predicted to  a  factor of two. T he same, 
however, cannot be said for satellite in strum en ts (although it should be poin ted  out th a t 
a  50% error is readily obtainable  for certa in  orbital classes).
From  the above analysis we can m ake some qualitative s ta tem en ts  concerning observed 
energy-loss spectra in  general.
1) T he background coun t ra te  scales d irectly  as the  detec to r volume and density.
2) T he detector background scales linearly  with residual atm ospheric depth .
3) T he energy loss spectrum  m ay be divided in to  three regions in which each of the  principal 
com ponents dom inates; i.e., atm ospheric and diffuse ap e rtu re  flux (~  100 keV to  1 MeV), 
local production (~  1 M eV to  3 MeV) and  leakage of the  atm ospheric and cosmic fluxes 
through  the  shield (3 M eV to  10 MeV).
4) T here is no universal rem edy for reducing the background, consequently each of the 
above energy regions m ust be tackled separately.
5) T he lower the  background, the m ore struc tu red  the  energy-loss spectrum .
6 ) Large apertu re  in stru m en ts  tend  to  be best described by single power law functions 
as com pared to  small o r m oderate ap ertu res  which are best described by tw in pow er law 
functions.
7) T he energy spectra  o f actively shielded detectors are usually  a  factor of 5 lower th an  
equivalent passivly shielded instrum ents and  a  factor of 10 lower per gm th a n  om nidirec­
tional detectors.
8 ) T he reduction in  th e  background due to  active shielding is usually constan t across the  
en tire  energy range of th e  instrum ent (cf., B rauer et al. 1972, Ayre et al. 1981).
W eighing all the  above item s, it  w ould seem th a t th e  desirable properties of a  7 -ray 
detec to r which ensure a  low in strum en ta l background are , 1) a  dense detector m aterial; 2) 
actively shielded, w ith  shields of thickness >  3 cm of N al, b u t no more th a n  10 cm; and 
3) a  float a ltitude  b e tte r  th a n  4 g cm -2  over latitudes <  30° (e.g., H ydrabad), for balloon 
borne  instrum ents; and  4) a  highly eccentric or equatorial o rb it for satellites experim ents.
8 . B a c k g ro u n d  r e d u c t io n ,  a  sp e c if ic  e x a m p le :  In view of the  above discussion, it  is 
clear th a t  for the  case o f an instrum ent which is not op tim ally  designed, significant re­
ductions in m ost of th e  individual background com ponents m ay be readily achieved over
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th e  en tire  energy range of th e  in strum en t. Furtherm ore, these im provem ents may be ef­
fected with only m inor changes in  detector design or operation . In order to  illustrate  th e  
benefits th a t m ay  be derived from  such an  approach, we have a ttem p ted  to  reduce th e  
background of an  existing in strum en t - th e  U niversity o f  New H am pshire’s D irectional 
G am m a-ray Telescope (D G T ). T his in strum en t is illu s tra ted  in Figure 2.1 and consists of 
a  coded apertu re  m ask located above, and parallel, to  a  position sensitive detection p lane  
composed of 35 individual BGO detectors, actively shielded from below an d  on the sides 
by 10 of active N al.
The m easured background spectrum  a t a  m ean float a ltitu d e  of 3 gm cm -2  is shown in 
Figure D.4 and corresponds to  an in tegration  tim e of 20 m ins. These d a ta  were obtained  
during a  balloon flight over P alestine  Texas (A =  41° N) on O ctober 1, 1984. The individual 
com ponents which comprise th e  energy loss spectrum  are also shown. T he integral of these 
com ponents over tw o energy ranges are tab u la te d  in Table D .l. From th e  Figure, we see 
th a t  alm ost 50% of the  counting ra te  below 100 keV is due to  the atm ospheric and cosmic 
diffuse 7 -ray fluxes passing d irectly  through th e  forw ard aperture w hereas in the M eV 
region it is clear th a t  neutron  ac tivation  of th e  instrum ent is the  dom inant com ponent. A t 
the  higher energies (E  >  3 M eV) th e  atm ospheric and cosmic diffuse fluxes again  con tribu te  
significantly to  th e  observed energy loss spectra , this tim e  via direct transm ission, o r 
leakage, through th e  shields.
A  reduction in  the  counting ra te  due to  th e  atm ospheric and cosmic ap e rtu re  flux was 
effected by the pre-collim ation of the forw ard apertu re . T h is  is achieved by  the addition  
of a  simple slat collim ator which has a form  o f a  Cu, Sn, C u  “egg cra te” surrounded by  a  
graded  shield m ade ou t of P b , Sn and Cu. T he  shield is v irtua lly  opaque fo r energies up  to  
~  100 keV, and a tten u a te s  the  apertu re  com ponent by a  fac to r of ~  20 below  this energy. 
The effective collim ator a p e rtu re  is 32° x 32° FW HM  for energies less th a n  ~  100 keV , 
increasing to  42° x 42° FW H M  a t 200 keV. Since a lm ost 60% of the  de tec to r counting 
ra te  is due to  7 -rays entering th e  forw ard apertu re  from  outside the field o f view of th e  
m ask, it  was es tim ated  th a t , in  th e  energy region of 50 to  200 keV, an overa ll reduction of 
a  fac to r of ~  10 would be possible.
T he possibility of reducing th e  neutron  induced coun t ra te  by using suitable m oder­
ato rs and absorbers has been described in  Owens et al. (1985). A n e u tro n  jacket w hich
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surrounds the  central detecto r is estim ated  to  produce th a t  a  fac to r of ~  2 reduction in the  
MeV range of the  resulting  energy-loss spectrum . However due to  tim e constra in ts, th is 
m odification could not be im plem ented before flight. I t  was therefore decided, to  a ttack  
th is com ponent indirectly  by lowering the shield threshold  from  300 keV to  100 keV. It 
is known experim entally, th a t th e  detecto r count ra te  varies qu ite  strongly  w ith shield 
threshold although calculations pred ict th a t  i t  should be relatively insensitive for shield 
thresholds below a  few hundred keV. This is because the  principal de-excitation m odes 
following activation o f the  shields involve m ultip le transitions to  the ground sta te . Conse­
quently, the  secondary spectra  tend  to  be extrem ely  flat w ith alm ost 50% of decay events 
occurring a t energies <  100 keV. T hese events th a t  have very sho rt m ean free paths. Since 
m ost of decays result in  m ultiple tran sitions occurring w ithin a  us of each o ther, the  lower 
energy events m ay therefore be used to  tag  the  higher energy decay events which have a 
finite probability  of escaping the shield and in terac ting  in the  central detectors.
The in strum en t was re-flown from  Palestine, Texas in  th e  spring of 1988 achieving a 
m ean float a ltitude  of 3 gm  cm- 2 . T he  observing param eters were essentially the  sam e as 
the  first flight. In Figure D.5 we show the calculated  background energy-loss spectrum  of 
the  modified DG T over Palestine, Texas a t a  residual atm ospheric depth  of 3 gm c m "2. 
For com parison, the  m easured energy-loss spectrum  obtained by  the  original in strum en t 
(O ctober 1, 1984) and the  modified in strum en t (M ay 11, 1988) are shown in Figure (2.1). 
The principal m odifications to  the  original in stru m en t include; i)  the  reduction  of the  low
energy threshold  of th e  instrum ent from  160 to  40 keV, and , ii) th e  add ition  of a  forw ard
apertu re  pre-collim ator placed above the  detec to r plane.
We can see th a t these m odifications are m ost effective for the  lower energy p a rt of the  
energy-loss spectrum . As expected we see a reduction  in  th e  low energy (160 - 1 M eV) 
by a  factor o f 5. N ote, th a t  since m ost of the  low energy ap e rtu re  flux has been rem oved, 
the  exponential a tte n u a tio n  by the  shield is evident below 200 keV for th e  modified D G T 
spectrum .
Incorporation of a  neu tron  jacke t will reduce th e  neutron  com ponent fu rther. Also, the  
contribu tions due to  th e  atm ospheric electrons and  soft re -en tran t albedo p ro tons m ay be 
significantly reduced by  the  inclusion o f simple charged particle  shield above th e  forw ard 
aperture. M onte-C arlo calculations have shown th a t  th is will have the  added  advantage
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of a tte n u a tin g  the  con tribu tion  due to  photon  in itia ted  secondary 7 -ray p roduction  in the  
m ask by a  fac to r of approxim ately  ~  2 .
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Figure D .l: T he Apollo gam m a-ray spectrom eter (H arrington  et al. 1974).
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TABLE 1
Background Contributions to th e  Integral Detector C ounting Rate
160 keV -1 MeV 
*cts s-1





D G T Modified
DGT
A perture +  Leakage 
Atmospheric +  
Cosmic 7-rays
343 175 46 46
Neutron 15 6 56 20
Electron 7 0.07 10 0.1
Proton 0.07 0.007 0.5 0.05
Mask P roduction 16 0 4 2
Spallation 25 25 7 7
Lines (0.511 MeV) 77 62 <  2 <  1
N atural R adioactivity 50 - 70 -
Total 533=100 277±70 193±4S 70±25
•M ultip ly  by 7.05 x 10-4  to  convert to  eta c m - 1 *-1
Table D .l: B ackground con tribu tion  to  th e  integral d e te c to r  counting r a te  (B h a ttach ary a  
et al. 1987).
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Figure D.5: C alcu lated  background energy-loss spectra  for the  m odified D G T  (B hat- 
tac h a ry a  et al. 1987).
A p p en d ix  E
A c t iv e  G a la x y  B u lk  I n te n s ity
In chapter 5 we discussed how to  use the  active galaxy bulk in tensity  to  constra in  the space
density of active galaxies. In th is appendix we present a  derivation of the  active galaxy
in tensity  expression.
To investigate th e  na tu re  and evolution of discrete source rad iation  we shall invoke the  
standard  cosmological model to  derive a  relationship betw een the  pho ton  energy density 
and discrete source photon p roduction  rate. An exact derivation involves E inste in ’s field 
theo ry  and R obert son-W alker m etric  for a  spherically sym m etric hom ogeneous space-tim e 
w ith chosen coordinates t , 9 t <f> an d  t ,  and takes the  form
/J iw2
ds2 =  dt2 -  R 2(t){~  x +  r 2d62 +  r 2sm 2dd<j>2}  (E .l)
1 — r)r2 '
where R (t)  is a  suitable constan t of tim e, and tj is a  constan t signifying the  curvature of 
space.
We can also approach th is problem  from a  view poin t of N ew tonian cosmology (as 
given in W eedm an (1986)) and derive the  equations which will be good approxim ations 
of the  correct relativ istic  equations. This model conjectures a  uniform ly expanding cloud 
o f particles each having a  mass of m . The a ttrac tiv e  force is the  only force capable of 
slowing the expansion of this N ew tonian universe w here any particle of m ass m  a t the  edge 
o f a  sphere of rad iu s r  feels a force directed to  the  cen ter of the  sphere by the  following 
expression
d2i*
F  = m -jj2 = ~ 4 irG m p r/3  (E .2)
where p is the  density  of m a tte r  w ith in  radius r  and  G  is the g rav ita tiona l constan t. If we 
define a  dimensionless scale factor R (t)  such th a t
r ( t )  = R ( i) r ( t0) =  R r 0 (E .3)
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we can rew rite  E quation E .2 in term s of th e  new variable R . A fter m ultip ly ing  both  sides 
of Equation  E.2 by 2R  and  in tegrating  we can derive the  equation
R* =  G p R 2 -  k  (E .4)
o
where A: is a  constan t of in tegration . A positive k  ensures a closed universe due to  the  
fact th a t  th e  expansion velocity is below th e  escape velocity, whereas a  negative k  d ictates
an open universe since th e  expansion velocity is g reater th en  the escape velocity. From
Equation E .4 we can derive an expression for p ( t0) =  Po,
'-!SS<57 + lr-,> <E'6>
where R 0 — R ( ta) and H 0 = R ( t0) /R ( t 0) which is the H ubble’s constan t.
To in troduce  a  suitable expression for the  energy density  we need an equation of s ta te  
which rela tes th e  m atte r  density  p and th e  pressure p. T he  energy in a  volum e elem ent 
dV  is p roportional to  pressure energy p d V . Hence the change dE  in energy E  in tim e dt 
will be:
d E  dV
*■ =  - p - s r  (E -6)
We can w rite  th e  energy density  E j V  as pc2 and V  ~  R 3. Then E quation  E .6 can be 
w ritten  as
d (p R 3) _  p dR 3
dt c2 dt
This equation leads to  an an  expression for the pressure
(E .8 )
Using E quation  E.5 the  above expression simplifies for p 0 =  p ( te) to
=  +  (E -9)
Here q0 = - R R j R 2 which is defined as th e  deceleration param eter. If we consider th a t  
energy density  of the present universe is dom inated by nonrelativ istic  m a tte r , where p 0 < <  
p0, then from  E quation  E.9 it  follows
(E .7)
_*L -  TT 2 
R a2
=  JJ02(1 -  29o) (E.10)
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If k =  0 in  Equation E .4 the expression for p gives th e critical density  o f  the universe
*  -  <E-n >
I t can be seen th a t the  p resent day density is p  =  2q0p0. From  this and  using E quations 
E.5 and E.10 we derive the  following
=  +  (E .12)
i t o  i l
or
! =  A £ ' ( 1 ~ 2 , ’ +  2?”T r * ^  ( E 1 3 )
We shall consider an  isotropic universe where galaxies em itting  7 -rad iation  are  dis­
tr ib u ted  hom ogeneously in  such a m anner th a t a p roper volume of th is  universe em its 
T ( E , t )  pho tons per un it tim e and per un it energy in terval a t energy E.  If we denote the  
num ber density  of photons pe r energy in terval a t tim e t  due to  the rad ia tion  from these 
galaxies by N ( E 0, t ),  then  th e  rate  of change of the pho ton  density will be given by the  
following expression
(E .14)
This is a  first order differential equation and  we should be able to  in teg rate  i t  w ith respect 
to  tim e t. J  d N ( E 0, t ) R 3 =  j v ( E 0? £ , t ) R 2R 0dt (E .15)
Given th a t  R 0( R  =  1 +  2 , we derive the  following using E quation  E.13
f > »tyR2{t)dR0
In teg ra ting  bo th  sides we get an  explicit expression for th e  num ber density  of photons per 
energy in te rval a t tim e t
= t . r~ u+z'vrH’S+c <ei7)
where C  is a  constan t of in tegration . A t t  =  0, N ( E )  =  0, hence it  follows th a t  C  =  0. If 
we use the  sp a tia l density of th e  galaxies, ij( t) , we find th e  following expression for T
r [£ 0(l +  z),  z ] = v(t)Q [E o(l +  z ) ,  z] (E .18)
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w here Q has the dim ension of pho tons per tim e  interval per energy interval. From  this we 
derive
n . ( b . )  =  £  / * “  cb.19)H0 Jo ( 1  +  2 )^ /1  "I" ^ 9 °z 
T h e  flux f ( E )  fro m  the given pho ton  density  is
t f r  \   ^  r ma‘ Q[Eo(l + *), *]<** m
{ i  + z w i  + i ^ z  (E 2 0 )
T hen  th e  intensity o f  the active galaxy  con tribu tion  to the  C G B  can be w ritten  as
j a c k  =  r ™  / l !  — w * )  J r J .  ( E  2 1 )
4?r fT0 y0 J l x (1 +  z)2+a\ / l  +  2g0z
w here we have assum ed  that th e  active galaxy spectrum  can be  represented by a power 
law w ith  a spectral index a. T he  observed lum inosity, L0bs ( E ) ,  is related to  the  em itted  
lum inosity  through if-correction  L 0b ,(E )d L 0ba =  ( Lj (  1 +  z ) a ) ( dL/ (  1 +  z )) an d  <f>(z) is a 
m odel dependent density  evolution factor.
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